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elcome to the world of digital design. Perhaps you’re a com—

puter science student who knows all about computer software

and programming, but you’re still trying to figure out how all

that fancy hardware could possibly work. Or perhaps you’re

an electrical engineering student who already knows

something about analog electronics and circuit design, but you wouldn’t
know a bit if it bit you. No matter. Starting from a fairly basic level, this book

will show you how to design digital circuits and subsystems.

We’ll give you the basic principles that you need to figure things out,

and we’ll give you lots of examples. Along with principles, we’ll try to

convey the flavor of real-world digital design by discussing current,
practical considerations whenever possible. And I, the author, will often
refer to myself as “we” in the hope that you’ ll be drawn in and feel that we’re

walking through the learning process together.

1.1 About Digital Design

Some people call it “logic design.” That’s OK, but ultimately the goal of
design is to build systems. To that end, we’ll cover a whole lot more in this
text than logic equations and theorems.

This book claims to be about principles and practices. Most of the

principles that we present will continue to be important years from now;
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Chapter 1 

IMPORTANT
THEMES IN

DIGITAL DESIGN

 

Introduction

some may be applied in ways that have not even been discovered yet. As for
practices, they may be a little different from what’s presented here by the time
you start working in the field, and they will certainly continue to change
throughout your career. So you should treat the “practices” material in this book
as a way to reinforce principles, and as a way to learn design methods by
example.

One of the book’s goals is to present enough about basic principles for you
to know what’s happening when you use software tools to “turn the crank” for
you. The same basic principles can help you get to the root of problems when the
tools happen to get in your way.

Listed in the box on this page are several key points that you should learn

through your studies with this text. Most of these items probably make no sense
to you right now, but you should come back and review them later.

Digital design is engineering, and engineering means “problem solving.”
My experience is that only 5%—lO% of digital design is “the fun stuff"—the
creative part of design, the flash of insight, the invention of a new approach.
Much of the rest is just “turning the crank.” To be sure, turning the crank is much
easier now than it was 25 or even 10 years ago, but you still can’t spend 100% or

even 50% of your time on the fun stuff.
 

' Good tools do not guarantee good design, but they help a lot by taking the pain
out of doing things right.

' Digital circuits have analog characteristics.

' Know when to worry and when not to worry about the analog aspects of digital
design.

' Always document your designs to make them understandable to yourself and to
others.

' Use consistent coding. organizational, and documentation styles in your HDL—
based designs, following your company's guidelines.

’ Understand and use standard functional building blocks.

' Stale—machine design is like programming; approach it that way.

Design for minimum cost at the system level. including your own engineering
effort as part of the cost.

' Design for testability and manul’acturability.

° Use programmable logic to simplify designs, reduce cost, and accommodate last-
minute modifications.

' Avoid asynchronous design. Practice synchronous design until a better method—
ology comes along (ifevcr).

' Pinpoint the unavoidable asynchronous interfaces between different subsystems
and the outside world, and provide reliable synchronizcrs.
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12 Analog versus Digital

Besides the fun stuff and turning the crank, there are many other areas in

which a successful digital designer must be competent, including the following:

' Debugging. It’s next to impossible to be a good designer without being a

good troubleshooter. Successful debugging takes planning, a systematic

approach, patience, and logic: if you can’t discover where a problem is,
find out where it is not!

- Business requirements and practices. A digital designer’s work is affected

by a lot of nonengineering factors, including documentation standards,

component availability, feature definitions, target specifications, task

scheduling, office politics, and going to lunch with vendors.

- Risk—raking. When you begin a design project you must carefully balance

risks against potential rewards and consequences, in areas ranging from

component selection (will it be available when I’m ready to build the first

prototype?) to schedule commitments (will I still have a job if I'm late?).

- Communication. Eventually, you’ll hand off your successful designs to

other engineers, other departments, and customers. Without good commu-

nication skills, you’ll never complete this step successfully. Keep in mind

that communication includes not just transmitting but also receiving; learn

to be a good listener!

In the rest of this chapter, and throughout the text, I’ll continue to state

some opinions about what’s important and what is not. I think I’m entitled to do

so as a moderately successful practitioner of digital design.
Additional materials related to this book, such as supplemental chapter

sections, selected exercise solutions, and downloadable source code for all

programs, can be found at Ltijfliizuhu: (via WWW - ddpp - com; SEC the P11313106)-

1.2 Analog versus Digital

Analog devices and systems process time-varying signals that can take on any

value across a continuous range of voltage, current, or other metric. So do digital

circuits and systems; the difference is that we can pretend that they don’t! A

digital signal is modeled as taking on, at any time, only one of two discrete
values, which we call 0 and I (or LOW and HIGH, FALSE and TRUE, negated

and asserted, Frank and Teri, or whatever).

Digital computers have been around since the 1940s and have been in
widespread commercial use since the 19605. Yet only in the past 10 to 20 years

has the “digital revolution” spread to many other aspects of life. Examples of
once-analog systems that have now “gone digital” include the following:

' Still pictures. Ten years ago, the majority of cameras still used silver-halide

film to record images. Today, inexpensive digital cameras record a picture

as at 1024x768 or larger array of pixels, where each pixel stores the inten—

analog

digital

()
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sities of its red, green, and blue color components as 8 or more bits each.

This data, over 18 million bits in this example, is processed and compressed
in JPEG format down to as few as 5% of the original number of bits. So,

digital cameras rely on both digital storage and digital processing.

Video recordings. A digital versatile disc (DVD) stores video in a highly
compressed digital format called MPEG-2. This standard encodes a small

fraction of the individual video frames in a compressed format similar to
JPEG, and encodes each other frame as the difference between it and the

previous one. The capacity of a single—layer, single-sided DVD is about 35

billion bits, sufficient for about 2 hours of high-quality video, and a two—

layer, double-sided disc has four times that capacity.

Audio recordings. Once made exclusively by impressing analog wave-

forms onto vinyl or magnetic tape, audio recordings now commonly use

digital compact discs (CDs). A CD stores music as a sequence of 16-bit

numbers corresponding to samples of the original analog waveform, one
sample per stereo channel every 22.7 microseconds. A full-length CD
recording (73 minutes) contains over 6 billion bits of information.

Automobile carburetors. Once controlled strictly by mechanical linkages
(including clever “analog” mechanical devices that sensed temperature,
pressure, etc.), automobile engines are now controlled by embedded
microprocessors. Various electronic and electromechanical sensors con-

vert engine conditions into numbers that the microprocessor can examine

to determine how to control the flow of fuel and oxygen to the engine. The
microprocessor’s output is a time-varying sequence of numbers that

operate electromechanical actuators which, in turn, control the engine.

The telephone system. It started out over a hundred years ago with analog
microphones and receivers connected to the ends of a pair of copper wires
(or was it string?). Even today, most homes still use analog telephones,
which transmit analog signals to the phone company’s central office (CO).

However, in the majority of COS, these analog signals are converted into a

digital format before they are routed to their destinations, be they in the

same CO or across the world. For many years the private branch exchanges
(PBXs) used by businesses have carried the digital format all the way to the
desktop. Now many businesses, COS, and traditional telephony service
providers are converting to integrated systems that combine digital voice
with data traffic over a single IP (Internet Protocol) network.

Trqfiic lights. Stop lights used to be controlled by electromechanical timers

that would give the green light to each direction for a predetermined
amount of time. Later, relays were used in controllers that could activate

the lights according to the pattern of traffic detected by sensors embedded

in the pavement. Today’s controllers use microprocessors and can control
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1.2 Analog versus Digital 5

bits each. the lights in ways that maximize vehicle throughput or, in Sunnyvale,

mpressed California, frustrate drivers with all kinds of perverse behavior.
fbits. So,

- Movie efiects. Special effects used to be created exclusively with miniature

5' clay models, stop action, trick photography, and numerous overlays of film

i a highly on a frame-by-frame basis. Today, spaceships, bugs, otherworldly scenes,
es a small and even babies from hell (in Pixar’s animated short Tin Toy) are synthe—

Similar to sized entirely using digital computers. Might the stunt man or woman

it and the someday no longer be needed, either?

S about 35 The electronics revolution has been going on for quite some time now, and
md a tWO_ the “solid-state” revolution began with analog devices and applications like

transistors and transistor radios. So why has there now been a digital revolution?

log wave- There are in fact many reasons to favor digital circuits over analog ones:

:03?1:16:15; «- Reproducibility of results. Given the same set of inputs (in both value and
:form, one time sequence), a properly designed digital circuit always produces exactly
length CD the same results. The outputs of an analog circuit vary with temperature,
on. power-supply voltage, component aging, and other factors.

a1 linkages Ease of design. Digital design, often called “logic design,” is logical. No

special math skills are needed, and the behavior of small logic circuits can
mperature, _ . ' . _ _ _
embedded be Visuahzed mentally w1thout any specral 1ns1ghts about the operation of

:ns0rs con— capacitors, transistors, or other devices that require calculus to model.
an examine Flexibility and functionality. Once a problem has been reduced to digital

:ngine. The form, it can be solved using a set of logical steps in space and time. For
mbers that example, you can design a digital circuit that scrambles your recorded

engine. voice so that it is absolutely indecipherable by anyone who does not have

with analog your “key” (password), but it can be heardIVirt‘ually undistorted by anyone
opper wires who does. Try domg that w1th an analog Clrcuit.
telephones, Programmability. You’re probably already quite familiar with digital com—
sffice (CO). puters and the ease with which you can design, write, and debug programs
xerted into a for them. Well, guess what? Much of digital design is carried out today by

they in the writing programs, too, in hardware description languages (HDLs). These llttl‘t/H'tll‘t' llt‘AYJFl/illon
h exchanges languages allow both structure and function of a digital circuit to be Iaugmlgt' (HUN
:6 way to the specified or modeled. Besides a compiler, a typical HDL also comes with haw/wary Him/(‘l
tony service

digital voice

anical timers

simulation and synthesis programs. These software tools are used to test

the hardware model’s behavior before any real hardware is built, and then

to synthesize the model into a circuit in a particular component technology.

Speed. Today’s digital devices are very fast. Individual transistors in the

edetermined fastest integrated circuits can switch in less than 10 picoseconds, and a

sold activate COmplete, complex device built from these transistors can examine its

rs embedded Inputs and produce an output in less than a nanosecond. This means that

i can control such a device can produce a billion or more results per second.
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6 Chapter 1 Introduction

SHORT TIMES A millisecond (ms) is [0'3 second, and a microsecond (as) is HT“ second. A I
nanosecond (MS) is just 10'9 second, and a picosecond ([73) is l0”'2 second. In a '
vacuum, light travels about a foot in a nanosecond, and an inch in 85 picoseconds.
With individual transistors in the fastest integrated circuits now switching in less
than IO picoseconds, the speed-of-light delay between these transistors across a
hall-inch-squarc silicon chip has become a limiting factor in circuit design. Il

 

 

~ Economy. Digital circuits can provide a lot of functionality in a small
space. Circuits that are used repetitively can be “integrated“ into a single
"chip" and mass-produced at very low cost. making possible throw-away I
items like calculators. digital Watches. and singing birthday cards. [You

“Is this such a good thing?" Never mind!)

' Sicurt’ilv advancing tetrhurilogit. When you design a digital system, you I
almost always know that there will be a faster, cheaper, or otherwise better |
technology for it in a few years. Clever designers can accommodate theseexpected advances during the. initial design of a system. to forestall system I
obsolescence and to add value for customers. For example, desktop com-
puters often have “expansion sockets” to accommodate faster processors
or larger memories than are available at the time of the computer’s
introduction.

may ask,

al design. The rest of this chapter willSo, that’s enough of a sales pitch on digit
to prepare you for the rest of the book.give you a bit more technical background

1.3 Digital Devices

The most basic digital devices a

. after the founder of a large software company. Gfrom their function of allowing or retarding [“gating"} the flow of digital
information. In general, a gate has one or more inputs and produces an output
that is a function of the current input value(s). While the inputs and outputs may
be analog conditions such as voltage. current, even hydraulic pressure, they are
modeied as taking unjust two discrete values, 0 and I.

Figure l-l shows symbols for the three most important kinds of gates. A
2-input AND gate, shown in (:1), produces a l output if both of its inputs are 1'.
otherwise it produces a 0 output. The figure shows the same gate four times, with
the four possible combinations of inputs that may be applied to it and the result-
ing outputs. A gate is called a t'mitbittrirr‘rmut circuit because its output depends
only on the current combination of input values {called an input mmht'nruioui.

A 2~inpul OR gate. shown in ([3). produces a 1 output if one or both ol‘ its
inputs are i: it produces :1 0 output only ifhoth inputs are 0. Once again. there are

four possible input combinations.

re called gates, and no. they were not named
ates originally got their namegttii’

AND gtliz'

t‘U/Hhillrlliollfll iiirt'ui/

iii/ml (.‘(I/Il/‘Iillfl/f()ll
OH git/U

resulting in the outputs shown in the figure.
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1.4 Electronic Aspects of Digital Design

Figure 1-1 Digital devices: (a) AND gate; (b) OR gate; (0) NOT gate or inverter.

A NOT gate, more commonly called an inverter, produces an output value

that is the opposite of the input value, as shown in (c).

We called these three gates the most important for good reason. Any digital

function can be realized usingjust these three kinds of gates. In Chapter 3 we’ll

show how gates are realized using transistor circuits. You should know, however,

that gates have been built or proposed using other technologies, such as relays,

vacuum tubes, hydraulic devices, and molecular structures.

A flip-flop is a device that stores either a 0 or 1. The state of a flip-flop is

the value that it currently stores. The stored value can be changed only at certain

times determined by a “clock” input, and the new value may further depend on

the flip-flop’s current state and its “control” inputs. A flip-flop can be built from

a collection of gates hooked up in a clever way, as we’ll show in Section 7.2.

A digital circuit that contains flip-flops is called a sequential circuit,

because its output at any time depends not only on its current input but also on

the past sequence of inputs that have been applied to it. In other words, a sequen-
tial circuit has memory of past events.

1.4 Electronic Aspects of Digital Design

Digital circuits are not exactly a binary version of alphabet soup—with all due

respect to Figure 1-1 , they don’t have little Os and ls floating around in them. As

we’ll see in Chapter 3, digital circuits deal with analog voltages and currents and

are built with analog components. The “digital abstraction” allows analog

behavior to be ignored in most cases, so circuits can be modeled as if they really
did process Os and ls.

One important aspect of the digital abstraction is to associate a range of

analog values with each logic value (0 or 1). As shown in Figure 1-2 on the next

Page, a typical gate is not guaranteed to have a precise voltage level for a logic 0

output. Rather, it may produce a voltage somewhere in a range that is a subset of

the range guaranteed to be recognized as a 0 by other gate inputs. The difference
between the lange boundaries is called noise margin—in a real circuit, a gate’s
output can be corrupted by this much noise and still be correctly interpreted at

theinputs of other gates.

NOTgaIe
Inverter

Hip-flop
.vlrtlt'

sequential ("i/rm!

IlltHlllH‘V

HOLYC‘ NIH/71H!
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Ioglc 1

lnvalld

logic 0

Behavior for logic 1 outputs is similar. Note in the figure that there is an

“invalid” region between the input ranges for logic 0 and logic 1. Although any

given digital device operating at a particular voltage and temperature will have a

fairly well defined boundary (or threshold) between the two ranges, different

devices may have different boundaries. Still, all properly operating devices have

their boundary somewhere in the “invalid” range. Therefore, any signal that is

within the defined ranges for O and 1 will be interpreted identically by different

devices. This characteristic is essential for reproducibility of results.

It is the job of an electronic circuit designer to ensure that logic gates

produce and recognize logic signals that are within the appropriate ranges. This

is an analog circuit-design problem; we touch upon some of its aspects in
Chapter 3. It’s not possible to design a circuit that has the desired behavior under

every possible condition of power—supply voltage, temperature, loading, and
other factors. Instead, the electronic circuit designer or device manufacturer

provides specifications (also known as specs) that define the conditions under

which correct behavior is guaranteed.

As a digital designer, then, you need not delve into the detailed analog

behavior of a digital device to ensure its correct operation. Rather, you need only
study enough about the device’s operating environment to determine that it is

operating within its published specifications. Granted, some analog knowledge

is needed to perform this study, but not nearly what you’d need to design a digital

device starting from scratch. In Chapter 3 we’ll give you just what you need.

Digital design need not involve any software tools. For example, Figure 1—3

shows the primary tool of the “old school” of digital design—a plastic template

for drawing logic symbols in schematic diagrams by hand (the designer’s name
was engraved into the plastic with a soldering iron).

Today, however, software tools are an essential part of digital design.

Indeed, the availability and practicality of hardware description languages

(HDLs) and accompanying circuit simulation and synthesis tools have changed 
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1.5 Software Aspects of Digital Design

D§D
D D

 

Fig u r e 1 -3
A logic-design
template.

D E igWAKE
Quarter-size logic symbols, copyright 1976 by Micro Systems Engineering

the entire landscape of digital design over the past several years. We’ll make
extensive use of HDLs throughout this book.

In computer-aided design (also called computer-aided engineering, CAE),

various software tools improve the designer’s productivity and help to improve

the correctness and quality of designs. In a competitive world, the use of soft-

ware tools is mandatory to obtain hi gh-quality results on aggressive schedules.

Important examples of software tools for digital design are listed below:

Schematic entry. This is the digital designer’s equivalent of a word

processor. It allows schematic diagrams to be drawn “on-line,” instead
of with paper and pencil. The more advanced schematic-entry programs

also check for common, easy-to-spot errors, such as shorted outputs,

signals that don’t go anywhere, and so on. Such programs are discussed in

greater detail in fiegtign §2A|22 atW.

HDLs. Hardware description languages, originally developed for circuit

modeling, are now being used extensively for hardware design. They can

be used to design anything from individual function modules to large,

multichip digital systems. We’ll introduce three commonly used HDLs,
ABEL, VHDL, and Verilog, in Chapter 5, and we’ll provide examples in

later chapters. (Don’t worry, you needn’t learn all three languages!)

HDL text editors, compilers, and synthesizers. A typical HDL software

package has many components. The designer uses a text editor to write an

HDL “program,” and an HDL compiler checks it for syntax and related

errors. The designer then can give the program to a synthesizer that creates

a corresponding circuit realization that is targeted to a particular hardware

technology. Most often, though, before synthesis, the designer runs the

HDL program on a “simulator” to verify the behavior of the design.

Simulators. The design cycle for a customized, single-chip digital inte-

grated circuit is long and expensive. Once the first chip is built, it’s very

difficult, often impossible, to debug it by probing internal connections

(they are really tiny), or to change the gates and interconnections. Usually,

changes must be made in the original design database and a new chip must

9

(:01n/mler—nided design.
(CAD)

(.‘wnpnlur—a ided
engineering (CAB)
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10 Chapter 1 Introduction

be manufactured to incorporate the required changes. Since this process

can take months to complete, chip designers are highly motivated to “get

it right” on the first try. Simulators help designers predict the electrical and

functional behavior of a chip without actually building it, allowing most if

not all bugs to be found before the chip is fabricated.

Simulators are also used in the overall design of systems that incorporate

many individual components. They are somewhat less critical in this case

because it’s easier for the designer to make changes in components and

interconnections on a printed-circuit board. However, even a little bit of

simulation can save time by catching mistakes early.

Test benches. HDL—based digital designs are simulated and tested in soft-
ware environments called “test benches.” The idea is to build a set of

programs around the HDL programs to automatically exercise them,

checking both their functional and timing behavior. This is especially

handy when small design changes are made—the test bench can be run to

ensure that bug fixes or “improvements” in one area do not break some-

thing else. Test-bench programs may be written in the same HDL as the

design itself, in C or C++, or in a combination of languages including

scripting languages like Perl.

Timing analyzers and verifiers. The time dimension is very important in

digital design. All digital circuits take time to produce a new output value

in response to an input change, and much of a designer’s effort is spent

ensuring that such output changes occur quickly enough (or, in some cases,

not too quickly). Specialized programs can automate the tedious task

of drawing timing diagrams and specifying and verifying the timing

relationships between different signals in a complex system.

Word processors. HDL-specific text editors are useful for writing source

code, but word processors supporting fancy fonts and pretty graphics also

have an important use in every design—to create documentation!

In addition to using the tools above, designers may sometimes write

specialized programs in high-level languages like C or C++, or scripts in

languages like Perl, to solve particular design problems. For example,

Section 9.1.6 gives a couple of examples of C programs that generate the “truth

tables” for complex combinational logic functions.

Although CAD tools are important, they don‘t make or break a digital

designer. To take an analogy from another field, you couldn’t consider yourself

to be a great writer just because you’re a fast typist or very handy with a word

processor. During your study of digital design, be sure to learn and use all the

tools that are available to you, such as schematic-entry programs, simulators,

and HDL compilers. But remember that learning to use tools is no guarantee that

you’ll be able to produce good results. Please pay attention to what you’re

producing with them! 
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_

PROGRAMMABLE Later in this book you‘ll learn how programmable logic devices (PLDs) and field-

LOGIC DEVICES programmable gate arrays (FPGAS) allow you to design a circuit or subsystem by

VERSUS writing a sort of program. PLDs and FPGAs are now available with up to tens of mil-
SIMULATION lions of gates, and the capabilities of these technologies are ever increasing. If a

 
PLD- or FPGA—based design doesn’t work the first time, you can often fix it by
changing the program and physically reprogramming the device, without changing

any components or interconnections at the system level. The ease of prototyping and
modifying PLD— and FPGA-based systems can eliminate the need for simulation in
board-level design; simulation is required only for chip-level designs.

The most widely held view in industry trends says that as chip technology
advances, more and more design will be done at the chip level, rather than the board
level. Therefore, the ability to perform complete and accurate simulation will

become increasingly important to the typical digital designer.

However, another view is possible. The past decade has seen the emergence of
programmable devices that include not only gates and flip-flops as building blocks,
but also higher-level functions such as microprocessors, memories, and input/output
controllers. Using these devices, the digital designer is relieved of the need to design

the most complex and critical on-chip components and interconnections—they have
already been designed and tested by the device manufacturer.

In this view, it is still possible to misapply high-level programmable functions,
but it is also possible to fix mistakes simply by changing a program; detailed simu-
lation of a design before simply “trying it out” could be a waste of time. Another,

compatible view is that the PLD or FPGA is merely a full-speed simulator for the

program, and this full-speed simulator is what gets shipped in the product!

Does this extreme view have any validity? To guess the answer, ask yourself
the following question. How many software programmers do you know who debug

a new program by “simulating” its operation rather than just trying it out?

In any case. modern digital systems are much too complex for a designer to
have any chance of testing every possible input condition, with or without simula-

tion. As with software. correct operation of digital systems is best accomplished

through practices that ensure that the systems are “correct by design.” It is a goal of
this text to encourage such practices.
 

1.6 Integrated Circuits

A collection of one or more gates fabricated on a single silicon chip is called an
mtegrared circuit (IC). Large ICs with tens of millions of transistors may be half integrated circuit (IC)

an melt or more on a side, while small ICs may be less than one—tenth of an inch
on a side.

Regardless of its size, an IC is initially part of a much larger, circular wafer, Il'flft‘l‘

up to ten inches in diameter, containing dozens to hundreds of replicas of the

Same 1C. All of the IC chips on the wafer are fabricated at the same time, like
PIZZas that are eventually sold by the slice, except in this case, each piece (IC
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chip) is called a die. Each die has pods around its periphery—electrical contact
points that are. much larger than other chip features. so wires can be connected
later. After the. wafer is fabricated, the dice are tested in place on the wafer using
tiny, probing pins that temporarily contact the pads. and defective dice are
marked. Then the wafer is sliced up to prodttce the individual dice, and the
marked ones are discarded. (Compare with the pizza-maker who sells all the
pieces. even the ones without enough pepperoni!) Each “good” die is mounted in
a package, its pads are wired to the package pins. the packaged 1C is subjected to
a final test, and it is shipped to a customer.

Some people use the term “1C" to refer to a silicon die. Some use “chip" to
refer to the same thing. Still others use “IE" or "chip" to refer to the combination
of a silicon die and its package. Digital designers tend to use the two terms inter-
changeably, and they really don't care what they‘re talking about. They don't
t'equi re a precise definition. since they‘re only looking at the functional and elec—
trical behavior of these things. in the balance ol'this text. we’ll use the term If to
refer to a packaged die.

In the early days of integrated circuits le were classified by size—small,
medium, or large according to how many gates they contained. The simplest
type of commercially available [Cs are still called watt-scale integration (SSH
and contain the equivalent of | to 20 gates. SS] ICs typically contain a handful of
gates or flip-flops. the basic building blocks ofdigital design.

The 881 le that you might encounter in an educational lab come in a 14-
pin dun! titling-pin {DIP} package. As shown in Figure l-4ta'}. the spacing be-
tween pins in a column is 0.1 inch and the spacing betWeen columns is 0.3 inch.
Larger DIP packages accommodate functions with more pins. as shown in (hi
and (c). A pin diagram shows the assignment of device signals to package pins,
or pinmit. Figure l-S shows the pin diagrams for a few common 331 K35. Such
diagrams are used only for mechanical reference. when a designer needs to
determine the pin numbers for a particular 1C. In the schematic diagram for a
digital circuit, pin diagrams are not used. Instead, the various gates are grouped
functionally. as we'll show in Section 6. |.

 

A reader of a previous edition wrote to me to collect a $5 reward for pointing out my
“glaring" misuse of “dice“ as the plural of "die.“ According to the dictionary. she
said, the plural form of “die” is “dice” only when descrihing those little cubes with
dots on each side; otherwise it’s “dies.” and she produced the references to prove it.

Being stubborn, I recently did some searching using Google. It reported 259
web pages with the term “integrated—circuit dice” and only 113 with “integrated—
circuit dies." None of the 259 pages appeared to be about a game-of—chance-on-a—
chip, while at least one of the 1 13 was actually talking about chip failures. (“Some—
times it happens that an integrated circuit dies. and its soul transforms into a ghost
that haunts the device”) So, I’m sticking with “dice“!
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1.6

Although SSI ICs are still sometimes used as “glue” to tie together larger-

scale elements in complex systems, they have been largely supplanted by

programmable logic devices (PLDs), which we’ll study in Sections 6.3 and 8.3.
The next larger connnercially available ICs are called medium-scale

integration (MSI) and contain the equivalent of about 20 to 200 gates. An MSI

1C typically contains a functional building block, such as a decoder, register, or
counter. In Chapters 6 and 8 we’ll place a strong emphasis on these building

blocks. Even though the use of discrete MSI ICs has declined, the equivalent

building blocks are used extensively in the design of larger ICs.

Large-scale integration (LS1) ICs are bigger still, containing the equivalent

of 200 to 1,000,000 gates or more. LSI parts include small memories, micro-

processors, programmable logic devices, and customized devices.
The dividing line between LSI and very large-scale integration (VLSI) is

fuzzy and tends to be stated in terms of transistor count rather than gate count.

Any IC with over a few million transistors is definitely VLSI, and that includes

Figure 1-5 Pin diagrams for a few 7400-series SSI le.

74x00 74x02 74X04   
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Figure 1-4
Dual inline pin (DIP)
packages: (a) 14-pin;
(b) 20-pin; (c) 28-pin.
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TINY-SCALE

INTEGRATION

  

In the coming years, perhaps the most popular remaining use of SSI and MSI, I
especially in DIP packages, will be in educational labs. These devices will afford
students the opportunity to “get their hands dirty" by “breadboarding” and wiring up l
simple circuits in the same way that their professors did decades ago.

However, much to my surprise, a segment of the IC industry actually intro- l
duced parts that went downscale from SSI during the past ten years. The idea was to
sell individual logic gates in very small packages. These devices handle simple func—
tions that are sometimes needed to match larger-scale components to a particular
design, or in some cases they are used to work around bugs in the larger-scale com-
ponents or their interfaces.

An example of such an IC was Motorola’s 74VHC1G08. This chip was a
single 2-input AND gale housed in a S-pin package (power, gl'tltlttd. an inpulfi. and
one output]. Tlte entire package. including pins, measured only 0.08 inches on aside
and was only 0.04 inches high! Now that's what [ would call “tiny—scale integration”!

most microprocessors and memories nowadays, as well as larger programmable
logic devices and customized devices. In 2005, VLSI ICs with over 100 million
transistors were available.

There are a wide variety of Ile that can have their logic function "programmed“
into them after they are manufactured. Most ofthese devices: use technology that
also allows the function to be reprogrammed, which means that if you find a bug

in your design. you may be able to fix it without physically replacing or rewiring
the. device. In this book, we give a lot of attention to the design methods: for such
devices.

Historically, pmgreturnable logic arrays tPL4.rl were the first program~
tnable logic devices. PLAS contained a two—level structure of AND and OR gates
willt user~programmahle connections. Using this structure, a designer could
accommodate any logic function up to a certain level of complexity using the
wellwltnown theory of logic synthesis and n'tinitnization that we‘ll present in
Chapter 4.

PLA structure was enhanced and PLA costs were reduced with the

introduction of progrrtmmrtble array logic (EAL) devices. Today. such devices
are generically called programmable logic devices {PLDst attd are the “'MSI" of
the programmable logic industry. We’ll have a lot to say about PLD architecture
and technology in Sections 6.3 and 8.3.

The ever-increasing capacity of integrated circuits. created an opportunity
for [C manufacturers to design larger PLDs for larger digital—design applica-
tions. However, for technical reasons that we'll discuss in Section 9.5. the basic
two—level AN D—OFt structure ofPLI)s could not be scaled to larger sizes. Instead.
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1.7 Programmable Logic Devices 15

 Programmable Interconnect
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Figure 1-6 Large programmabIe-logic-device scaling approaches: (a) CPLD; (b) FPGA.

1C manufacturers devised complex PLD (CPLD) architectures to achieve the

required scale. A typical CPLD is merely a collection of multiple PLDs and an
interconnection structure, all on the same chip. In addition to the individual

PLDs, the on-chip interconnection structure is also programmable, providing a

rich variety of design possibilities. CPLDs can be scaled to larger sizes by

increasing the number of individual PLDs and the richness of the interconnec—
tion structure on the CPLD chip.

At about the same time that CPLDs were being invented, other IC manu-

facturers took a different approach to scaling the size of programmable logic

chips. Compared to a CPLD, a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) contains

a much larger number of smaller individual logic blocks and provides a large,
distributed interconnection structure that dominates the entire chip. Figure 1—6

illustrates the difference between the two chip—design approaches.

Proponents of one approach or the other used to get into “religious”

arguments over which way was better, but several leading manufacturers of large

programmable logic devices acknowledge that there is a place for both

approaches, and they manufacture both types of devices. What’s more important

than chip architecture is that both approaches support a style of design in which

products can be moved from design concept to prototype and production in a
very short time.

Also important in achieving short “time to market” for all kinds of PLD-

based products is the use of HDLs in their design. HDLs like ABEL, Verilog,

and VHDL, and their accompanying software tools, enable a design to be com-

Piled, synthesized, and downloaded into a PLD, CPLD, or FPGA in minutes.

Highly structured, hierarchical languages like VHDL and Verilog are especially

POWBrful in helping designers to utilize the millions of gates provided in the
1argestCPLDs and FPGAs.

(rompltzr PLI) (Cl-’11))

field—pingnunnmb{c
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16 Chapter 1 Introduction

1.8 Application-Specific le

Perhaps the most interesting development in IC technology for the average

digital designer is not the ever-increasing number of transistors per chip, but the
ever-increasing opportunity to “design your own chip.” Chips designed for a par-
ticular, limited product or application are called semicnstom ICs or application-

specific [Cs (AS/Cs). ASICs generally reduce the total component and manufac—
turing cost of a product by reducing chip count, physical size, and power
consumption, and they often provide higher performance.

The nonrecnrring engineering (NRE) cost for an ASIC design can exceed

the cost of a discrete design by $10,000 to $500,000 or more. NRE charges are

paid to the IC manufacturer and others who are responsible for designing the
internal structure of the chip, creating tooling such as the metal masks for

manufacturing the chips, developing tests for the manufactured chips, and

actually making the first few sample chips. So, an ASIC design normally makes
sense only if NRE cost is offset by the per—unit savings over the expected sales
volume of the product.

There are a few approaches to ASIC design, differing in their capabilities

and cost. The NRE cost to design a custom. LS] chip—a chip whose functions,
internal architecture, and detailed transistor-level design is tailored for a specific

customer—is very high, $500,000 or more. Thus, full custom LSI design is done
only for chips that have general commercial application (e.g., microprocessors)
or that will enjoy very high sales volume in a specific application (e.g., a digital

watch chip, a network interface, or a bus-interface circuit for a PC).
To reduce NRE charges, IC manufacturers have developed libraries of

standard cells including commonly used MSI functions such as decoders,

registers, and counters and commonly used LSI functions such as memories,
programmable logic arrays, and microprocessors. In a standard-cell design, the
logic designer interconnects functions in much the same way as in a multichip
MSI/LSI design, Custom cells are created (at added cost, of course) only if

absolutely necessary. All of the cells are then laid out on the chip, optimizing

the layout to reduce propagation delays and minimize the size of the chip.
Minimizing the chip size reduces the per-unit cost of the chip, since it increases
the number of chips that can be fabricated on a single wafer. The NRE cost for a

standard-cell design is typically on the order of $250,000 or more.
Well, $250,000 is still a lot of money for most folks, so IC manufacturers

have gone one step further to bring ASIC design capability to the masses. A gate
array is an IC whose internal structure is an array of gates whose interconnec-
tions are initially unspecified. The logic designer specifies the gate types and

interconnections. Even though the chip design is ultimately specified at this very

low level, the designer typically works with “macrocells,” the same high-level

functions used in multichip MSl/LSI and standard-cell designs; software

expands the high-level design into a low—level one.
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1.9 Printed-Circuit Boards 17

The main difference between standard-cell and gate—array design is that the

macrocells and the chip layout of a gate array are not as highly optimized as

those in a standard—cell design, so the chip may be 25% or more larger and

therefore may cost more. Also, there is no opportunity to create custom cells in

the gate—array approach. On the other hand, a gate—array design can be finished
faster and at lower NRE cost, ranging from about $l0,000 (what you’re told

initially) to $100,000 (what you find you’ve spent when you’re all done).
The basic digital design methods that you’ll study throughout this book

apply very well to the functional design of ASICs. However, there are additional
opportunities, constraints, and steps in ASIC design, which usually depend on
the particular ASIC vendor and design environment.

1.9 Printed-Circuit Boards

An IC is normally mounted on a printed-circuit board {PCB) [or primed-wiring

board (PWB)] that connects it to other ICs in a system. The multilayer PCBs

used in typical digital systems have copper wiring etched on multiple, thin layers

of fiberglass that are laminated into a single board usually about '1 /1 6 inch thick.
Individual wire connections, or PCB traces, are usually quite narrow, 10 to

25 mils in typical PCBs. (A mil is one-thousandth of an inch.) In fine-line PCB

technology, the traces are extremely narrow, as little as 3 mils wide with 3-mil

spacing between adjacent traces. Thus, up to 166 connections may be routed in a
one-inch-wide band on a single layer of the PCB. If higher connection density is

needed, then more layers are used.

Most of the components in modern PCBs use surface-mount technology

(SMT). Instead of having the long pins of DIP packages that poke through the
board and are soldered to the underside, the leads of SMT IC packages are bent

to make flat contact with the top surface of the PCB. Before such components

are mounted on the PCB, a special “solder paste” is applied to contact pads on

the PCB using a stencil whose hole pattern matches the contact pads to be

soldered. Then the SMT components are placed (by hand or by machine) on the

pads, where they are held in place by the solder paste (or in some cases, by glue).

Finally, the entire assembi y is passed through an oven to melt the solder paste,
which then solidifies when cooled.

Surface-mount technology, coupled with fine-line PCB technology, allows

extremely dense packing of integrated circuits and other components on a PCB.

This dense packing does more than save space. For very high—speed circuits,

dense packing helps to minimize certain adverse analog phenomena, such as

transmission-line effects and speed—of—light limitations.

To satisfy the most stringent requirements for speed and density, multichip

mOduleS (MCMs) have been developed. In this technology, IC dice are not

n‘tountetl in individual plastic or ceramic packages. Instead, the IC dice for a
hlgh-Specd subsystem (say, a processor and its cache memory) are bonded

primed—(“inn[I lwum’
(PCB)

primal—Hiring baa/ti
(PW/f)

PCB {Ir/res

mil

[lint/inc

\‘IHj/iurc—mmml
luv/urology (SMT)

IllII/(irf/II/J I/I()£/H/('
(MC/ll)
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18 Chapter 1

Moore '5 Ltllt‘

Fig u re 1-7
Switch model for

multiplexer function

  

Introduction

 

directly to a substrate that contains the required interconnections on multiple
layers. The MCM is hermetically sealed and has its own external pins for power,
ground. and just these signals that are required by the system that contains it.

1.10 Digital-Design Levels

Digital design can be carried out at several different levels of representation and
abstraction. Although you may learn and practice design at a particular level,
from time to time you’ll need to go up or down a level or two to get the job done.
Also, the industry itself and most designers have been steadily moving to higher
levels of abstraction as circuit density and functionality have increased.

The lowest level of digital design is device physics and IC manufacturing

processes. This is the level that is primarily responsible for the breathtaking
advances in IC speed and density that have occurred over the past decades. The
effects of these advances are summarized in Moore ’3 Law, first stated by Intel

founder Gordon Moore in 1965: that the number of transistors per square inch in

the newest ICs will double every year. In recent years, the rate of advance has

slowed down to doubling about every 24 months, but it is important to note that
with each doubling of density has also come a significant increase in speed.

This book does not reach down to the level of device physics and IC

processes. but you need to recognize the importance of that level. Being aware of
likely technology advances and other changes is important in system and
product planning. For example, decreases in chip geometries have recently
forced a move to lower logic-power-supply voltages, causing major changes in

the way designers plan and specify modular systems and upgrades.
In this book, we jump into digital design at the transistor level and go all

the way up to the level of logic design using HDLs. We stop short of the next
level, which includes computer design and overall system design. The “center”
of our discussion is at the level of functional building blocks.

To get a preview of the levels of design that we’ll cover, consider a simple
design example. Suppose you are to build a “multiplexer” with two data input
bits, A and B, a control input bit S, and an output bit 2. Depending on the value
of S, 0 or 1, the circuit is to transfer the value of either A or B to the output Z. This
idea is illustrated in the “switch model” of Figure 1-7. Let us consider the design
of this function at several different levels.

Although logic design is usually carried out at a higher level, for some
functions it is advantageous to optimize them by designing at the transistor level.
The multiplexer is such a function. Figure 1-8 shows how the multiplexer can be
designed in “CMOS” technology using specialized transistor circuit structures
called “transmission gates.” discussed in Section 3.7.1. Using this approach, the

multiplexer can be built with just six transistors. Any of the other approaches
that we describe requires at least 14 transistors.
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1.10 Digital-Design Levels

Vcc

A

z

B

Fig u re 1-8
3 Multiplexer design using

CMOS transmission gates.

In the traditional study of logic design, we would use a “truth table” to

describe the multiplexer’s logic function. A truth table lists all possible combina-

tions of input values and the corresponding output values for the function. Since

the multiplexer has three inputs, it has 23 or 8 possible input combinations, as
shown in the truth table in Table 1-1.

Once we have a truth table, traditional logic design methods, described in

Section 4.3, use Boolean algebra and well—understood minimization algorithms

to derive an “optimal” two—level AND-OR equation from the truth table. For the

multiplexer truth table, we would derive the following equation:
Z = S’-A+S-B

This equation is read “Z equals not S and A, or S and B.” Going one step further,

we can convert the equation into a set of logic gates that perform the specified

logic function, as shown in Figure l-9 on the next page. This circuit requires 14
transistors if we use standard CMOS technology for the four gates shown.

 

S A B Z Ta b | 9 1-1
Truth table for the

0 0 0 0 multiplexer function.
0 0 l 0

0 l 0 l

0 l l l

l 0 0 0

l 0 l l

l l 0
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20 Chapter1 Introduction

A

s~ I
Figure 1-9 S }. . Z
Gate-level logic diagram -for multiplexer function. 3

  

 

 

A multiplexer is a very commonly used function, and most digital logic
technologies provide predefined multiplexer building blocks. For example, the
74x157 is an MSI chip that performs multiplexing on two 4-bit inputs simul-
taneously. Figure 1—10 is a logic diagram that shows how we can hook up just
one bit of this 4-bit building block to solve the problem at hand. The numbers in

color are pin numbers of a 16—pin DIP package containing the device.
We can also realize the multiplexer function as part of a programmable

logic device. HDLs like ABEL allow us to specify logic functions using Boolean
equations similar to the one on the previous page, but an HDL’s “higher-level”
language elements can create a more readable program. For example, Table 1-2
is an ABEL program for the multiplexer function. The first three lines define the

name of the program module and specify the type of PLD in which the function

will be realized. The next two lines specify the device pin numbers for inputs and
output. The “when” statement specifies the actual logic function in a way that’s
very easy to understand, even though we haven’t covered ABEL yet.

Two even higher-level languages, VHDL and Veriiog, can be used to
specify the multiplexer function in a way that is very flexible and hierarchical.
Table 1—3 is an example VHDL program for the multiplexer. The first two lines

specify a standard library and set of definitions to use in the design. The next
four lines specify only the inputs and outputs of the function, purposely hiding
any details about the way the function is realized internally. The “architecture”

section of the program is a behavioral specification of the multiplexer’s function.
VHDL syntax takes a little getting used to, but the single “when” statement says
basically the same thing that the ABEL version did. A synthesizer can use this
behavioral description to produce a circuit that has this behavior in a specified
target digital—logic technology, such as a PLD or ASIC.

74x157 

Figure 1-10
Logic diagram for a
multiplexer using an
MSI building block.
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1.10 Digital-Design Levels

____—_—-—_—

module chaplmux
title 'Two-input multiplexer example'
CHAPlMUX device 'P16V8'

Table 1-2

ABEL program for
the multiplexer.

A, B, S pin 1, 2, 3;
z pin 13 istype 'com';

equations

when S == 0 then Z = A; else Z = B;

end chapimux_

Table 1-3

VHDL program for

the multiplexer.

library IEEE;
use IEEE.std_1ogic_1164.all;

entity Vchaplmux is
port C A, B, S: in STD_LDGIC;

Z: out STD_LUGIC );
end Vchaplmux;

architecture Vchaplmux_arch of Vchaplmux is
begin

Z <= A when S = '0' else B;

end Vchaplmux_arch; 

By explicitly enforcing a separation of input/output definitions (“entity”)

and internal realization (“architecture”), VHDL makes it easy for designers to

define alternate realizations of functions without having to make changes

elsewhere in the design hierarchy. For example, a designer could specify an

alternate, structural architecture for the multiplexer as shown in Table 1-4. This

architecture is basically a text equivalent of the logic diagram in Figure 1-9.

Going one step further, VHDL is powerful enough that we could actually

define operations that model functional behavior at the transistor level (though

we won’t explore such capabilities in this book). Thus, we could come full circle

by writing a VHDL program that specifies a transistor—level realization of the

multiplexer equivalent to Figure 1-8.
_....__________________________________..............................._

architecture Vchaplmux_gate_arch of Vchaplmux is
signal SN, ASN, SB: STD_LDGIC;

—- required component declarations have been omitted
‘- for brevity in this example.

begin

U1: port map INV (S, SN);
U2: port map AND2 (A, SN, ASN);
U8: port map ANDZ (S, B, SB);
U4: port map 0R2 (ASN, SB, 2);

end Vchap1mux_gate_arch;—-'———————

Table 1-4
“Structural” VHDL

program for the

multiplexer.

21
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22 Chapter 1 Introduction

___________.———————-'—" Table 1-5

module Vrchaplmux(A, B, S, Z); _
input A, B, s; Vertlog program for
output 2; the multiplexer.

assign Z = (S==O) '? A : B;
endmodule
#

Table 1-5 is a Verilog program for the saute multipiexer function. Verilog
syntax is somewhat C-like; see, for example, the conditional expression that
tests the value of S so that either A or B is assigned to 2 depending on the test's
outcome. Like C, Veriiog is less picky about variable and type definitionsrl’or
example, in Table l-S all of the variables default to being l—bit “wires." Unlike
VHDL, Verilog does not require separate definitions of entity and architecture—
it’s all together in one “module." But Verilog also provides a means for defining
functions structurally as in the V HDL example of Table 1-4.

 
1.11 The Name of the Game

Given the functional and performance requirements for a digital system, the
name ol'tlie game in practical digital design is to minimize cost. For )‘mru‘d—let'cl I
designs—systems that are packaged on a single PCB—this usually means
minimizing the number of 1C packages. ll" too many le are required. they won’t
all fit on the PCB. “Well. just use a bigger PCB." you say. Unfortunately, PCB
sizes are usually constrained by factors such as preexisting standards (e.g.,
add-in boards for PCs), packaging constraints (e.g., it has to lit in your pocket). i
or edicts from above (e.g., in order to get the project approved three months ago.
you foolishly told your manager that it would all fit on a 3 X 5 inch PCB, and |
now you’ve got to deliver! ). In each of these cases, the cost ofusing a larger PCB
or multiple PCBs may be unacceptable.

Minimizing the number ot'ICs is usually the rule even though individual lC
costs vary. For example, atypical 531 or MSl 1C may cost 20 cents, while a small
PLD may cost a dollar. It may be possible to perform a particular function with
three 881 and MSl 105 (60 cents) or one PLD (a dollar). In many situations, the
more expensive PLD solution is used, not because the designer owns stock in the
PLD company. but because the PLD solution uses less PCB area and is also a lot
easier to change if it’s not right the First time.

in AS! C charter-t, the name of the game is a little different, but the
importance of structured. functional design techniques is the same. Although it's
easy to burn hours and weeks creating custom macrocells and minimizing the
total gate count of an ASIC. only rareiy is this advisable. The per-unit cost
reduction achieved by having a ICC? smaller chip is negligible except in high-
volume applications. In applications with low to medium volume (the majority).
two other factors are more important: design time and NRE cost.

haunt—latte] design.

A SIC design.
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A shorter design time allows a product to reach the market sooner,

increasing revenues over the lifetime of the product. A lower NRE cost also

flows right to the “bottom line” and in small companies may be the only way the

project can be completed before the company runs out of money (believe me,
I’ve been there!). If the product is successful, it’s always possible and profitable

to “tweak” the design later to reduce per-unit costs. The need to minimize design

time and NRE cost argues in favor of a structured, as opposed to highly

optimized, approach to ASIC design, using standard building blocks provided in
the ASIC manufacturer’s library.

The considerations in PLD, CPLD, and FPGA design are a combination of

the above. The choice of a particular PLD technology and device size is usually

made fairly early in the design cycle. Later, as long as the design “fits” in the

selected device, there’s no point in trying to optimize gate count or board area——

the device has already been committed. However, if new functions or bug fixes

push the design beyond the capacity of the selected device, that’s when you must
work very hard to modify the design to make it fit.

1.12 Going Forward

This concludes the introductory chapter. As you continue reading this book,

keep in mind two things. First, the ultimate goal of digital design is to build

systems that solve problems for people. While this book will give you the basic
tools for design, it’s still your job to keep “the big picture” in the back of your

mind. Second, cost is an important factor in every design decision; and you must

consider not only the cost of digital components, but also the cost of the design

activity itself.

Finally, as you get deeper into the text, if you encounter something that you

think you’ve seen before but don’t remember where, please consult the index.
I’ve tried to make it as helpful and complete as possible.

Drill Problems

1.] Suggest some better-looking chapter—opening artwork to put on page i of the next
edition of this book.

1.2 Give three different definitions for the word “bit" as used in this chapter.

1.3 Define the following acronyms: ASIC, CAD, CD, CD, CPLD, DIP, DVD,FPGA,
HDL, IC, IP, LSI, MCM, MSI, NRE, PBX, PCB, PLD, PWB, SMT, SSI, VHDL,
VLSI.

1‘4 Research the definitions of the following acronyms: ABEL, CMOS, DDPP,
JPEG, MPEG, OK, PERL. (Is OK really an acronym?)

Excluding the topics in Section l.2, list three once-analog systems that have
“gone digital” since you were born.

Drill Problems 23
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1.6 Draw a digital circuit consisting of a 2-input AND gate and three inverters, where
an inverter is connected to each of the AND gate’s inputs and its output. For each

of the four possible combinations of inputs applied to the two primary inputs of
this circuit, determine the value produced at the primary output. Is there a simpler
circuit that gives the same input/output behavior?

When should you use the pin diagrams of Figure 1—5 in the schematic diagram of
a circuit?

What is the relationship between “die” and “dice”?
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Chapter

Digital Circuits

arketing hype notwithstanding, we live in an analog world, not

a digital one. Voltages, currents, and other physical quantities
in real circuits take on values that are infinitely variable,

depending on properties of the real devices that comprise the
circuits. Because real values are continuously variable, we

could use a physical quantity such as a signal voltage in a circuit to represent

a real number (e.g., 3.14159265358979 volts represents the mathematical

constant pi to 14 decimal digits of precision).

However, stability and accuracy in physical quantities are difficult to

obtain in real circuits. They can be affected by manufacturing variations,

temperature, power-supply voltage, cosmic rays, and noise created by other

circuits, among other things. If we used an analog voltage to represent pi, we

might find that instead of being an absolute mathematical constant, pi varied

over a range of 10% or more.

Also, many mathematical and logical operations can be difficult or

impossible to perform with analog quantities. While it is possible with some

cleverness to build an analog circuit whose output voltage is the square root

of its input voltage, no one has ever built a IOU—input, lOO-output analog cir—

cuit whose outputs are a set of voltages identical to the set of input voltages,
but sorted arithmetically.

The purpose of this chapter is to give you a solid working knowledge

of the electrical aspects of digital circuits, enough for you to understand and

build real circuits and systems. We’ll see in later chapters that with modern

79
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software tools, it’s possible to “build” circuits in the abstract, using hardware
design languages to specify their design and simulators to test their operation_
But to build real, production-quality circuits, either at the board level or the chip
level. you’ll need to understand most of the material in this chapter. If you’re
really anxious to start designing and simulating abstract circuits, you can just
read the first section of this chapter and some back to the rest of it later, after
you’ve discovered that you really need it.

3.1 Logic Signals and Gates

digital logic Digital logic hides the pitfalls of the analog world by mapping the infinite set of
real values for a physical quantity into two subsets corresponding to just tw0

[Ogit' rallies possible numbers or logic values—0 and 1. Thus, digital logic circuits can be
analyzed and designed functionally. using switching algebra, tables, and other
abstract means to describe the operation of well-behaved Os and ls in a circuit.

binary digit A logic value. 0 or I . is often called a binary digit, or bit. If an application
bit requires more than two discrete values, additional bits may be used, with a set of

n bits representing 2”- different values.
Examples of the physical phenomena used to represent bits in some

modern (and not-so-modern) digital technologies are given in Table 3—1. With
most phenomena, there is an undefined region between the 0 and 1 states (e.g.,
voltage : 1.8 V, dim light, capacitor slightly charged, etc). This undefined
region is needed so that the 0 and 1 states can be unambiguously defined and
reliably detected. Noise can more easily corrupt results if the boundaries
separating the 0 and 1 states are too close.

When discussing electronic logic circuits such as CMOS and TTL, digital.
designers often use the words “LOW” and “HIGH” in place of “0" and “l” to
remind them that they are dealing with real circuits, not abstract quantities:

LOW A signal in the range of algebraically lower voltages, which is
interpreted as a logic 0.

HIGH A signal in the range of algebraically higher voltages, which is
interpreted as a logic 1.

Note that the assignments of 0 and l to LOW and HIGH are somewhat arbitrary.
Still, assigning 0 to LOW and 1 to HIGH seems natural and is called pimiiit’t-

positive logic logic. The opposite assignment, 1 to LOW and 0 to HIGH, is not often used ant
negative logic is called negative logic.

Because a wide range of physical values represent the same binary valtl '
digital logic is highly immune to component and power-supply variations an

lull/211‘ noise. Furthermore, biifiei' circuits can be used to regenerate (or amplify) "weak"
values into “strong” ones. so that digital signals can be transmitted over arlnilffll _
distances without loss of information. For example. a buffer for CMOS Ingi
converts any HIGH input voltage into an output very close to 5.0 V, and any LO .
input voltage into an output very close to 0.0 V. 
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I Table 3-1 Physical states representing bits in different logic and memory technologies_

State Representing Bit 

Technology 0 1 

Pneumatic logic Fluid at low pressure Fluid at high pressure

Relay logic Circuit open Circuit closed  Complementary metal-oxide 0—1.5 V 3.5—5.0 V
semiconductor (CMOS) logic

Transistor-transistor logic (TTL) 0—0.8 V 20—50 V

Dynamic memory Capacitor discharged Capacitor charged

Nonvolatile, erasable memory Electrons trapped Electrons released

Microprocessor on—chip serial number Fuse blown Fuse intact

Polymer memory Molecule in state A Molecule in state B

Fiber optics Light off Light on

Magnetic disk or tape Flux direction “north” Flux direction “south”

Compact disc (CD) No pit Pit

Writcable compact disc (CD-R) Dye in crystalline state Dye in noncrystalline statem

A logic circuit can be represented with a minimum amount of detail simply

as a “black box” with a certain number of inputs and outputs. For example,

Figure 3-1 shows a logic circuit with three inputs and one output. However, this

representation does not describe how the circuit responds to input signals.

From the point of view of electronic circuit design, it takes a lot of informa-

tion to describe the precise electrical behavior of a circuit. However, since the

inputs of a digital logic circuit can be viewed as taking on only discrete 0 and 1

values, the Circuit’s “logical” operation can be described with a table that ignores

electrical behavior and lists only discrete 0 and 1 values. 

0”th Figure 3-1

X '—"‘ I . . ‘t “Black-box” representation
Y *—F Ogle C'rcu' F of a 3-input, 1-output

logic circuit.

 

 
 

 

 

STATE The last four technologies in Table 3-] don’t actually use absolute states to represent

TRANSITIONS bit values. Rather, they use transitions (or absence of transitions) between states to
represent 0s and Is using a code such as the Manchester code described on page 73.
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A logic circuit whose outputs depend only on its current inputs is called a
c-(miiu'naiimiii/ circuit combinational circuit. Its operation is fully described by a truth table that lists

li‘ltt/l tab/c all combinations of input values and the output value(s) produced by each one.
Table 3—2 is the truth table for a logic circuit with three inputs X, Y, and Z and a

single output F. This truth table lists all eight possible combinations of values of
X, Y, and Z and the Circuit’s output value F for each combination.
l

T a b | e 3 -2
Truth table for a

combinational logic
circuit.

-a~oooo><
Y

0

0

l

l

0

0

l

l

v—O—‘Ov—‘O—‘ON H—‘OOOO'HOTI
l

A circuit with memory, whose outputs depend on the current input and the

A't’t/llrflll'l'rll('lI‘('lli/ sequence of past inputs, is called a sequential circuit. Its behavior may be
may tub/v described by a state table that specifies its output and next state as functions of

its current state and input. Sequential Circuits are introduced in Chapter 7.

As we’ll show in Section 4.1, just three basic logic functions, AND, OR,

and NOT, can be used to build any combinational digital logic circuit. Figure 3-2

shows the truth tables and symbols for logic “gates” that perform these func-

tions. The symbols and truth tables for AND and OR may be extended to gates
with any number of inputs. The gates’ functions are easily defined in words:

AND wt - An AND gate produces a 1 output if and only if all of its inputs are l.

113.“ - An OR gate produces a i if and only if one or more of its inputs are l.

wittypiii - A NOTgate, usually called an inverter, produces an output value that is the
H11: m .1 opposite of its input value.

(a) -<><
><

><J>
2

<0
.<

E -<>< Xx+0
:11

-<
<

E
x E

>5—i
><

Figure 3-2
Basic logic elements
(a) AND. (b) OH. x Y XANDY x Y XOFlY x NOTX
(0) NOT (inverter). 0 0 0 0 0 o o 1

o 1 o o 1 1 1 0
1 o o 1 o 1
1 1 1 1 1 1

Noticl
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when
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x x

(a) Y x NAND Y W Y x NOR v
(X-Y)’ on Y)’

x Y XNANDY x Y XNORY

o o 1 o o 1
o 1 1 o 1 o
1 o 1 1 o o

1 1 o 1 1 0

Notice that in the definitions of AND and OR functions, we only had to state the

input conditions for which the output is 1, because there is only one possibility
when the output is not l—it must be 0.

The circle on the inverter symbol’s output is called an inversion bubble and

is used in this and other gate symbols to denote “inverting” behavior. For exam-

ple, two more logic functions are obtained by combini 11g inversion with an AND
or CH function in a single gate. Figure 3-3 shows the truth tables and symbols

for these gates. Their functions are also easily described in words:

- A NAND gate produces the opposite of an AND gate’s output, a 0 if and

only if all of its inputs are l.

- A NOR gate produces the opposite of an OR gate’s output, a 0 if and only

if one or more of its inputs are 1.

As with AND and OR gates, the symbols and truth tables for NAND and NOFi

may be extended to gates with any number of inputs.

Figure 3-4 is a logic circuit using AND, OR, and NOT gates that functions

according to the truth table of Table 3-2. In Chapter 4 you’ll learn how to go

from a truth table to a logic circuit, and vice versa, and you’ll also learn about the

switching-algebra notation (in color) used in Figures 3-2 through 3-4.

Real logic circuits function in another very important analog dimension—

time. For example, Figure 3-5 on the next page is a timing diagram that shows

how the circuit of Figure 3-4 might respond to a time—varying pattern of input

signals. The timing diagram shows that the logic signals do not change between

the analog values corresponding to O and l instantaneously, and also that there is
a lag between an input change and the corresponding output change. Later in this

 

Fi gu re 3-3
Inverting gates:
(a) NAND; (b) NOFi

[lire/trio”. bubble

NAND gate

NOR gate

timing (/irigrrmz

 

 

Figure 3-4

W Logic circuit with the
_§____,_. truth table of

o 1 Table 8-2.
1 0  
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——

Figure 3-5
Timing diagram for a
logic circuit.

 

 

 

.s‘trmir'nmlilr'mr dim/C

bipolarjunction.
Iirmaistnr

integrated ('iirvlil (1C)

THERE’S HOPE

FOR NON-EE’S

 
TIME 

chapter you'll learn some of the reasons for this timing behavior. and how it i5
specified anti handled in real circuits. And you’ll be happy to learn in a later
chapter how this analog tinting behavior can be generally ignored in most
sequential circuits. and how instead the circuit can be viewed as moving between
discrete states at precise intervals defined by a clock signal.

Thus, even if you know nothing about analog electronics, you should be
able to understand the logical behavior of digital circuits. However, there comes

a time in design and debugging when every digital logic designer must throw out
“the digital abstraction” temporarily and consider the analog phenomena that
limit or disrupt digital performance. The rest of this chapter prepares you for that
day by discussing the electrical characteristics of digital logic circuits.

If all ol‘ this electrical “stul’f’ bothers you, don’t worry, at least for now. The rest of
this book is written to be as independent of this stuff as possible. But you'll need it

later, if you ever have to design and build digital systems in the real world.

3.2 Logic Families

There are many, many ways to design an electronic logic circuit. The first elec-
trically controlled logic circuits. developed at Bell Laboratories in the [9305.
were based on relays. In the mid-19405. the first electronic digital computer, the
Eniac. used logic circuits based on vacuum tubes. The Eniac had about [8.000
tubes and a similar number of logic gates. not a lot by today’s standards of

microprocessor chips with tens of millions of transistors. However, the EniaC
could hurt you a lot more than a chip could if it fell on you—it was 100 feet long,
10 feet high, 3 feet deep, and consumed l40,000 watts of power!

The inventions of the semiconductor diode and the bipolar junction trait-

sistor allowed the development of smaller, faster, and more capable computers
in the late 1.950s. In the 1960s, the invention of the integrated circuit (IC)

allowed multiple diodes, transistors, and other components to be fabricated on a
single chip, and computers got still better.
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The 1960s also saw the introduction of the first integrated-circuit logic

families. A logic-jitmih- is a collection of different integrated—circuit chips Ihal
have similar input, output, and internal circuit characteristics but that perform
different logic Functions. Chips from the same family can be interconneeled to

perform any desired logic function. Chips from different families may not be
cQmpatibleg they may use different power—supply voltages or may use different
input and output conditions to represent logic values.

The most successful bipolar logic family (one based on bipolar junction

transistors) was transistor-transistor logic (TTL). First introduced in the 19605,
TTL evolved into a family of logic families that were compalible with each other
but differed in speed, power consumption, and cost. Digital systems could mix
components from several different TTL families, according to design goals and
constraints in different parts of the system.

Ten years before the bipolar junction transistor was invented, the principles

of operation were patented for another type of transistor, called the metal—rtrirlr’
semicondtrr’fm field-rift“ transistor (MOSFET), or simply MOS transistor:
However, MOS transistors were difficult to fabricate in the early days, and it
wasn’t until the 19605 that a wave of developments made MOS-based logic and

memory circuits practical. Even then, MOS circuits lagged bipolar circuits
considerably in speed. They were attractive only in a few applications because of

their lower power consumption and higher levels of integration.

Beginning in the mid-1980s, advances in the design of MOS circuits, in

particular complementary MOS (CMOS) circuits, tremendously increased their
performance and popularity. Almost all new large-scale integrated circuits, such
as microprocessors and memories, use CMOS. Likewise, small— to medium-

scale applications, for which TTL was once the logic family of choice, are now

much more likely to use CMOS devices with equivalent functionality or better,

and higher speed and lower power consumption. CMOS circuits now account

for the vast majority ofthe worldwide integrated-circuit market.

CMOS logic is both the most capable and the easiest to understand

commercial digital logic technology. Beginning in the next section, we describe

the basic structure of CMOS logic circuits and introduce the most commonly

used commercial CMOS logic families.

Logic Families 85

logic l/‘rmzi/r

bipolar logic/"cullilv
(Hurst's/n r—Irtuls‘is/w

logic (177])

metal—o \‘ft/t’

sum[com/mmr/ic/tl-
tj/ll'cl Irunsislor
(Arl().8'lv‘ll’l ')

MOS transistor

(Jump/UH)Hilary MOS
(CMOS)

 

 
A LITTLE BIT

OF TTL

in Sections 3.10.3 through 3.10.7.

within a single system.

Although 'I'I‘L was largely replaced by CMOS in the 19905, you still may encounter

TTL components in your academic labs; therefore, basic TTL concepts are covered

As a consequence ol’ the industry‘s transition from TTL to CMOS over a long

period of time, many CMOS families were designed to be somewhat compatible
with TTL. Section 3.10.8 describes how TTL and CMOS families can be mixed
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  GREEN STUFF Nowadays, the acronym “MOS” is usually spoken as “moss,” rather than spelled out.

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Hence in this book we say “a MOS transistor,” not “an MOS transistor.” And

“CMOS" has always been spoken as “sea moss."

3.3 CMOS Logic

The functional behavior of a CMOS logic circuit is fairly easy to understand,

even if your knowledge of analog electronics is not particularly deep. The basic

(and typically only) building blocks in CMOS logic circuits are MOS transis-

tors, described shortly. But before getting into that, we need to talk about logic
levels.

3.3.1 CMOS Logic Levels

Abstract logic elements process binary digits, 0 and 1. However, real logic

circuits process electrical signals such as voltage levels. In any logic circuit,

there is a range of voltages (or other circuit conditions) that is interpreted as a

logic 0, and another, nonoverlapping range that is interpreted as a logic 1.

A typical CMOS logic circuit operates from a 5—volt power supply. Such a

circuit may interpret any voltage in the range 0—1.5 V as a logic 0, and in the

range 3.5—5.0 V as a logic 1. Thus, the definitions of LOW and HIGH for 5-volt

CMOS logic are as shown in Figure 3-6. Voltages in the intermediate range

(1.5—3.5 V) are not expected to occur except during signal transitions, and yield

undefined logic values (i.e., a Circuit may interpret them as either 0 or 1). CMOS

circuits using other power-supply voltages, such as 3.3 or 2.7 volts, partition the

voltage range similarly.

  

  
 

 
5.0 v

Logic 1 (HIGH)
‘ - 3.5 v

Fig-u re 3 6 , undefined
Logic levels for typical ‘— logic level

CMOS logic circuits. I 5 v
” Logic 0 (LOW)

0.0 v

 

ORE POWER CMOS circuits can be designed to operate with power-supply voltages higher or, 
(SUPPLIES)

TO YOU!
 

  

 

  
most often, lower than 5 volts, as described later in Sections 3.8 and 3.9. The logic

levels used in these circuits are adjusted accordingly, though not necessarily propor-

tionately. To keep things simple for now, we’ll present CMOS logic levels and
electrical characteristics based on a 5-volt power supply.
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3.3.2 MOS Transistors n

A MOS transistor can be modeled as a 3-terminal device that acts like a voltage-

:istor." And . controlled resistance. As suggested by Figure 3-7, an input voltage applied to 'i

A one terminal controls the resistance between the remaining two terminals. In i'digital logic applications, a MOS transistor is operated so its resistance is always
either very high (and the transistor is “off") or very low (and the transistor is “all” Imus/mar

spelled out.

 “on”), “on " II'lTHiSiA‘H'H‘ I

to understand, Figure 3-7 _
l The basic VIN El ------- The MOS transrstor as
6er q . a voltage—controlled5 MO“ transrs— resistance.
alk about logic I i

There are two types of MOS transistors, n-channel and p-ch annel; the names I
refer to the type of semiconductor material used for the resistance-controlled

' terminals. The circuit symbol for an n—chcmnel MOS (NMOS) transistor is Ji-iir'mi'rfwi Mm

Shown in Figure 3-8. The terminals are called gate, source, and drain. (Note that ”3"“ W “VJH-VNW‘

the “gate” of a MOS transistor has nothing to do with a “logic gate”) As you um-

might guess from the orientation of the circuit symbol, the drain is normally at a mun u

ever, real logic

1), logic circuit,
interpreted as a

;a logic 1.

 ‘r supply Such a higher voltage than the source. {mm
giC 0' and in the _ Voltage—controlled resistance: _
HiGH for 5-V0it gate dram increase VHS ==> decrease FidB Flg u re 3-8
“mediate range Tri Circuit symbol for an
utions, and yield ‘ ‘ source Note. normany’ VqGLO n-channel MOS (NMOS)
‘rO or 1). CMOS ‘ transastor.
olts, partition the . I I

The voltage from gate to SOUFCS (Vgs) In an NMOS transrstor is normally
zero or positive. If Vgs = 0, then the resistance from drain to source (Rds) is very
high, at least a megohm (106 ohms) or more. As we increase Vgs (i.e., increase
the voltage on the gate), Rds decreases to a very low value, 10 ohms or less in

undefined some devices.
logic level The circuit symbol for a p-channe/ MOS (PMOS) transistor is shown in [J-(‘lmlim'l MOS

Figure 3-9. Operation is analogous to that of an NMOS transistor, except that the i “WU-3') “L“i‘ivm"

source is normally at a higher voltage than the drain, and Vgs is normally zero or
negative. if Vgh is Zero, then the resistance from source to drain (Rag) is very high.
AS we algebraically decrease Vgs (i.e., decrease the voltage on the gate), RdS
decreases to a very low value.

<——4

 
 

 

ltagcs higher or,
1d 3.9. The logic

. . -. i”... " Voltage-controlled resistance; Fig u re 3'9
cessarliy plOpOl + / source decrease qu; ==> decrease FMS Circuit symbol fora
‘09“ 1m” and gate i ‘ p—channel MOS (PMOS)

drain transistor.
Note: normally, VqS :0
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between the words “impedance" and “resistance," ‘ l
he terms interchangeably. So do we in this text. |

| 

 
IMPEDANCE VS. Technically, there’s a difference

RESISTANCE but electrical engineers often use I
|_l

The gate 01' a MOS transistor has a very high impedance. That is. the gate I
is separated from the source and the drain by an insulating material with a vet-y |
high resistance. However, the gate voltage creates an electric field that enhances
or retards the flow of current between source and drain. This is the “field effect"
in the “MOSFET” name.

Regardless of gate voltage. almost no current I’lows from tlte gate to source
or From the gate to drain for that matter. The resistance between tlte gate and the
other terminals ol’the device is extremely high, well over a megohm. The small
amount of current that flows across this resistance is very small, typically less
than one titleroarttpcre (,trA, 10“1 A), and is called a leakage current.

The MOS transistor symbol itself reminds us that there is no connection
between the gate and the other two terminals oi" the device. However. tlte gate of
a MOS transistor is capacitively coupled to the source and drain, as tlte symbol
might suggest. In high-speed circuits. the power needed to charge and discharge
this capacitance on each input-signal transition accounts for a nontrivial portion
of a Circuit‘s power consumption.

 

 

lea/cage current

IlliCflMllllpt’I’U. tI/l
 

3.3.3 Basic CMOS Inverter Circuit
NMOS and PMOS transistors are used together in a complementary way to form
CMOS logic. The simplest CMOS circuit, a logic inverter, requires only one of

 

 

CMOS logic each type of transistor. connected as shown in Figure 3—!0t'al. The power-supply
voltage, Von: typically may he in the range 1—6 V and is often set at 5.0 V for
compatibility with the older TTL family.

____._——- VDD =+5.0 V
. (a)

Figure 3-1 0CMOS inverter: ___————————
(a) CLI'ClIlt diagram: 1 0?) Vol Q1 Q2 Vour
(b) ltluctional IJeI'tavlor; [Mg-m” foo(L) Off on 5.0 (H)  

 
(c) logic symbol.

 
Ql

(n-channel)
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‘ 3.3 CMOS Logic 89
  

 

 

eslstance," l WHAT'S IN A The “DD" in the name “V013" refers to the drain terminals ol‘ MOS transistors. This i i
this text. I NAME? may seem strange, since in the CMOS inverter VDD is actually connected to the

l source terminal of a PMOS transistor. However, CMOS logic circuits evolved from
NMOS logic circuits, where the supply was connected to the drain of an NMOS

at is, the gate transistor through a load resistor, and the name “VDD" stuck.
al with a very Also note that ground is sometimes referred to as “V53" in CMOS and NMOS

that enhances circuits. Some authors and most circuit manufacturers use “VCC“ as the symbol for i
“field effect” the CMOS supply voltage, since this name is used in TTL circuits, which historically

preceded CMOS. To get you used to both. we‘ll start using “VCC” in Section 3.4.

gate to source, _____ .. _ _ __ ___

re gate and the t
hm. The small

, typically less

 

Ideally, the functional behavior of the CMOS inverter circuit can be

characterized by just two cases tabulated in Figure 3-1 0(b):

nt. 1. VIN is 0.0 V. In this case, the bottom, n-channel transistor Q] is off, since
no connection its V25 is 0, but the top, p-channel transistor Q2 is on, since its Vgs is a large
ver, the gate of negative value (—5.0 V). Therefore, Q2 presents only a small resistance

, as the Symbol between the power-supply terminal (VDD, +5.0 V) and the output terminal
: and discharge (VOUT), and the output voltage is 5.0 V.

ntrivial portion 2. VIN is 5.0 V. Here, Q] is on, since its Vga is a large positive value (+5.0 V),
but Q2 is off, since its Vgs is 0. Thus, Q] presents a small resistance
between the output terminal and ground, and the output voltage is O V.

With the foregoing functional behavior, the circuit clearly behaves as a logical

ires only one Of inverter, since a 0-volt input produces a 5-volt output, and vice versa.
re power—supply Another way to visualize CMOS operation uses switches. As shown in
set at 50 V for Figure 3-] 1(a), the n-channe] (bottom) transistor is modeled by a normally-open

switch, and the p—channel (top) transistor by a normally—closed switch. Applying

a HIGH voltage “pushes” each switch to the opposite of its normal state, as
shown in (b).

my way to form

 

 

 

__— (a) FWHS'W (b) VDD=+SDV Figure 3-11
Vour Switch model for

CMOS inverter: (a)
5.0 (H) LOW input; (b) HIGH
0.0 (L) input.‘ I

VlN:LD'"i VOUT=H VIN=HI:l---ll VOUT=L

- OUT
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Figure 3—1 3
CMOS 2—input
NAND gate:

(a) circuit diagram
(b) function table;
(0) logic symbol.

v

 
 

 
  

VDD : +5.0 v

  
 

Q2 on when

(p-channell ‘“ rm. in low
Vour

Q] is -

VIN (n-channel) ”" on when\'\ Li lilgli
Figure 3-12
CMOS inverter logical

operation.

The switch model gives rise to a way ofdrawing CMOS circuits that makes

their logical behavior more readily apparent. As shown in Figure 3-12, different
symbols are used for the p- and n-ehannel transistors to reflect their logical
behavior. The n-channel transistor (Q!) is switched “on,” and current flows

between source and drain, when a HIGH voltage is applied to its gate; this seems

natural enough. The p-channel transistor (Q2) has the opposite behavior. It is
“on” when a LOW voltage is applied; the inversion bubble on its gate indicates
this inverting behavior.

3.3.4 LIMOS NAND and NOR Gates

Both NAND and NOR gates can be constructed using CMOS. A k—input

gate uses k p-channel and k n-channel transistors.
Figure 3-13 shows a 2-input CMOS NAND gate. It'either input is LOW, the

output 2 has a low-impedance connection to VDD through the corresponding
“on” p-channel transistor, and the path to ground is blocked by the correspond-

VDD  (a)

B Q] Q2 Q3 Q4 2

off on off on H
off on on off H
on off off on H
on off on off L
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(13) VD I) VD D

   

 

on when :
l'iN is low :

: I

on when l :
I'm, in high l :

A = L n -l- - 4- -

I ll

a: L i:i--— 4--

uits that makes

3-12, different

:1 their logical

l current flows Figure 3-14 Switch model for CMOS 2—input NAND gate: (a) both inputs LOW;

gate; this seems (b) one input HIGH; (0) both inputs HIGH,
1 behavior. It is ' .

s gate indicates ing “of” ii—channel tranSIStor. If both inputs are HIGH, the path to VDD is
blocked, and 2 has a low-impedance connection to ground. Figure 3-14 shows

the switch model for the NAND gate’s operation.

Figure 3-l5 shows a CMOS NOR gate. If both inputs are LOW, then the

A05. A lt-input output Z has a low-impedance connection to VDD through the “on” p-channel
transistors, and the path to ground is blocked by the “off" n-channel transistors.

nput is LOW, the If either input is HIGH, the path to VDD is blocked, and Z has a low-impedance
e corresponding connection to ground.
the correspond—

(a) ”no

Figure 3—1 5

_———— I'D) A B Q/ (23 Q3 Q~I Z CMOS 2-input
)4 Z .

Q? L,” L L off on off on H NOH‘gate. ,
O“ on H L H off on on off i. (a) Circuit diagram;
on off H H L on off off on L (b) lU'lCtlon table;
off on H H H on off on off L (c) logic symbol.
on off L

————_. I  
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NAND VS. NOR CMOS NAND and NOR gates do not have identical electrical performance. For a

given silicon area, an n-channel transistor has lower “on” resistance than zip-channel l
transistor. Therefore, when transistors are put in series, k n-channel transistors have i
lower “on” resistance than do k p-channel ones. As a result. a k-input NAND gate is

generally faster than and preferred over a k-input NOR gate.  

3.3.5 Fan-In

The number of inputs that a gate can have in a particular logic family is called

fan-in the logic family’s fan-in. CMOS gates with more than two inputs can be

obtained by extending series—parallel designs on Figures 3-‘13 and 3-15 in a

straightforward manner. An n—input gate has n series and )1 parallel transistors.

For example, Figure 3-16 shows a 3—input CMOS NAND gate.

In principle, you could design a CMOS NAND or NOR gate with a very

large number of inputs. In practice, however, the additive “on” resistance of
series transistors limits the fan-in of CMOS gates, typically to 4 for NOFl gates

and 6 for NAND gates.

As the number of inputs is increased, designers of CMOS gate circuits

may compensate by increasing the size of the series transistors to reduce their

Fig u re 3-16 CMOS 8-input NAND gate: (a) circuit diagram; (b) function table;
(0) logic symbol.

(b)

> ED 0 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 2

ofl on ofi on ofi on
OH on Oh on on OH
OH on on ofi ofi on

on ofi on ofi
on ofl ofi on ofi on
on ofl ofi on on ofi
on ofl on Oh ofi on
on Oh on ofi on ofi

IIIIl_l_l_l'_ III‘I‘III‘I“ II-II—Il—II— o:3: o3 I—IIIIIII 
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nancc. For a I

n a p—channel I
insislors have I

NAND gate is I

|_____r*

family is called

inputs can be
land 3—15 in a

allel transistors.

gate with a very
n” resistance of

4 for NOR gates

OS gate circuits
's to reduce their

J) function table;

l1 l1

l2 12
la la

—— 4
'4 our ~— I our__ I5
|5

|6 ‘6
[7 I7
IE IS

Figure 3--17 Logic diagram equivalent to the internal structure of an 8—input
CMOS NAND gate.

registance and the corresponding switching delay. However, at some point this

becomes inefficient or impractical. Gates with a large number of inputs can be

made faster and smaller by cascading gates with fewer inputs. For example,

Figure 3-17 shows the logical structure of an 8-input CMOS NAND gate. The
total delay through a 4-input NAND, a 2—input NOR, and an inverter is typically

less than the delay of a one—level 8-input NAND circuit.

3.3.6 Noninverting Gates

In CMOS, and in most other logic families, the simplest gates are inverters, and

the next simplest are NAND gates and NOR gates. A logical inversion comes “for

free,” and it typically is not possible to design a noninverting gate with a smaller

number of transistors than an inverting one.

CMOS noninverting buffers and AND and OR gates are obtained by

connecting an inverter to the output of the corresponding inverting gate. For

example, Figure 3—18 shows a noninverting buffer and Figure 3-19 shows an

AND gate. Combining Figure 3-] 5(a) with an inverter yields an OR gate.

vDD = +5.0 v(all

(b) A Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Z

LoffononoffL
Z HonoffoffonH 

3.3 CMOS Logic

 

Fig u re 3-1 8
CMOS noninverting
buffer:

(a) circuit diagram;
(b) function table;
(0) logic symbol.
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(a)
_—_—_——————__

 (b) A B Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 2

L L off on off on on off L
L H off on on off on off L
H L on off off on on off L
H H on off on off off on H 

Figure 3-19 CMOS 2-input AND gate: (a) circuit diagram; (b) function tabie;
(c) logic symbol.

3.3.7 CMOS AND—OR-INVERT and onAND-tNVERT Gates

CMOS circuits can perform two levels of logic with just :1 single “level" of
ANDOHi/NVERT transistors. For cxumpio the circuit in Figure S—ZOtn} is a 2—widc, 2-inpttt CMOS

(A00 (AW/V AND—OH—WVEFIT (24003:an The function tnhlc for this circuit is shown in (b)
and a logic diagram for this function using AND and NOR gates is shown in

Figure 3-20 CMOS AND-OH—INVERT gate: (a) circuit diagram;
(b) function table

"b0

Q2 Q3 Q4 ()5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Z)> U] C) U '2(bi 

 

 
II—Ir—II—II—II—II—IFII—  IIIIIIIII—r‘I—I—i—r‘r—I— IIIII—r‘r—i—IIIIi—I—r—i’
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A

————— B
o 2

fl 2

on off L C ‘7 Figure 3-21on of:f IL :3— Logic diagram for CMOS
2% :n H D AND—OR-INVEHT gate.

Figure 3—2l. Transistors can be added to or removed from this circuit to obtain |

2 an AOI function with a different number of ANDs or a different number of inputs
er AND.

p The contents of each of the QI—Q8 columns in Figure 3—20(b) depends
i only on the input signal connected to the corresponding transistor’s gate. The

last column is constructed by examining each input combination and determin-

unction table; ing whether Z is connected to VDD or to ground by “on” transistors for that input
combination. Note that Z is never connected to both VDD and ground for any

input combination; in such a case the output would be a nonlogic value
somewhere between LOW and HIGH, and the output structure would consume

 
ngle “level” of excessive power due to the low—impedance connection between VDD and ground.
2-input CMOS A circuit can also be designed to perform an OFi-AND-INVERT function.
is Shown in (b) For example, Figure 3-22(a) shows a 2-wide, 2-input CMOS OFi-AND-INVEFiT OFi-AND-iNVEFiT

ites is shown in (CA!) gate. The function table for this circuit is shown in (b); the values in each (0A1} gar?

Figure 3-22 CMOS OR-AND-INVERT gate: (a) circuit diagram; (b) function table.

Ql QZ Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8

 
Q6 Q7 Q8 Z (a) (b) A B c D z__________

on cit on H L L L L off on ofi on off on off on H
on on off H L L L H off on off on off on on off H
off off on H L L H L off on off on on off off on H
off on oil L L L H H off on off on on off on off H
on off on H L H L L off on on off off on off on H
on on off H L H L H off on on off off on on off L
Off off on H L H H L off on on off on off off on L
off on off ‘- L H H H off on on off on off on off L
on oft on H H L L L on Off Off on off on off on H
on on off H H L L H on off off on off on on 011 L
off off on H H L H L on off off on on off off on L
off on off L H L H H on Off Off on on off on off L
on off on '— H H L L on off on off off on off on H
on on off L H H L H on off on off off on on ofi L
off off on l- H H H L on off on off on off off on L
off on on L H H H H on oft on off on off on off L
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t‘tiqi/tt't'lr'ug (/z'slgl/
IIH/Ijtum

 

‘— \ lo—n— 2
Figure 53-23 CLogic diagram for CMOS l.
OR-AND—INVERT gate. D

column are determined just as we did for the CMOS AOI gate. A logic diagram

for the OAI function using OR and NAND gates is shown in Figure 3-23.

The speed and other electrical characteristics of a CMOS AOl or OAI gate

are quite comparable to those ofa single CMOS NAND 0r NOR gate. As a result,

these gates are very appealing because they can perform two levels of logic

(AND-OR or OFi-AND) withjust one level of delay. Most digital designers don’t

bother to use AOI gates in their discrete designs. However, CMOS VLSI devices

often use these gates internally, since many HDL synthesis tools can automati-

cally convert AN D/OR logic into AOI gates when appropriate.

3.4 Electrical Behavior of CMOS Circuits

The next three sections discuss electrical, not logical, aspects of CMOS circuit

operation. It’s important to understand this material when you design real

circuits using CMOS or other logic families. Most of this material is aimed at

providing a framework for ensuring that the “digital abstraction” is really valid

for a given circuit. In particular, a circuit or system designer mttst provide

adequate engineering design marginsninsurance that the circuit will work

properly even under the worst of conditions.
 

_— -

IS ALL THIS The behavrors described in the next lew sections are a consequence of the electrical I
REALLY design of the CMOS logic gates, including both their transistor-level structure and I

NECESSARY? the analog properties of the transistors thetnselves. Since you may never design a

 

 

logic gate yourself, you might think that these topics are unimportant.

However. these behaviors are also a consequence of the way that gates are i
selected and interconnected to form digital logic circuits, and creating such intercon—
nections is exactly what a digital designer docs.

Some technologies, such as field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), may

hide the electrical consequences of on—chip interconnections from the designer, who
can specify the design in a high—level language and use a software tool to generate an
internal connection pattern that satisfies all electrical requirements. But it is almost

always necessary for the designer to understand electrical characteristics when two I
or more chips are interconnected. So, please read on.
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3.4.1 Overview

The topics that we examine in Sections 3.5—3.7 pertain to both the static and the

dynamic behavior of CMOS devices and circuits:

IO D Z - Static behaviors. These topics cover situations where a circuit’s input and
output signals are not changing. They include things like power consump—
tion, the match-up and tolerances between input and output logic levels,

and noise immunity.

. Dynamic behaviors. These topics cover situations where a Circuit’s input

i logic diagram and output signals are changing. They include things like the extra power
re 3.23 that is consumed as signals change, and the timing from an input—signal
\OI or OAI gate change to the resulting output-signal change.

;ate. As a result,
levels of logic

designers don’t
IS VLSI devices i _
Is can automati- - Logic voltage levels. CMOS deVICes operating under normal conditions are

guaranteed to produce output voltage levels within well-defined LOW and
I HIGH ranges. And they recognize LOW and HIGH input voltage levels over

i somewhat wider ranges. CMOS manufacturers specify these ranges and
I|

When analyzing or designing a digital circuit, the designer must consider

both static and dynamic behaviors. Most of the topics that we discuss in Sections
3.5—3.7 have both static and dynamic aspects. The topics include the following:

 
operating conditions very carefully to ensure compatibility among

JfCMOS circuit different devices in the same family and to provide a degree of

you design real interoperability (if you’re careful) among devices in different families.
terial iS aimed at - DC noise margins. Positive DC noise margins ensure that the highest LOW
in” is really valid voltage produced by an output is always lower than the highest voltage that
ier mUSt PmVIde an input can reliably interpret as LOW; and that the lowest HIGH voltage
:ircuit Will work produced by an output is always higher than the lowest voltage that an

input can reliably interpret as HIGH. A good understanding of noise mar-

gins is especially important in circuits that use devices from a number of

  
— _ ' _' different families.

. 0f the electrrna; - Fanout. This refers to the number and type of device inputs and other loads
V61 St'ucfilgs‘: n a that are connected to a given output. If too many loads are connected to an
ylnever g output, the DC noise margins of the circuit may be inadequate. Fanout may
2;. that gates are also affect the speed at which the output changes from one state to another.
ng such intercon- ' Speed. The time that it takes a CMOS output to change from the LOW state

to the HIGH state, or vice versa, depends on both the internal structure of

,S (FPGAS). may the device and the characteristics of the other devices that it drives, even to
the designer, who the extent of being affected by the wire or printed-circuit-board traces con-
001 to generate an nected to the output. We’ll look at two separate components of “speed”—

5. But it is almost; i transition time and propagation delay." ' ~ hen lW . . -
ensues w Power consumption. The power consumed by a CMOS devrce depends on

,I a number of factors, including not only its internal structure, but also the
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input signals that it receives, the other devices that it drives, and how often
its output changes between LOW and HIGH.

Noise. The main reason for providing engineering design margins is to

ensure proper circuit operation in the presence of noise. Noise can be

generated by a number of sources; several of them are listed below, from
the least likely to the (perhaps surprisingly) most likely:

Cosmic rays.

Power—supply disturbances.

Magnetic fields from nearby equipment.

The switching action of the logic circuits themselves.

0 Electrostatic discharge. Would you believe that you can destroy a CMOS

devicejust by touching it? Ordinary “static electricity” can have a voltage

potential of a thousand volts or more, enough to puncture and damage the
thin insulating material between a MOS transistor’s gate and its source and
drain.

° Open—drain outputs. Some CMOS outputs omit the usual p-channel pull-

up transistors. 1n the HIGH state, such an output behaves essentially like a
“no-connection,” which is useful in some applications.

3 Three—state outputs. Some CMOS devices have an extra “output enable”

control input that can be used to disable both the p-channel pull-up transis-

tors and the ri-channel pull-down transistors. Many such device outputs

can be tied together to create a multisource bus, as long as the control logic

is arranged so that at most one output is enabled at a time.

Among these topics, timing is probably the most important, since it’s an

area where designers typically must spend the most time, even if they’re other-

wise working at a strictly “logical” level. So, we’ll keep coming back to timing

in later chapters, even after we’ve dismissed the other electrical topics discussed
here.

3.4.2 Data glieets and Specifications

The manufacturers ol‘ real-world devices provide data sheets that specify the

devices’ logical and electrical characteristics. The electrical specifications

portion of a minimal data sheet for a simple CMOS device, the 54/74HC00
quadruple NAND gate, is shown in Table 3-3. (“Quadruplc” means there are four

gates in the same chip and package.) Different manufacturers typically specify
additional parameters, and they may vary in how they specify even the

“standard” parameters shown in the table. For example, they usually also show
the test circuits and waveforms that they use to define various parameters, as in

Figure 3-24. Note that this figure contains information for some additionfll
parameters beyond those used with the 54/74HCOO.
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and how often Table 3-3 Manufacturer’s data sheet for a typical CMOS device, a 54/74HC00 quad NAND gate.

' DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OVER OPERATING RANGE
l margins is to | The following conditions apply unless otherwise specified:

Noise can be Commercial: TA = —40°C to +85°C, Vcc = 5.0 V :5%; Military: TA = —55°C to +l25°C, Vcc = 5.0 V +10% 

dbelow, from
e sym. Parameter Test Conditions”) Min. Typ.(2) Max. m

- -

-

V

V

V

yA

 
 

  
n have a voltage vlK Clamp diode voltage Vcc = Min., IN = —18 mA —

and damage the 1,05 Short-circuit current Vcc-- Max.(3) V0: GND — —nd its source and

'- ' , 10H=—20#A 4.499 -e

[CL = 20 yA — .001 0.1

— 2 10

 
V0H Output HIGH voltage

1 p-channel pull-
essentially like a

 

VOL Output LOW voltage 
1 “output enable”

 
 

 
31 pull—up transis— ICC I Quiescent power Vcc = Max.
th device outputs supply current VIN = GND or VCC, IO = 0
s the control logic

6 SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS OVER OPERATING RANGE. CL = 50 pF

  
 

. . 4
rtant, smce it’s an Parameterl )
n if they’re other-

Ing back to timing
1] topics discussed

 
 Propagation delay  

 
Input capacitance ‘ VIN-— 0 V 
 

 
 
 

No load

  
Power dissipation capacitance per gate

NOTES:

ts that Specify the I. For conditions shown as Max. or Min. use appropriate value specified under Electrical Characteristics.
lcal specifications 2- Typical values are at VCC = 5.0 M +25 °C ambient.
He the 54/74HC00 3. Not more than one output should be shorted at a time. Duration ofshort—circuit test should not exceed one second.
leans there are fOlJI 4- This parameter is guaranteed but not tested.
rs typically specify

specify even the
y usually also SllOW'
ts parameters, as in
or some addition"  

 

WHAT'S IN A Two different prefixes, “74” and “54,” are used in the part numbers of CMOS and

NUMBER? 'I‘TL devices. These prefixes simply distinguish between commercial and military ‘
versions. A 74HC00 is the commercial part and the 54HC00 is the military version.
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’I‘EIS’I‘ CIRCUI'I FOR ALL OUTPUTS LOADING

50 pF -Open-C|osedor

Pulse I 50 PF w-Olosed, or

50 pF
or Open Open

150 pF

DEFlNlTIONS:
Ci = Load capacitance. includes llg and probe capacitance.
R1 = Terminaticn resistance. should equal Zour of the Pulse Generator.

Data
Input

Pl ILSE WIDTH
Clock

Input _ ' LOW-HIGH-LOWPulse

Asynchronous Control ,
Inpul (PR. CLFt. etc.) HIGH»t_OW»H|GHPulse

Synchronous Control
input (CLKEN. etc.)

Pl’lOPAOATION DEL/W ‘I'l‘tHEEiSTI-‘QTE ENABLE AND DISABLE TIMESEnable Disable

Same-Phase Control
Input Transition ' Input

Output , OutputTransition ' Normally LOW

Opposite-Phase * VG” OutputI To " n ’—— 50% Nnpul r nsrlto 0 0 V ormaily HlGH

 
ti Circuits and vvrrvnlorr's lor I’lC-‘(EIFI

Most of the terms in the data sheet and the waveforms in the figure are

probably meaningless to you at this point. However, after reading the next three
sections you should know enough about the electrical characteristics ol‘ CMOS
circuits that you'll be able to unclcrntand thc salient points; of this or an}r other
data sltcet. As a digital designer. you‘ll need this knowledge to create reliable
and robust real-world circuits and systems.

 

DON'T BE AFRAID Computer science students and other non—Eli readers should not have unduc I'our ol'
the material in the next three sections. Only a basic understanding of electronics. at
about the level oi'Ohnt's law, is required.
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3.5 CMOS Static Electrical Behavior

3.5 CMOS Static Electrical Behavior

This section discusses the “DC” or static behavior of CMOS circuits, that is, the

circuits’ behavior when inputs and outputs are not changing. Electrical engi-

neers also call this “steady-state” behavior, because the electrical state of the

inputs is not changing.

3.5.1 Logic Levels and Noise Margins

The table in Figure 3-10(b) on page 88 defined the CMOS inverter’s behavior

only at two discrete input voltages; other input voltages may yield different
output voltages. The complete input-output transfer characteristic of a particular
inverter can be described by a graph such as Figure 3-25. In this graph, the input

voltage is varied from 0 to 5 V, as shown on the X axis; and the Y axis plots the

output voltage.
If we believed the curve in Figure 3-25, we could define a CMOS LOW

input level as any voltage under 2.4 V, and a HIGH input level as anything over
2,6 V. Only when the input is between 2.4 and 2.6 V does the inverter produce a

nonlogic output voltage under this definition.
Unfortunately, the typical transfer characteristic shown in Figure 3-25 is

just that—typical, but not guaranteed. It varies greatly under different conditions
such as power-supply voltage, temperature, and output loading. For example, the
transition in the middle of the curve may become more or less steep, and it may

shift to the left or the right. The transfer characteristic may even vary depending

on when the device was fabricated. For example, after months of trying to figure

out why gates made on some days were good and on other days were bad, legend
has it that one manufacturer discovered that the bad gates were Victims of air-

borne contamination by a particularly noxious perfume worn by one of its

production-line workers!

VOUT

 

 

5.0 . . ' - :— - r ' "I
i I .

HIGH I I . Figure 3-25
I I I Typical Input-output

35 ________________ :__ i __: transfer characteristic
L- T‘ -4 of a CMOS inverter.
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Figure 3-26
Logic levels and
noise margins
for the HC-series

CMOS logic family

pnii't'r—s/rpp/v ill/[V

 

 
VOHmin

HIGH «— High—state
DC noise margin

Vcc

 

 
 

07 "cc Vii-1min
ABNORMAL

VletIx
LOW «— Low-state

DC noise margin

0'3 "’cc

vOLmax

Sound engineering practice dictates that we use specifications (or “specs”)
for LOW and HIGH that are more conservative. Conservative logic—level SpecS

for a typical CMOS logic family (HC-scrics) are depicted in Figure 3-26. TheSe

parameters are specified by CMOS device manufacturers in data sheets like

Table 3-3 on page 99, and are defined as follows:

lenin The minimum output voltage produced in the HIGH state.

I/mlmn The minimum input voltage guaranteed to be recognized as a HIGH.

Virnm The maximum input voltage guaranteed to be recognized as 21 LOW.

VOLmnX The maximum output voltage produced in the LOW state.

The input voltages are determined mainly by switching thresholds of the two

transistors, while the output voltages are determined mainly by the “on"
resistance of the transistors.

All of the parameters in Figure 3—26 are guaranteed by CMOS manu-

facturers over a range of temperature and output loading. Parameters are also

guaranteed over a range of power-supply voltage VCC, typically 5.0 Vii 0%.
The data sheet in Table 3-3 specifies values for each of these parameters

for HC—series CMOS. Notice that there are two values specified for VOHrmn and

VOLmaX, depending on whether the output current (10H or 10]) is large or small.
When the device outputs are connected only to other CMOS inputs, the output

current is low (e.g., 10L S 20 ,uA), so there’s very little voltage drop across the

output transistors. In the next few subsections we’ll focus on these “pure”

CMOS applications.

The power—supply voltage VCC and ground are often called the power-

.mpply rails. CMOS levels are typically a function of the power—supply rails:

Huimin Vcc — 0.I V

I} 70% of VCC

Vilma); 30% 0f VCC

‘70] .IILIX ground + 0.] V

Ilinin

Notice in Table 3-3 that VOHmin is specified as 4.4 V. This is only a 0.l-V drop

from VCC, since the worst-case number is specified with VCC at its minimum
value of 5.0 — 10% = 4.5 V. 

Dci
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DC noise margin is a measure of how much noise it takes to corrupt a DC Home margin,

worst-case output voltage into a value that may not be recognized properly by an

input. For example, with HC—series CMOS in the LOW state, VILmax (1.35 V)
exceeds VOL,“ax (0.1 V) by 1.25 V, so the LOW-state DC noise margin is 1.25 V.
With HC-series CMOS in the HIGH state, VIHmm (3.15 V) is 1.25 V lower than

’nnmin (4.4 V), so there is 1.25 V of HIGH-state DC noise margin as well. In
general, CMOS outputs have excellent DC noise margins when driving other
CMOS inputs.

‘5 (or “specs”) Regardless of the voltage applied to the input of a CMOS inverter, the input
:ic-level specs consumes very. little current, only the leakage current of the two transistors’
Dre 3-26. These gates. The maxrmum amount of leakage current that can flow is specified by the
ata sheets like device manufacturer:

11H The maximum current that flows into the input in the HIGH state. '

e. I”! The maximum current that flows into the input in the LOW state. I

d as a HIGH" The input current shown in Table 3-3 for the ’HCOO is only :1 ,uA. Thus, it takes
:d as a LOW. very little power to maintain a CMOS input in one state or the other. This is in

[3. sharp contrast to older bipolar logic circuits like TTL and ECL, whose inputs

1d f th t may consume significant current (and power) in one or both states.0 s o e we

y by the “0“” 3.5.2 Circuit Behavior with Resistive Loads

As mentioned previously, CMOS gate inputs have very high impedance and

' CMOS manu- consume very little current from the circuits that drive them. There are other

ameters 125:} also devices, however, which require nontrivial amounts of current to operate. When5.0 Vi 0-
such a device is connected to a CMOS output, we call it a resistive load or a DC rum/i we [and

:hese parameters load. Here are some examples of resistive loads: ‘ DC loud
d for VOHmin and . . . . . . . .
is large or small. ' Discrete resrstors may be included to provrde transmiss10n-line termina-
nputs, the output tlon, dIScussed m maimed; at [LDLWaULe .
e drop across the ' Discrete resistors may not really be present in the circuit, but the load
on these “pure” presented by one or more TTL or other non-CMOS inputs may be modeled

by a simple resistor network.

:alled the POW”- ' The resistors may be part of or may model a current—consuming device
:r-supply r3115: such as a light-emitting diode (LED) or a relay coil.

When the output of a CMOS circuit is connected to a resistive load, the

output behavior is not nearly as ideal as we described previously. In either logic

State, the CMOS output transistor that is “on” has a nonzero resistance, and a
load connected to the output terminal will cause a voltage drop across this
l‘eSlstance. Thus, in the LOW state, the output voltage may be somewhat higher

only a 0.1-V d“)? than 0-1 V, and in the HIGH state it may be lower than 4.4 V. The easiest way to

”C at its minirtmm Tiedhow this happens is look at a resistive model of the CMOS circuit and its” n .
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of load.

Figure 3-27ta) shows the resistive model. The p-channe] and n-channel

transistors have resistances RP and Rn, respectively. In normal operation, one
resistance is high (> 1 M9) and the other is low (perhaps IOO 9). depending on

whether the input voltage is HIGH 0r LOW. The load in this circuit consists of
two resistors attached to the supply rails; 21 real circuit may have any resistor

values, or an even more complex resistive network. In any casc, a resistive load,

consisting only of resistors and voltage sources, can always be modeled by a
Thévenin equivalent network, such as the one shown in Figure 3—27(b).

When the CMOS inverter has a HIGH input, the output should be LOW; the

actual output voltage can be predicted using the resistive model shown in

Figure 3-28. The p—channel transistor is “off" and has a very high resistance,

 

Any two—terminal circuit consisting ol' only voltage sources and resistors can be
modeled by a 'I‘hv’t'r'tn'n equivalent consisting ot'a single voltage source in series with

a single resistor. The T/Ic't'r'nin voltage is the open—circuit voltage ol' the original cir-
cuit, and the 'I'hércnin resistance is the 'I'hc‘vcnin voltage divided by the short—circuit
current of the original circuit.

In the example of Figure 3—27. the Thc‘vcnin voltage ol‘ the resistive load,

including its connection to Vern is established by the l—kSZ and Z—kSZ resistors, which
form a voltage divider:

v“ = —#_3"9 -5.ov = 3.33 v I
’“H 2ks2+ tho i

  The shorticircuit current is (5.0 V)/t'l k9) = 5 mA, so the Thevenin resistance

is (3.33 V)/(5 mA): (167 (2. Readers who are electrical engineers may recogni/e this

as the parallel resistance ol‘ the If“). and 2—H! resistors.
 

 

 

'3‘

ni—fimmmrr

m—hm/m 
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\’OUT=O43 v
VIN = +5 0 v I:-

HIGH
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stive load: high enough to be negligible in the calculations that follow. The n—channel
iin equivalent transistor is “on” and has a low resistance, which we assume to be 100 Q (The

actual “on” resistance depends on the CMOS family and other characteristics
such as operating temperature and whether or not the device was manufactured

on a good day.) The “on” transistor and the Thevenin-equivalent resistor RThCV in
Figure 3-28 form a simple voltage divider. The resulting output voltage can be
calculated as follows:

v0UT = 3.33 V - [100/(100+667)]

= 0.43 v

el and n—channel

at operation, One

Q), depending on
:ircuit consists of

have any resistor

e, a resistive load,
be modeled by a

3 3-27(b).

hould be LOW; the

model shown in

ry high resistance,

Similarly, when the inverter has a LOW input, the output should be HIGH,

and the actual output voltage can be predicted with the model in Figure 3-29.

We’ll assume that the p-channel transistor’s “on” resistance is 200 Q. Once

again, the “on” transistor and the Thévenin-equivalent resistor RThev in the figure

form a simple voltage divider, and the resulting output voltage can be calculated
as follows:

VOUT 3.33 V + (5 V —3.33 V) 3 [667/(200 + 667)]

4.6] V
l resistors can be
urce in series with

of the original cir—

)y the short—circuit
VCC : +5.0 V Tlievenin equivalentof iocietivo load

CIVIOS
inverter

200 $2 /
RThC‘ = 667 52

the resistive load,
(9 resistors. which

 
 

v ”=4.(3| v()Lll

V», = +0.0 v I}
(LOW) (HIGH)

Fhe’venin resistance

; may recognize this
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Figure 3—28
Resistive model for

CMOS LOW output
with resistive load.

 

Figure 3-29
Resistive model l'or

CMOS HIGH output
with resistive load.
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Figure 3-30 Circuit definitions of (a) [01 mm; (b) low,“

In practice, it’s seldom necessary to calculate output voltages as in the pre-
ceding examples. In fact, 1C manufacturers usually don’t specify the equivalent
resistances of the “on” transistors, so you wouldn’t have the necessary informa—
tion to make the calculation anyway. Instead, IC manufacturers specify a

maximum load for the output in each state (HIGH or LOW), and guarantee a

worst—case output voltage for that load. The load is specified in terms of current:

 
The maximum current that the output can sink in the LOW state while

still maintaining an output voltage no greater than VOLmaX.

The maximum current that the output can source in the HIGH state while

still maintaining an output voltage no less than VOHmin.

[O] ,max

IOHmux

sinking current These definitions are illustrated in Figure 3-30. A device output is said to sink
current when current flows from the power supply, through the load, and

sourcing current through the device output to ground as in (a). The output is said to source current
when current flows from the power supply, out of the device output, and through
the load to ground as in (b).

Most CMOS devices have two sets of loading specifications. One set is for

“CMOS loads,” where the device output is connected to other CMOS inputs,
which consume very little current. The other set is for “TTL loads,” where the
output is connected to resistive loads such as TTL inputs or other devices that
consume significant current. For example, the specifications for HC—series
CMOS outputs were shown in Table 3-3 and are repeated in Table 3-4.

Notice in Table 3—4 that the output current in the HIGH state is shown as a

(.‘iu‘rcnlflon‘ negative number. By convention, the currentflow measured at a device terminal
is positive if positive current flows into the device; in the HIGH state, current
flows out of the output terminal.

As the table shows, with CMOS loads, the CMOS gate’s output voltage is
maintained within 0.1 V of the power-supply rail. With TTL loads, the outpUt
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3.5 CMOS Static Electrical Behavior

I Table 3-4 Output loading specifications for HC-series CMOS with a 5V:10% supply._______——-————

 

CMOS Load TTL Load

Parameter Name Value Name Value

Maximum LOW-state output current (mA) IOLmaxC 0.02 lOLmaxT 4.0

Maximum LOW-state output voltage (V) VOLmaxC 0.1 VOLmaxT 0.33

Maximum HIGH-state output current (mA) [OI-lmaxC 002 [OHmaxT -4.0

Minimum HIGH-state output voltage (V) VOHminC 4.4 VOHminT 3.84
m

voltage may degrade quite a bit. Also notice that for the same output current

(i4 mA) the maximum voltage drop with respect to the power-supply rail
is twice as much in the HIGH state (0.66 V) as in the LOW state {0.33 V). This

suggests that the p-chanuel transistors in HC-series CMOS have a higher “on”
resistance than the n-channel transistors do. This is natural, since in any CMOS

circuit, a p-channel transistor has over twice the “on” resistance of an n-channel

transistor with the same area. Equal voltage drops in both states could be

obtained by making the p-channel transistors much larger than the n-channel
transistors, but for various reasons this was not done.

Ohm’s law can be used to determine how much current an output sources

or sinks in a given situation. In Figure 3-28 on page 105, the “on” n—channel

transistor modeled by a 100-!) resistor has a 0.43-V drop across it; therefore it

sinks (0.43 V)/(100 £2) = 4.3 mA of current. Similarly, the “on” p-channel

transistor in Figure 3-29 sources (0.39 V)/(200 Q) = 1.95 mA.

The actual “on” resistances of CMOS output transistors usually aren’t

published, so it’s generally not possible to use the exact models of the previous

paragraphs. However, you can estimate “on” resistances using the following

equations, which rely on specifications that are always published:.' I

R ~ “JD— Ol-IininTon ~
p( ) iIUI-ii'llnx'l'i

R ~ Mn(0n)~
IOLmaxT

TheSc equations use Ohm’s law to compute the “on” resistance as the voltage
dTOP across the “on” transistor divided by the current through it with a worst-
case resistive load. Using the numbers given for HC-series CMOS in Table 3-4,

Haecilthiillcurli‘ljltel{6'1“”1J-z 165 g? and Rm“, 2 82.5 El Note that Vim = 4.5 Vt ue) for ll'llh LfllLlllt‘lltOl‘l.

lhtu Very'gootl um'fi'H'rrse estimates of output current can he made by aSsuming
there is no voilagc drop across the “on" transistor. This assumption simpli-

107
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(a) leeveriin equivalent (1)) Tl'a=5‘.-ehiri equivalem

VCC = +50 V $5333: of racftive load VCC = +50 V CMOS nr' resistive loadinverter /
/

R “m, = 667 52

le = HIGH VIN = LOW

  
Figure 3—31 Estimating sink and source current: (a) output LOW; (b) output HIGi—L

fies the analysis, and yields a conservative result that is almost always good I
enough for practical purposes. For example, Figure 3—31 shows a CMOS l
inverter driving the same Thévenin-equivalent load that we’ve used in previous

examples. The resistive model of the output structure is not shown, because it is
no longer needed; we assume that there is no voltage drop across the “on”
CMOS transistor. In (a), with the output LOW, the entire 3.33-V Thévenin-

equivalent voltage source appears across RThcv, and the estimated sink current is
(3.33 V)/(667 Q) = 5.0 mA. In (b), with the output HIGH and assuming a 5.0-V

supply. the voltage drop across RThev is l .67 V, and the estimated source current
is (1.67 V)/(667 Q) = 9.5 mA. I

An important feature of the CMOS inverter (or any CMOS circuit) is that l
the output structure by itself consumes very little current in either state, HIGH or
LOW. In either state, one of the transistors is in the high-impedance “off" state.

All of the current flow that we’ve been talking about occurs when a resistive load

is connected to the CMOS output. 1f there’s no load, then there’s no current flow,

and the power consumption is zero. With a load, however, current flows through
both the load and the “on” transistor, and power is consumed in both.

3.5.3 Circuit Behavior with Nonideal Inputs

So far, we have assumed that the HlGH and LOW inputs to a CMOS circuit are

ideal voltages, very close to the power—supply rails. However, the behavior of a
real CMOS inverter circuit depends on the input voltage as well as on the
characteristics of the load. If the input voltage is not close to the power—supply

rail, then the “on” transistor may not be Fully “on” and its resistance may
increase. Likewise, the “oft” transistor may not be fully “oft” and its resistance

may be quite a bit less than one megohm. These two effects combine to mOVe
the output voltage away from the power—supply rail.

For example, Figure 3—32(a) shows a CMOS inverter’s possible behaviOr
' with a 1.5-V input. The p—channel transistor’s resistance has doubled at this  
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evenin equivalent — I

 

.i resistive load PIDDLING As we’ve stated elsewhere. an “oil" transistor's resistance is over one megohm, but

'I ‘ CURRENT? it’s not infinite. Therefore. a very tiny leakage current actually does flow in “oft"
' transistors, and the CMOS output structure does have a correspondingly tiny but I

Tth =667 Q nonzero power consumption. In most applications, this power consumption is tiny
. enough to ignore.

However, leakage current and the corresponding power consumption can be

significant in “standby mode” in battery-powered devices, such as mobile phones

and laptop computers. Leakage current can also be a significant concern in the
densest. highest-performance IC technologies, with tens of millions of transistors per
chip. As the transistors get smaller, their individual leakage currents increase,just as
the total number of transistors per chip is increasing. The net effect is that as much

3,) output HIGH. as half of the chip’s total power consumption may result from leakage.

  
  
  

 
0st alw'clyS EOOd

shows a CMOS point, and the u-channel transistor is beginning to turn on. (These values are just
used in previous assumed for the purposes of illustration; the actual values depend on the detailed

awn, because it is characteristics of the transistors.)
I across the “011” In the figure. the output at 4.3] V is still well within the valid range for a
$.33-V Thévenin- HIGH signal, but not quite the ideal of 5.0 V. Similarly, with a 3.5-V input in (b),
ted sink current is the LOW output is 0.24 V, not 0 V. The slight degradation of output voltage is
assuming a 5-0'V generally tolerable; what’s worse is that the output structure is now consuming a
ited source current nontrivial amount of power. The current flow with the 1.5—V input is

[OS circuit) is that 1wnstcd = 5.0 V/(400 Q + 2.5 k9) = 1.72 mA
ther state, H|GH 0‘ and the power consumption is

. “off” state. _ _
edanCB Pwastetl _ 5‘0 V ' [wasted _ 8'62 mW
‘hen a resistive load
‘e’s no current flow,

trrent flows through
i in both.

Figure 3-32 CMOS inverter with nonideai input voltages: (a) equivalent
circuit with 1.5-V input; (b) equivalent circuit with 3.5-V input.

VCC = +5-0 V VCC = +50 V
(a) (b) I\w Med wasted

a CMOS circuit are

er, the behavior of a
e as well as on the
to the power—suppl)i

:i its resistance mil)r
, . H. cu:

)ft‘ and its restsl'll'lvd; 2.5 m 2009
cts combine to 1110

400 Q 4 k9

V1N=L5V n— VOUT:4-31V vm=3.5 v n— VOUT=O.24V
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R - : (767 S2. || .

‘0ll‘l': 3 98 V ‘“
VIN :+| 5v D—

l’Iicltli-e 3-33 (LOW)
CMOS inverter with
load and nonideal

i b-V input

 
(l—llGl-l)

The output voltage of a CMOS inverter deteriorates further with a resistiVe
load. Such a load may exist for any ofa variety of reasons discussed previously.

Figure 3—33 shows the CMOS inverter’s possible behavior with a resistive load‘

With a l.5-V input, the output at 3.98 V is still within the valid range for a HIGH

signal, but it is still farther from the ideal of 5.0 V. Similarly, with a 3.5-V input
as shown in Figure 3-34. the LOW output is 0.93 V, not 0 V.

In "pure” CMOS systems, all of the logic devices in a circuit are CMOS.

Since CMOS inputs have a very high impedance, they present very little resistive

load to the CMOS outputs that drive them, Therefore, the CMOS output levels

all remain very close to the power-supply rails (0 V and 5 V), and none ol’ the

devices waste power in their output structures. In “non—pure” CMOS systems,

additional power can be consumed in two ways:

If TTL outputs or other nonideal logic signals are connected to CMOS

inputs, then the CMOS outputs use power in the way depicted in this sub-
section; this is formalized in the box on page 145.

~‘ If TTL inputs or other resistive loads are connected to CMOS outputs. then

the CMOS outputs use power in the way depicted in the preceding
subsection.

Tlmvenin equivalent
of lt—‘s:-‘.I$l|V<->. load VCC = +5.0 v 
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3.5.4 Fanout

Thefanout of a logic gate is the number of inputs that the gate can drive without
exceeding its worst-case loading specifications. The fanout depends not only on

the characteristics of the output, but also on the inputs that it is driving. Fanout

must be examined for both possible output states, HIGH and LOW.
For example, we showed in Table 3-4 on page 107 that the maximum

Low-state output current IOLmaxC for an HC-series CMOS gate driving CMOS

inputs is 0.02 mA (20 ,uA). We also stated previously that the maximum input
current 1mm for an HC—series CMOS input in any state is ii ,uA. Therefore, the

LOW-state fanout for an HC-series output driving HC-series inputs is 20.

Table 3-4 also showed that the maximum HIGH-state output current IOHmaxC is

-0.02 mA (-20 ,uA) Therefore, the HIGH-state fanout for an HC-series output

driving HC—series inputs is also 20.
Note that the HIGH-state and LOW-state fanouts of a gate aren’t necessarily

equal. In general, the overall fanout of a gate is the minimum of its HIGH—state
and LOW—state fanouts, 20 in the foregoing example.

In the fanout example that we just completed, we assumed that we needed

to maintain the gate’s output at CMOS levels, that is, within 0.1 V of the power-

supply rails. If we were willing to live with somewhat degraded, TTL output
levels, then we could use IOLmaxT and IOHmaxT in the fanout calculation.
Table 3-4 shows that these specifications are 4.0 mA and ~4.0 mA, respectively.

Therefore, the fanout of an HC-series output driving HC-series inputs at TTL

levels is 4000—for practical purposes, virtually unlimited, apparently.

Well, not quite. The calculations that we’ve just carried out give the DC

fanout, defined as the number of inputs that an output can drive with the output
in a constant state (HIGH or LOW). Even if the DC fanout specification is met, a

CMOS output driving a large number of inputs may not behave satisfactorily on
transitions, LOW—to—HIGH or vice versa.

During transitions, the CMOS output must charge or discharge the stray

capacitance associated with the inputs that it drives. If this capacitance is too

large, the transition from LOW to HIGH (or vice versa) may be too slow, causing

improper system operation.

The ability of an output to charge and discharge stray capacitance is some-

times called ACfanout, though it is seldom calculated as precisely as DC fanout.

As you’ll see in Section 3.6.1, it’s more a matter of deciding how much speed

degradation you’re willing to live with.

3.5.5 Effects of Loading
Loading an output beyond its rated fanout has several effects:

' In the LOW state, the output voltage (VOL) may increase beyond VOLmaX.

° In the HIGH state, the output voltage (VOH) may fall below VOHmin.

' Propagation delay to the output may increase beyond specifications.

fanout

LOW-.s'lalr’fcmrm!

HIGH—slatefanout

overall/“(Inom

IJCfrmuul

ACfa/qul
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- Output rise and fall times may increase beyond their specifications.

- The operating temperature of the device may increase, thereby reducing
the reliability of the device and eventually causing device failure.

The first four effects reduce the DC noise margins and timing margins of the ctr.

cuit. Thus, a slightly overloaded circuit may work properly in ideal conditions,
but experience says that it will fail once it’s out ol" the friendly environment of
the engineering lab.

3.5.6 Unused Inputs

Sometimes not all of the inputs of a logic gate are used. In a real design problem,

you may need an n-input gate but have only an (11+ l)-input gate available. Tying
together two inputs of the (/1.+ l)—input gate gives it the functionality of an
n-input gate. You can convince yourself of this fact intuitively now, or use
switching algebra to prove it after you’ve studied Section 4.1. Figure 3-35ta)
shows a NAND gate with its inputs tied together.

You can also tie unused inputs to a constant logic value. An unused AND or

NAND input should be tied to logic 1, as in (b), and an unused OR or NOR input
should be tied to logic 0, as in (c). In high-speed circuit design, it’s usually better
to use method (b) or to) rather than (a), which increases the capacitive load on
the driving signal and may slow things down. In (b) and (c), a resistor value in
the range lelO k9 is typically used, and a single pull—up or pull-down resistor
can serve multiple unused inputs. It is also possible to tie unused inputs directly
to the appropriate power-supply rail.

Unused CMOS inputs should never be left unconnected (orfloazing). On
one hand, such an input will behave as if it had a LOW signal applied to it and
will normally show a value of O V when probed with an oscilloscope or volt-
meter. So you might think that an unused OR or NOR input can be left floating,
because it will act as if a logic 0 is applied and will not affect the gate’s output.
However, since CMOS inputs have such high impedance, it takes only a small
amount of circuit noise to temporarily make a floating input look HIGH, creating

some very nasty intermittent circuit failures.

Figure 3-35 Unused inputs: (a) tied to another input; (b) NAND pulled up;
(0) NOR pulled down.
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SUBTLE BUGS

ifyou don’t realize that the input is floating!

Floating CMOS inputs are often the cause of mysterious circuit behavior, as an
unused input erratically changes its effective state based on noise and conditions
elsewhere in the circuit. When you’re trying to debug such a problem, the extra

capacitance of an oscilloscope probe touched to the floating input is often enough to
damp out the noise and make the problem go away. This can be especially baffling

 

3.5.7 How to Destroy a CMOS Device

Hit it with a Sledgehammer. Or simply walk across a carpet and then touch an

inplfi pin with your finger. Because CMOS device inputs have such high imped—
ance. they are subject to damage from electrostatic disc/large (ESD).

ESD occurs when a buildup of charge (“static electricity") on one surface

arcs through a dielectric to another surface with the opposite charge. In the case

of a CMOS input, the dielectric is the insulation between an input transistor’s

gate and its source and drain. ESD may damage this insulation, causing a short—
cireuit between the device’s input and its output.

Ordinary activities of people, such as walking on a carpet, can create static

electricity with surprisingly high voltage potentials—1000 V or more. The input
structures of modern CMOS devices use various measures to reduce their sus-

ceptibility to ESD damage, but no device is completely immune. Therefore, to

protect CMOS devices from ESD damage during shipment and handling, manu-
facturers normally package their devices in conductive bags, tubes, or foam. To

prevent ESD damage when handling loose CMOS devices, circuit assemblers
and technicians usually wear conductive wrist straps that are connected by a coil

cord to earth ground; this prevents a static charge from building up on their

bodies as they move around the factory or lab.

Ordinary operation of some equipment, such as repeated or continuous

movement of mechanical components like doors or fans, can also create static

electricity. For that reason, printed-circuit boards containing CMOS circuits are

carefully designed with ESD protection in mind. Typically, this means ground—

ing connector housings, the edges of the board, and any other points where static

might be encountered because of proximity to people or equipment. This

“encourages” ESD to take a safe, metallic path to ground, rather than through the

Pins of CMOS chips mounted on the board.
Once a CMOS device is installed in a system, another possible source of

dan‘lage is latch-up. The physical input structure of just about any CMOS device

Eotltains parasitic bipolar transistors between vet and ground configured as a
s1licon-eontrolled recril‘ier [SCR]."’ In normal operation. this “parasitic SCR”

has n0 effect on device operation. However, an input voltage that is less than
31'0und 0t more than VCC can “trigger” the SCR, creating a virtual short-circuit
bmweell VCC and ground. Once the SCR is triggered, the only way to turn it off

t'lt't.‘ll't).\'l(lli(‘ t/isr'luinet'
(IIISI ))

Iii/r‘h—Hp
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ELIMINATE RUDE,
SHOCKING
BEHAVIOR!
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Some design engineers consider themselves ubmc such inconveniences, but to be I

sale you should follow several l'iSl) precautions in tire lab: ‘
' Before handling a CMOS device, touch the grounded metal case of a plugged. i, . , l

in instruittent or another source ol carth ground.

* Before transporting a CMOS device, insert it in conductive loam. ‘
' Wlten carrying a circuit board containing CMOS devices, handle the board by

the edges, and touch a ground terminal on the board to earth ground before
poking around with it. I

' When handing over a CMOS device to a partner, especially on a dry winter day.

touch the partner first. He or she will thank you for it. i

 
is to turn off the power supply. Before you have a chance to do this, enough
power may be dissipated to destroy the device (i.e., you may see smoke).

One possible trigger for latch—up is '“undershoot” on high-speed HIGH-to-
LOW signal transitions. discussed in EEEinlfLZt—t. at @flffionlI—ne. In this situation,
the input signal may go several volts below ground for several nanoseconds
before settling in the normal LOW range. l-lowever, modern CMOS logic circuits
are fabricated witlt special structures that prevent latch-up in this transient case.

Latch-up can also occur when CMOS inputs are driven by the outputs of
another system or subsystem with a separate power supply. If a HIGH input is
applied to a CMOS gate before power is present. the gate may come up iIt tlte
“latched-up" state when power is applied. Again. modern CMOS logic circuits
are fabricated with special structures that prevent this in most cases. However. if
the driving output is capable of sourcing lots of current te.g.. tens of tnilli~
ainperes)‘ latch—up is still possible. One solution to this problem is to apply
power before hooking up input cables.

  3.6 Ci OS Cyeatr‘c Electrical 69”..

Both the speed and the power consumption of a CMOS device depend to a large
extent on “AC“ or dynamic characteristics ol'the device and its load. that is. what
happens when the output changes between states. As part of the internal design
of CMUS ASiCs, digital designers must carefully examine the effects of output
loading. and resize or redesign circuits where the load is too high. Even in board—
lcvcl design, the effects of loading must be considered for clocks, buses, and
other signals that have high l'anout or long interconnections

Speed depends on two characteristics, transition time and propagation
delay, discussed in the next two subsections. Power dissipation is discussed ill
the third subsection. and a few nasty real—world effects are discussed in the last

 

 
three subsections.
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faplugged' l (b) ' Figure 3-36Transition times:

I (a) ideal case of
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round 0 Ole ‘ l approximation;

(0) HIGH mein (c) actual timing,

'y Winter day, LOW Vle'tx showing rise and fall
I t ‘ i ‘ times.

if.— I + 4.7/1

10 this, enough _ _ _
smoke). 3.6.1 Transrtlon Time

speed HiGH-to- The amount of time that the output of a logic circuit takes to change from one
In this situation, state to another is called the transition time. Figure 3-36(a) shows how we might Hamilton til/w
ral nanoseconds like outputs to change state—in zero time. However, real outputs cannot change
OS logic circuits instantaneously, because they need time to charge the stray capacitance of the
[S transient case. wires and other components that they drive. A more realistic view of a circuit’s

)y the outputs of output is shown in (b). An output takes a certain time, called the rise time (tr), to riru limr' (ll)
* a HIGH input is change from LOW to HIGH, and apossibly different time, called thefaii time (If), [all Iiilir’ (If)

y come up in the to change from HIGH to LOW.
OS logic circuits Even Figure 3—36(b) is not quite accurate, because the rate of change of the
:ases. However, if output voltage does not change instantaneously, either. Instead, the beginning
g” tens of milli- and the end of a transition are smooth, as shown in (c). To avoid difficulties
)blem is to apply in defining the endpoints, rise and fall times are normally measured at the

boundaries of the valid logic levels as indicated in the figure.

With the convention in (c), the rise and fall times indicate how long an

output voltage takes to pass through the “undefined” region between LOW and

HIGH. The initial part of a transition is not included in the rise- or fall-time

e depend to alarge number. Instead, the initial part of a transition contributes to the “propagation
5 load, that is, whitt delay” number discussed in the next subsection.
the internal design The rise and fall times of a CMOS output depend mainly on two factors,

lie effects of output ' the “on” transistor resistance and the load capacitance. A large capacitance
.igh. Evenin board' i Increases transition times; since this is undesirable, it is very rare for a digital

i deSlgner to purposely connect a capacitor to a logic Circuit’s output. However,
Stray Capacitance is present in every circuit; it comes from at least three sources: .rtmr (‘Ll/JLK'Htl/H'P

clocks. buses, and

it: and propagation
aim is discussed In
discussed i

1. Output circuits, including a gate’s output transistors, internal wiring, and

1 the last PaCkaging, have some capacitance associated with them, in the range of
l 2~10 picofarads (pF) in typical logic families, including CMOS.
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2. The wiring that connects an output to other inputs has capacitance, abOut

l pF per inch or more, depending on the wiring technology.6

'1. Input circuits, including transistors, internal wiring, and packaging, have

capacitance, from 2 to 15 pF per input in typical logic families.

Stray capacitance is sometimes called a capacitive load or an AC load.

A CMOS output’s rise and fall times can be analyzed using the equivalem

circuit shown in Figure 3-37. As in the preceding section, the p—ehannel and

n—channel transistors are modeled by resistances RI) and R“, respectively. In
normal operation, one resistance is high and the other is low, depending on the

output’s state. The output’s load is modeled by an equivalent load circuit with
three components:

i'i’, /. l'] These two components represent the DC load. They determine the
voltages and currents that are present when the output has settled into a
stable HIGH or LOW state. The DC load doesn’t have too much effect On

transition times when the output changes state.

(ll, This capacitance represents the AC load. It determines the voltages and
currents that are present while the output is changing, and how long it

takes to change from one state to the other.

When a CMOS output drives only CMOS inputs, the DC load is negligible. To

simplify matters, we’ll analyze only this case, with RL = 00 and VL= 0, in the
remainder of this subsection. The presence of a nonnegligible DC load would

affect the results, but not dramatically (see Exercise 3.68).

We can now analyze the transition times of a CMOS output. For the

purpose of this analysis, we’ll assume CL: 100 pF, a moderate capacitive load.
Also, we’ll assume that the “on” resistances of the p—channel and n-channel

transistors are 200 (2 and loo 9, respectively, as in the preceding subsection.

The rise and fall times depend on how long it takes to charge or discharge the

capacitive load CL.

_..._.._._,mr.._: V“, = +5.0 V 
 

liiiliivalmn Ioz'iil Ioi
Hg its J! llL-lIlLllllUli-lllilu analysis
eqiivalent CllCLlll for CMOS

analyzing transition inveiici /
times of a CMOS output.
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3.6 CMOS Dynamic Electrical Behavior

Vcc =+5.0V VCC =+S.0V
(b)

AC load

lOOpF 
Figure 3-38 Model of a CMOS HIGH-to-LOW transition: (a) in the HIGH state;

 
AC load

(b) after p-channel transistorturns off and n-channel transistor turns on.

First, we’ll look at fall time. Figure 3-3 8(a) shows the electrical conditions

in the circuit when the output is in a steady HIGH state. (RL and VL are not drawn;

they have no effect, since we assume RL = on.) For the purposes of our analysis,
we’ll assume that when CMOS transistors change between “on” and “off,” they

do so instantaneously. We’ll assume that at time t = 0 the CMOS output changes

to the LOW state, resulting in the situation depicted in (b).

At time I: 0, VOUT is still 5.0 V. (A useful electrical engineering maxim is

that the voltage across a capacitor cannot change instantaneously.) At time I: no,

the capacitor must be fully discharged and VOUT will be 0 V. In between, the

value of VOUT is governed by an exponential law:
_ _ —//(R c )

Vour - Von e “ L
—l’.‘.

5_0.e—l/(100-100'10 ) V

= 5_0.e-r/(10-10‘°)V

The factor RnCL has units of seconds and is called an RC time constant.

The preceding calculation shows that the RC time constant for HIGH—to-LOW
transitions is 10 nanoseconds (ns).

Figure 3-39 plots VOUT as a function of time. To calculate fall time, recall
that 1.5 V and 3.5 V are the defined boundaries for LOW and HIGH levels for

CMOS inputs being driven by the CMOS output. To obtain the fall time, we
must solve the preceding equation for VOUT = 3.5 and VOUT = 1.5, yielding:

 v w v

t: —RnCL-ln ‘2: = —lO-109-ln%8T
I35 = 3.57 ns

‘15 = 12.04 ns

RC time constant

117

IOO pF
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RP Rn
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5V

Vou-r
___—

Figu re 3-39
Fall time for a HIGH- 0v
to-LOW transition of
a CMOS output.

 
este twu numbers, or about 8.5 us.The fall time tf is the difference between th
at manner. Figure 340(3) shows theRise time can be calculated in a simil

conditions in the circuit when the output is in a steady LOW state. If at time t = 0
the CMOS output changes to the HIGH state. the situation depicted in {In} results.
Once again. Vuu‘r cannot change instantly, but at time t: co. the capacitor will be
fully charged and V0“ will be 5.0 V. Once again, the value of VOW in between
is governed by “L1" axponentiai law:

= VDD . (1 _ e—r/(RPCL))
= 5.0 - (1— e—t/(ZOO . 100 . 10—12)) V
= 5-0 - (1 — e—t/(zo- 10-9)) V

 

 

VOUT

 

e 3-40 Model of a CMOS LOW-to-HIGH transition: (a) in the LOW state;
(b) after n—channei transistor turns off and pchannel transistor
turns on.

Figur  
 

 vCC = +5.0 v
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time

about 8.5 ns.

40(3) shows the
e. If at time t = 0

ted in (b) results.

capacitor will be

VOUT in between

in the LOW state;
hannel transistor

AC load

:1
j
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RP Rn

2009 >1MQ ’—>1M§2 1009

VOUT 
The RC time constant in this case is 20 ns. Figure 3-41 plots VOUT as a function

of time. To obtain the rise time, we must solve the preceding equation for

VOUT = 1.5 and VOUT = 3.5, yielding

t = _RC,1n.VDD_Ar
VDD

5.0— V—9 our
= _ .1 .1 __

20 0 n 50

1‘15 = 7.|3 ns

t3.5 = 24.08 ns

The rise time tr is the difference between these two numbers, or about 17 ns.

The foregoing example assumes that the p-channel transistor has twice the

resistance of the n-channel one, and as a result the rise time is twice as long as

the fall time. It takes longer for the “weak” p—channel transistor to pull the output

Up than it does for the “strong” li-channel transistor to pull it down; the output’s

drive capability is “asymmetric.” High-speed CMOS devices are sometimes
fabricated with larger p-channel transistors to make the transition times more
nearly equal and output drive more symmetric.

Regardless of the transistors' characteristics, an increase in load capaci-
fance causes an increase in the RC time constant and a corresponding increase
"l the transition times of the output. Thus, it is a goal of high—speed circuit
diamgncrs to minimize load capacitance, especially on the most timing-critical
Signals. This can be done by minimizing the number of inputs driven by the

311% by Creating multiple copies of the signal, and by careful physical layout, e
[11 Circuit.

 

Figure 3-41
Rise time fora LOW-
to-HIGH transition of

a CMOS output.
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When working with real digital circuits, it’s often useful to estimate trans];

tion times, without going through a detailed analysis. A useful rule of thumb is

that the transition time approximately equals the RC time constant of the

charging or discharging circuit. For example, estimates of IO and 20 ns for fat]
and rise time in the preceding example would have been pretty much on target,

especially considering that most assumptions about load capacitance and
transistor “on” resistances are approximate to begin with.

Manufacturers of commercial CMOS circuits typically do not specify
transistor “on” resistances on their data sheets. If you search carefully, you

might find this information published in the manufacturers’ application notes, In
any case, you can estimate an “on” resistance as the voltage drop across the “on“
transistor divided by the current through it with a worst-case resistive load, as We
showed in Section 3.5.2:

1“no — Voiiminr

Rpton) z ‘1 , ltiHinttxl'
I

R y l0lauas'!‘
nton) ~ IULmaxT

 

 
 

THERE’S A Calculated transition times are actually quite sensitive to the choice of logic levels.

CATCH! In the examples in this subsection. if we used 2.0 V and 3.0 V instead of |.5 V and
3.5 V as the thresholds for LOW and HIGH. we would calculate shorter transition

times. On the other hand, if we used (H) and 5.0 V, the calculated transition times

would be infinity! You should also be aware that in some logic families (most

notably 'l"l‘L). the thresholds are not symmetric around the voltage midpoint. Still, it
| is the author‘s experience that the "time—ctinstant-equals-transilion—time” rule of

thumb usually works for practical circuits.

   Pia-tiipnr’atilon [Belay

Rise and fall times only partially describe the dynamic behavior of a logic
element; we need additional parameters to relate output timing to input timing.

‘iI‘JHH/ [Hit/J A signal path is the electrical path from a particular input signal to a particular
(NU/litwfi'liilt t/r/uv 1“ output signal of a logic element. The propagation delay r1) of a signal path is the

amount of time that it takes for a change in the input signal to produce a change

in the output signal.

A complex logic element with multiple inputs and outputs may specify a
different value ofirp for each different signal path. Also, different values may b6
specified for a particular signal path, depending on the direction of the outpttl
change. Assuming zero rise and fall times for simplicity, Figure 3—42(a) showS
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(b) 
-— , _...

lel

two different propagation delays for the input-to-output signal path of a CMOS
inverter, depending on the direction of the output change:

1an The time between an input change and the corresponding output change
when the output is changing from HlGH to LOW.

ppm The time between an input change and the corresponding output change
when the output is changing from LOW to HIGH.

Several factors lead to nonzero propagation delays. In a CMOS device, the

rate at which transistors change state is influenced both by the semiconductor

physics of the device and by the circuit environment, including input-signal
transition rate, input capacitance, and output loading. Muilislage devices such as

noninverting gates or more complex logic functions may require several internal

transistors to change state before the output can change state. And even when the

output begins to change state, with nonzero rise and fall times it takes quite some

time to cross the region between states, as we showed in the preceding sub-
section. All of these factors are included in propagation delay.

To factor out the effect of rise and fall times, manufacturers usually specify

propagation delays at the midpoints of input and output transitions, as shown in
Figure 3-42(b). However, sometimes the delays are specified at the logic-level

boundary points, especially if the device’s operation may be adversely affected

by slow rise and fall times. For example, Figure 3—43 shows how the minimum
iflpllt pulse width for an S-Fi latch (discussed in Section 7.2.1) might be

specified.

 
 

  
 

llei'nn) l

 

Figure 3-42
Propagation delays
for a CMOS inverter:

(a) ignoring rise and
fall times; (b) measured at
midpoints of transitions.

 

Figure 3-43
Worst-case timing
specified using logic—
level boundary points.
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In addition, a manufacturer may specify absolute maximum input rise and
fall times that must be satisfied to guarantee proper operation. High—speed

CMOS circuits may consume excessive current or oscillate if their input
transitions are too slow.

3.6.3 Power Consumption

The power consumption of a CMOS circuit whose output is not changing is
called static power dissipation or quiescent power dissipation. Most CMOS Cir-
cuits have very low static power dissipation. This is what makes them so
attractive for laptop computers and other low-power applicationsiwhen com‘
putation pauses. very little power is consumed. A CMOS Circuit consumeS
significant power only during transitions; this is called dynamic,- power
dissipation.

One source of dynamic power dissipation is the partial short—circuiting of

the CMOS output structure. When the input voltage is not close to one of the

power supply rails (0 V 01' VCC), both the p—channel and n-ehannel output
transistors may be partially “on,” creating a series resistance of 6th (I or less. In
this case, current flows through the transistors from VCC to ground. The amount

of power consumed in this way depends on both the value of VCC and the rate at
which output transitions occur, according to the formula

2 .

PT = CPD” VCC Hi

The following variables are used in the formula:

1"] The Circuit’s internal power dissipation due to output transitions.

V“ The power—supply voltage. As all electrical engineers know, power
dissipation across a resistive load (the partially-on transistors) is

proportional to the square of the voltage.

f The transition frequency of the output signal. This implies the number
of power-consuming output transitions per second. (But note that the
number of transitions per second is the transition frequency times 2.)

(‘m The porter-dissipation capacitance. This constant, normally specified
by the device manufacturer, completes the formula. CPD turns out to
have units of capacitance. hut clues not represent an actual output

capacitance. Rather. it embodies the dynamics of current t'tow through
the changing output-transistor resistances during a single pair ot‘ oulpul
transitions, HIGH—to—LOW and LOW~to-HIGH. For example. CH3 t’or

HC-series CMOS gates is typically 20—24 pF, even though the actual
output capacitance is much less.

The PT formula is valid only ifinput transitions are fast enough, leading to
fast output transitions. If the input transitions are too slow, then the outpuI
transistors stay partially on fora longer time, and power consumption increases-
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n input rise and ——
on. High—speed * CONSUMPTION Tile words consumption and dissipation are used pretty much interchangeably when
: if their mPUt VS. discussing how much power a device uses. To be precise, however, dissipation

DISSIPATION includes only the power that is used in the device itself, generating heat in the device.
Consumption includes additional power that the device consumes from the power

supply and delivers to other devices connected to it (such as resistive loads).

not changing is 

.VIost CMOS cir-

makes them so Device manufacturers usually recommend a maximum input rise and fall time,
)ns—when com- below which the value specified for CPD is valid.
:ircuit consumes A second, and often more significant, source of CMOS power consump-
dynamic power tion is the capacitive load (CL) on the output. During a LOW-to-HIGH transition,

current flows through a p-channel transistor to charge CL. Likewise, during a

hort-circuiting of HlGH-to-LOW transition, current flows through an n-channel transistor to
-ose to one of the discharge CL. In each case, power is dissipated in the “on” resistance of the
n-channel output transistor. We’ll use PL to denote the total amount of power dissipated by
f600 Q or less. In charging and discharging CL.
ound. The amount The units of PL are power, or energy usage per unit time. The energy for

VCC and the rate at one transition could be determined by calculating the current through the
charging transistor as a function of time (using the RC time constant as in
Section 3.6.1), squaring this function, multiplying by the “on” resistance of the

charging transistor, and integrating over time. An easier way is described below.
During a transition, the voltage across the CL changes by iVCC- According

to the definition of capacitance, the total amount of charge that must flow to

; transitions. make a voltage change of VCC across CL is CL - Vcc . The total amount of energy

leers know, power used in one transition is charge times the average voltage change. The first little
-on transistors) is bit of charge makes a voltage change of Vcc, while the last bit of charge makes a

vanishingly small voltage change; hence the average change is VCC/Z. The total

energy per transition is therefore CL - VCZC l2. If there are 2f transitions per sec-' ' number , . _ . _
implies the end, the total ower diss1 ated due to the ca aettive load isP P P
. (But note that the
:quency times 2.) PL = CL - (Véc l2) . 2f
.normally specified = CL‘ Véc -f
la. CPD turns out to.
iii an actual nulpm The total dynamic power dissipation of a CMOS circuit is the sum of PT
:urrent Flow through alld PL;. -, . - t

Single PH“ “' mug; PD = PT + PL
11' example. CPD 1 a 0
en though the new“ | I = CPD- VC-C -f+ CL- Vac f

“i = (CPD+ CL) ' Vdc 'f‘ [0'
tst enough- leading . ' . . . . . .
low then the outp’dii IBaSEd on this formula, dynamic power diss1pation is often called CVZfpower. In
)nsui‘nption incl-easeic' most applications of CMOS circuits, Cszpower is by far the major contributor
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to total power dissipation. Note that CV3)” power is also consumed by bipolar
logic circuits like TTL and ECL, but at low to moderate frequencies it is

insignificant compared to the static (DC or quiescent) power dissipation of
bipolar circuits.

3.6.4 Current Spikes and Decoupling Capacitors

When a CMOS output switches between LOW and HIGH, current flows fron-l

VCC to ground through the partially—on p— and n—channel transistors. ThesE
currents, often called current spikes because of their brief duration, may show

up as noise on the power—supply and ground connections in a CMOS circuit,

especially when multiple outputs are switched simultaneously.

For this reason, systems that use CMOS circuits require decoupling
capacitors between VCC and ground. These capacitors must be distributed

throughout the printed-circuit board, at least one within an inch or so of each

chip, to supply current during transitions. The largefilrering capacitors typically

found in the power supply itself don’t satisfy this requirement, because stray
wiring inductance prevents them from supplying the current fast enough, hence

the need for a physically distributed system of decoupling capacitors.

3.6.5 inductive Effects

Digital logic circuits rarely contain any discrete inductors but, just like stray

capacitance, stray inductance arises in circuit wiring, even in straight wires.

(Electrical engineers know that discrete inductors are usually formed by a coil
ofwire.)

When the amount of current flowing through an inductor changes, a volt-

age is developed across that inductor according to the formula
(II

V — L- dz

where L is the inductance in henries and dl/dr is the current’s rate of change in

amperes per second. Stray inductance can be on the order of 10 nanohenries (nH,

1079 H) per inch of wire on a printed circuit board.
With such tiny stray inductances, it may not seem possible that significant

voltages could be developed across them, and that inductive effects could be

safely ignored. This was the case with most digital circuits until the late 19905.
However, two factors have combined to make inductance a significant

factor and sometimes an obstacle in high-speed CMOS design, especially at the

printed-circuit—board level. First, the output transistors in modern CMOS
circuits are able to switch on or off in extremely short titties—011 the order of

tens of picoseconds or less in the fastest circuits. Changing so quickly from a n0-

current condition to one in which evenjust a few milliamperes ofcurrent is flow-

ing results in a rate ofcliange (dl/dt) that is very high. Second, CMOS circuitS’
power—supply voltage (VCC) has been steadily declining from 5 V to 1.2 V or 1855
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in tht‘ densest ASle. This has resulted in smaller noise margins between logic
levels. ext-teei‘haling the error—imltieing effects of any voltage disturbances.

Under reasonable assumptions {see references), the maximum value of

(ll/d1 when driving a resistive load can be approximated by the formula

(1’) - A_V . ld, Max-icsistor T! R

where R is the load resistance. and AV is the voltage change and T, is the rise
or fall time for the transition. So. let’s consider the voltage that could be devel-

ojwd across a 1—inch PCB trace driving :1 2—162 load, for a couple of different
CMOS logic fttitiilies. A 5-V 74HC output can have transition times as low as
5 ns. Based on the preceding formula,

((1 _ 5 V _ l
5

_ - = 5 - 10* A
(If Max-resistor 5 n5 30“” 52 /S

 

Wow, 500,000 amps per second! Of course, the current doesn’t continue to ramp

up or down for anywhere near a second, but the rate of change during the 5—ns
output transition really is that high. Now, we can plug that number into the
voltage formula to see how much voltage is developed across our 1-inch, lO-nH
PCB trace:

v = 10-10‘9-5405 = 5mV

When all’s said and done, the voltage change across the PCB trace is only 5 mV

(plus or minus, depending on the direction of current change). This is nothing to
worry about in a logic family that has 1.35 V of DC noise margin in either state.

Now let’s consider the case for a more advanced technology, 74AC, which
can source or sink six times as much current as 74HC and do so with transition

times as short as 1 ns. The maximum current-change rate for 74AC driving a
I-kQ load is

 

(IL 5V. 1 . 6df Max-resistor “5 1000 Q

or 10 times higher than the previous case. So the voltage change across a 1-inch,
lO-nH PCB trace is also 10 times higher, or 50 mV. That’s still not quite enough

to worry about, but wait, there’s more!

So far we’ve considered only resistive loads. As discussed in Section 3.6.1,

gate inputs and wiring have stray capacitance, and current must flow to charge

0r discharge this capacitance. Under reasonable assumptions (once again, see
references), the maximum value of cll/dr when driving a capacitive load C can

be approximated by the formula

61]) _ 1.52A1J'(dr _ ..1 C
 

Max-capacitor I .
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On a good day, our 74AC output can drive a 50—pF load at the end of a 1-inch

PCB trace and deliver a transition time of about 5 ns. Based on the preceding
formula,

'3. 7

(d : LEE—1.50.10"? = 1.52-107A/s
dt Max-capacitor (25 - [0 II“) IHS'

Plugging that into the voltage formula, the voltage developed across our 1-inch,
lO-nH PCB trace is

—9 7
V 2 IO. lo 1.52- l0 2 152 mV

Although this case eats into the noise margin even more than the last example,
it’s probably not enough to cause an incorrect logic value to be produced. The

real problem occurs when the inductive effects of several changing outputs are

concentrated on a single wire, as discussed in the next subsection.

HAND WAVING

 
 

In this subsection. we assumed some transition times for 74HC and 74AC outputs
driving certain resistive and capacitive loads. Where did these numbers come from?
Minimum transition times, especially as a function of loading, are seldom if ever
specified in manul'acturers‘ data sheets. Actually, these numbers came from the
author’s experience in the lab.

You might also be wondering, what if we had a 10—inch instead of a 1-inch

PCB trace and a 500-pF load instead of a 5()-pF load? Could there be 15.2 V across
that trace during a transition? No, of course not. Experience shows that the transition
time would be much longer, and dl/dl would be much less. How can that be? The
answer is that the actual electrical model of the circuit output, the PCB trace. and the

load is much more complicated than we’ve shown, with each element having resis-
tive, capacitive. and inductive components.

The approximations in this subsection are intended only to give you a rough
feel for inductive effects. A more detailed study, typically using a circuit analysis
tool such as SPICE, is needed to predict the dynamic effects of output transitions
more accurately. Most IC manufacturers provide SPICE models (or equivalent) for

their high—speed output circuits to aid electrical engineers who need to analyze such
dynamic effects.
 

3.6.6 Simultaneous Switching and Ground Bounce

The current that flows through a gate’s output pin has to come from or go

to somewhere—from the device’s VCC pin when an output is sourcing current,

and to the ground pin when it’s sinking current. Now let’s consider what happens

when multiple gates use the same ground pin.

Figure 3—44 shows the situation when eight inverters are fabricated on a

single chip with one ground and one Vcc pin. The connection from the chip’S
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internal ground has stray inductance due to the chip and package substrates, the

bonding wire between the chip and its package, and the wiring between the

package and the PCB’s ground plane. In the figure, this is shown as a lumped
inductance L between the chip’s ground pin and the actual ground on the PCB.

The amount of stray inductance varies greatly with different packaging technol-

ogies, but in a 20-pin plastic DIP package with the ground pin in the corner, L is
on the order of 10 nH.

Now consider the situation when all eight inputs are LOW, so all eight out-

puts are HIGH, and all eight inputs are simultaneously changed to HIGH. This

kind of event is often called sinmltaneous switching. At that moment, all of the

outputs change to LOW, and the single ground pin must sink the current from all

eight loads. Assuming these are 74AC outputs each driving a 50 pF load as in the

previous subsection, maximum value of dl/dt for each output is 1.52 ' 107 A/s.
With simultaneously switching outputs, the current change across the stray

inductance L will be eight times this amount, and the voltage drop across L will
be

VGND = L-(sj—Q =10-10‘9-8r1.52>1o7A/s =1.216V

This change in the chip’s internal ground voltage compared to the PCB and

Sl’stem ground is called ground bounce, and its effects can be significant. A chip

 

Figure 344
Ground bounce in an

10 with eight inverters
and one ground pin.

Simu/Iamru/m .rm'Ic/u'ng

ground bounce
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has many inputs and outputs, and at any given time some of them may be

changing while others are supposed to remain static. But consider the effects of
a ground—bounce event on outputs that are supposed to remain static. Since LOW

output voltages are referenced to a chip’s internal ground (through an ON n~

channel transistor), any increase in VGND will also increase the LOW output volt.

ages, possibly raising them above the valid LOW range and causing misbehavior
elsewhere.

Ground bounce on a chip can also affect inputs on the same chip. A Vedid

CMOS HIGH input voltage could be as low as 3.15 V. Keep in mind that this

voltage is referenced to the chip’s internal ground. Suppose a chip input receives

a static, valid HIGH signal of 3.2 V from another chip. But then a ground-bounce

event temporarily raises the chip’s internal ground VGND to 1.2 V. As far as the

chip input is concerned, it now sees only 2.0 V with respect to its internal

ground, and this is well into the “undefined” region for logic inputs. In fact, a

slightly larger event could cause the apparent input voltage to drop well into the

valid range for LOW signals. Thus, the ground bounce created by simultaneously

switching outputs can change the logic value seen on totally unrelated inputs, as

long as they are all referenced to the same ground pin.

A certain amount of ground bounce is inevitable in high-speed CMOS cir-

cuit design, but there are several ways that chip and system designers can reduce

it enough to mask it safely within the noise margins of the circuit:

m Create or use a logic family whose output circuits are explicitly designed
to have slower transition times, such as 74FCT versus 74AC/ACT.

Place the ground pins on the IC package so that the lead lengths to the chip

will be shorter and hence inductance will be lower. For example, many

high-speed circuits packaged in DIPs now have VCC and ground pins in the

middle of each row of pins instead of on the corners.

Use an IC package with lower inductance, such as a square PLCC versus

a long rectangular DIP.

Use multiple ground pins to split the current demand across multiple paths

and thereby reduce the voltage drop across any one path. This is one reason

that high-pin-count ICs are designed with lots and lots of ground pins.

At this point, you might be wondering, what about “VCC bounce”? After

all, VCC wiring paths have stray inductance similar to ground paths, and they suf-
fer voltage drops when multiple outputs switch from LOW to HlG H. However,

logic levels are referenced to ground, not VCC, and CMOS inputs are more sensi-

tive to an input’s voltage relative to ground than to VCC. Thus, “VCC bounce” is
seldom a problem. Still, most high-pin-count ICs are designed with lots of Vcc

pins to handle dynamic as well as static current demands with little voltage drop.

A typical VLSI chip has at least half as many VCC pins as ground pins and, quite
often, just as many. 
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3.7 Other CMOS Input and Output Structures

h

Fig ure 3—45

CMOS transmission gate.
normally ’complementary \A B

3.7 Other CMOS Input and Output Structures

Circuit designers have modified the basic CMOS circuit in many ways to
produce gates that are tailored for specific applications. This section describes
some of the more common variations in CMOS input and output structures.
3.7.1 Transmission Gates

A p—channel and n—channel transistor pair can be connected together to form a
logic-controlled switch. Shown in Figure 3-45, this circuit is called a CMOS
transmission gaze.

A transmission gate is operated so that its input signals EN and EN_L are
always at opposite levels. When EN is HIGH and EN_L is LOW, there is a low-
impedance connection (as low as 2—5 9) between points A and B. When EN is
LOW and EN_L is HIGH, points A and B are disconnected.

Once a transmission gate is enabled. the propagation delay from A to B (or
vice versa) is very short. Because of their short delays and conceptual simplicity,
transmission gates are often used internally in larger~scale CMOS devices such
as multiplexers and flip—flops. For example, Figure 346 shows how trans-
mission gates can be used to create a “2-input multiplexer.” When S is LOW, the
X “input" is connected to the 2 “output”; when S is HIGH, Y is connected to 2.

At least one manufacturer (Integrated Device Technology [IDTD makes a
variety of logic functions based on transmission gates. In their multiplexer
devices, it takes several nanoseconds for a change in the “select" inputs (such as

VCC -———_
Fig u re 3-46

Two-input multiplexer using
CMOS transmission gates.

transmission gate
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V,r+ z 2.9 -
 

VT = 2.5

VT_= 2.1
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( ) VourC
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Figure 348 Device operation with slowly changing inputs: (a) a noisy, slowly

changing input; (b) output produced by an ordinary Inverter;
(C) Output produced by an inverter with 0.8 V of hysteresrs.

responds to the noise as shown in (b), producing multiple output changes each
time the rioisy input voltage crosses the switching threshold. However, as shown
"1 (c), a scmnitf'trigger inverter does not respond to the noise, because its
hysterem I5 greater than the noise amplitude.  
 

  

 

 

 FIXING YOUR Schmitt—triggcr inputs have better noise immunity than ordinary gate inputs for
TRANSMISSION signals with transmission—line reflections, discussed at MBQMDQ in fiection—ZO. or

long rise and fall times. Such signals typically occur in physically long connections,

such as input-output buses and Computer interface cables. Noise immunity is impor—
tant in these applications, since long signal lines are more likely to have reflections
or to pick up noise from adjacent signal lines, circuits, and appliances,
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(a)

lzig/z—impw/ance slate
Hi—Z state

floating slate

three-slate output

Iri—Siu/e output

three—stale bus

three-stale bluffer

LEGAL NOTICE

Figure 3-49 CMOS three-state buffer: (a) circuit diagram; (b) function table;
(0) logic symbol.

3.7.3 Three-State Outputs

Logic outputs have two normal states, LOW and HIGH, corresponding to logic
values 0 and 1. However, some outputs have a third electrical state that is not a

logic state at all, called the high-impedance, Hi-Z, orfloating state. In this state,
the output behaves as if it isn’t even connected to the circuit, except for a small
leakage current that may flow into or out of the output pin. Thus, an output can
have one of three states—logic 0, logic 1, and Hi-Z.

An output with three possible states is called (surprise!) a three-state
output or, sometimes, a tri-state output. Three-state devices have an extra input,
usually called “output enable” or “output disable,” for placing the device’s
output(s) in the high-impedance state.

A three-state bus is created by wiring several three-state outputs together.

Control circuitry for the “output enables” must ensure that at most one output is
enabled (not in its Hi-Z state) at any time. The single enabled device can transmit

logic levels (HIGH and LOW) on the bus. Examples of three-state bus design are
given in Section 6.6.

A circuit diagram for a CMOS three—state bufifer is shown in

Figure 3-49(a). To simplify the diagram, the internal NAN D, NOR, and inverter
functions are shown in functional rather than transistor form; they actually use a

total of 10 transistors (see Exercise 3.82). As shown in the function table (b),

when the enable (EN) input is LOW, both output transistors are off, and the out—

put is in the Hi-Z state. Otherwise, the output is HIGH or LOW as controlled by

 

The name “TRl-STATE" is a trademark of the National Semiconductor Corporation

(www.nationa1. com) . Their lawyer thought you’d like to know.
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3.7 Other CMOS Input and Output Structures

the “data" input A. Logic symbols for three-state buffers and gates are normally
drawn with the enable input coming into the top, as shown in (c).

In practice, the three-state control circuit may be different from what we

have shown, in order to provide proper dynamic behavior of the output transis-
tots during transitions to and from the Hi-Z state. In particular, devices with
thrge-State outputs are normally designed so that the output—enable delay (Hi-Z
to LOW or HIGH) is somewhat longer than the outputadisable delay [LOW or
HIGH to Hi~Z). Thus, if a control circuit activates one device’s output-enable
input and simultaneously deactivates a seconds. the second device is guaranteed
to enter the Hi—Z state before the first places a HIGH or LOW level on the bus.

Iftwo three-state outputs on the same bus are enabled at the same time and

“y to maintain opposite states, the situation is similar to tying standard active-
puiJ—up omputs together as in Figure 3-57 on page 139—51 nonlogic voltage is
produced on the btts. lffightiug is only momentary. the devices probably will not
be damaged. but the large current drain through the tied outputs can produce
noise pulses that affect circuit behavior elsewhere in the system.

There is a leakage current of up to 10 ,uA associated with a CMOS three—

state output in its Hi-Z state. This current, as well as the input currents of
receiving gates, must be taken into account when calculating the maximum
number of devices that can be placed on a three-state bus. That is, in the LOW or

HIGH state, an enabled three-state output must be capable of sinking or sourcing

up to 10 ,uA of leakage current for every other three-state output on the bus, as
well as handling the current required by every input on the bus. As with standard

CMOS logic, separate LOW—state and HIGH—state calculations must be made to
ensure that the fanout requirements of a particular circuit configuration are met.

*3.7.4 Open-Drain Outputs1

The p-channel transistors in CMOS output structures are said to provide active

pull—up, since they actively pull up the output voltage on a LOW-to-HIGH tran-
sition. These transistors are omitted in gates with open—drain outputs, such as the

NAND gate in Figure 3-50(a). The drain of the tomest n—channel transistor is
left unconnected internally, so if the output is not LOW it is “open,” as indicated

in (b). The underscored diamond in the symbol in (c) is sometimes used to

indicate an open—drain output. A similar structure, called an “open-collector

output,” is provided in TTL logic families as described at DDPPonline in
Section 'ITL.

An open-drain output requires an external pull-up resistor to provide
passive pull-up to the HIGH level. For example, Figure 3-51 shows an open-

drain CMOS NAND gate, with its pull-up resistor, driving a load.

For the highest possible speed, an open-drain output’s pull-up resistor

should be as small as possible; this minimizes the RC time constant for LOW-to-

1*Throughout this book, optional sections are marked with an asterisk.

active pill/Lup

open-drain output

pull—14p resistor

passive pull—tip
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Figure 3-50
Open-drain CMOS
NAND gate: (a) circuit
diagram; (b) function
table; (0) logic symbol.

Fig u re 3 -51
Open-drain CMOS
NAND gate driving
a load.

(8)

HIGH transitions (rise time). However, the pull-up resistance cannot be

arbitrarily small; the minimum resistance is determined by the open-drain
output’s maximum sink current, IOLmaX. For example, in HC- and HCT—series

CMOS, IOLmax is 4 mA, and the pull—up resistor can be no less than 5.0 V/4 mA,
or 1.25 k9. Since this is an order of magnitude greater than the “on” resistance

of the p-channel transistors in a standard CMOS gate, the LOW—to-HIGH output
transitions are much slower for an open-drain gate than for standard gate with
active pull-up.

As an example, let us assume that the open-drain gate in Figure 3—51 is
HC-sen'es CMOS, the pull-up resistance is 1.5 kg and the load capacitance is
100 pF. We showed in Section 3.5.2 that the “on” resistance of an HC—series

CMOS output in the LOW state is about 80 9. Thus, the RC time constant for a

HIGH-to-LOW transition is about 80 Q -100 pF 2 8 ns, and the output’s fall time
is about 8 ns. However, the RC time constant for a LOW-to—HIGH transition is

about 1.5 kg . 100 pF = 150 ns, and the rise time is about 150 ns. This relatively
slow rise time is contrasted with the much faster fall time in Figure 3-52. A
friend of the author calls such slow rising transitions ooze.

pull-up
resistor

H“

open-drain
output 
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Vour
5 V

3.5 V

1.5V

0V 
Figure 3-52 Rising and falling transitions of an open-drain CMOS output.

80 why use open-drain outputs? Despite stow rise times, they can be useful
in three applications discussed next: driving light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and
other devices; driving multisource buses; and performing wired logic.

*3.7.5 Driving LEDs

An open-drain output can drive an LED as shown in Figure 3-53. If either input
A or B is LOW, the corresponding n-channel transistor is off and the LED is off.

When A and B are both HIGH, both transistors are on, the output 2 is LOW, and
the LED is on. The value of the pull-up resistor R is. chosen so that the proper
amount ol'current flows through the LED in the “on” state.

Typical LEDs require 10 mA for normal brightness. HC- and HGT-series

CMOS outputs are only specified to sink or source 4 mA and are not normally
used to drive LEDs. However, the outputs in advanced CMOS families such as

74ACT and 74FCT can sink 24 mA or more and can be used quite effectively to
drive LEDs.

 
Vcc

Figure 3-53
Driving an LED with an

R open-drain output.
 [LED = 10 mA

 
 

LED

VOanX : 0'37 V
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Three pieces of information are needed to calculate the proper value of the
pull—up resistor R:

2. The voltage drop VLED across the LED in the “on” condition, about 1.6 V
for typical LEDs.

3. The output voltage VOL of the open-drain output that sinks the LED
current. In the 74AC and 74ACT CMOS families, 1/5me is 0.37 V. If an
output can sink [LED and maintain a lower voltage, say 0.2 V, then the
calculation below yields a resistor value that is a little too low, but normally
with no harm done. A little more current than (LED will flow and the LED
will be just a little brighter than expected.

Using the above information, we can write the following equation:
VOL + VLED + ([LED ' R) = Vcc

Assuming VCC = 5.0 V and the other typical values above, we can solve for the
required value of R:

R _ VCC’ VOL — VLED
[LED

= (5.0—0.37 — 1.6) V/IO mA = 303 9

Note that you don’t have to use an open—drain output to drive an LED.
Figure 3—54(a) shows an LED driven by an ordinary CMOS NAND-gate output
with active pull—up. If both inputs are HIGH, the bottom (It-channel) transistors
pull the output LOW as in the open—drain version. If either input is LOW, the
output is HIGH; although one or both ofthe top (p-channel) transistors is on, no
current flows through the LED.

With some CMOS families, you can turn an LED “on” when the output is
in the HIGH state, as shown in Figure 3-54(b). This is possible if the output can
source enough current to satisfy the LED’s requirements. However, method (b)
isn’t used as often as method (a), because most CMOS and TTL outputs cannot
source as much current in the HIGH state as they can sink in the LOW state.

 

RESISTOR In most applications. the precise value OILED series resistors is unimportant, as long
VALUES as groups at nearby LEDs have similar drivers and resistors to give equal apparent

brightness. In the example in this subsection. one might use an off-the-shelf resistor
value at 270. 300, or 330 ohms. whatever is readily available.
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re for the Figure 3-54 Driving an LED with an ordinary CMOS outp ut: (a) sinking current,
“on" in the LOW state; (b) sourcing current, “on” in the HIGH state.

*3.7.6 Multisource Buses

open—drain. busan LED.

e output

msmtors logical 1 or a logical 0 on the bus. C01
QW’ the that is allowed to drive the bus at any time.
is on, no For example, in Figure 3—55, eight 2-input open-drain NAND-gate outputs

t t _ drive a common bus. The top input of each NAND gate is a data bit, and the)u pu 1s

tput can

thod (b) Flgure 3-55 Eight open-drain outputs drlvmg a bus.
i cannot

lte.

DataS
Enables

Data4

Enabie4   
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2*ihput

open-drain
NAND gates "

Figure 3-56 Wired—AND function on three open—drain NAND-gate outputs.

bottom input of each is a control bit. At most one control bit is HIGH at any time,

enabling the corresponding data bit to be passed through to the bus. (Actually,

the complement of the data bit is placed on the bus.) The other gate outputs are

HIGH, that is, “open,” so the data input of the enabled gate determines the value
on the bus.

*3.7.7 Wired Logic

If the outputs of several open—drain gates are tied together with a single pull—Lip

wired/ogre resistor, then wired logic is performed. (That’s wired, not weird!) An AND

function is obtained, since the wired output is HIGH if and only if all of the

individual gate outputs are HIGH (actually, open); any output going LOW is

wired AND sufficient to pull the wired output LOW. For example, a 3-input wired AND func—

fighting

tion is shown in Figure 3-56. If any of the individual 2-input NAND gates has

both inputs HIGH, it pulls the wired output LOW; otherwise, the pull-up resistor

R pulls the wired output HIGH.

Note that wired logic cannot be performed using gates with active pull-up.

Two such outputs wired together and trying to maintain opposite logic values

result in a very high current flow and an abnormal output voltage. Figure 3-57

shows this situation, which is sometimes called fighting. The exact output

voltage depends on the relative “strengths” of the fighting transistors, but with

5—V CMOS devices it is typically about 1~2 V, almost always a nonlogic

voltage. Worse, if outputs fight continuously for more than a few seconds, the

chips can get hot enough to sustain internal damage and to burn your fingers!
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Minimum

Maximum

*3.7.8 Pull—Up Resistors

A proper choice of value for the pull-up resistor R must be made in open—drain
applications. Two calculations are made to bracket the allowable values of R:

trying to pull HIGH

+R zZOmA
N0“) W“) (HC or HCT)

 
\trying to pull LOW

The sum of the current through R in the LOW state and the LOW-

state input currents of the gates driven by the wired outputs must not
exceed the LOW-state driving capability of the active output, for
example, 4 mA for HC/HCT and 8 mA for AHC/AHCT devices.

The voltage drop across R in the HIGH state must not reduce the

output voltage below 2.4 V, which is mein for typical driven gates
plus a 400-mV noise margin. This drop is produced by the HIGH—
state output leakage current of the wired outputs and the HIGH—state
input currents of the driven gates.

3.7 Other CMOS Input and Output Structures

 

pull—up-ratixlor
calculation

 “

Fig u re 3 -5 7

Two CMOS outputs
trying to maintain
opposite logic values
on the same line.
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HCT open-drain

/ NAND gates
 

  

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
 

 

VCC=+5 v

.9

 
LOW
LOW  
LOW
LOW

LOW LS—TTL gates

Figure 3-58
Four open-drain
outputs driving two HIGH
inputs in the LOW HIGH
state.

v

For example, suppose that four HCT open-drain outputs are wired togett'
and drive two LS-TTL inputs; (Section 3.10.6) as shown in Figure 3-58. A LC
output must sink 0.4 mA from each LS—TTL input as well as sink the cum
through the pun-up resistor R. For the totai current to stay within the HCT ’01.:
spec of 4 mA, the current through R may be no more than '-

[R(max) : 4 — (2 . 0.4) = 3.2 mA

————"' HCT open-drain

Figure 3-59 / NANDgatBS VCC= +5 V
Four open—drain
outputs driving two LOW
inputs in the HIGH LOW
state.

9
  

 \
LS—TTL gates

V
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Assuming that VOL of the open—drain output is 0.0 V, the minimum value of R is

Rmin = (5-0 — 0.0)/IR(max) = 1562.5 (2

In the HIGH state, typical open-drain outputs have a maximum leakage
current of 5 ,uA, and typical LS-TTL inputs require 20 ,uA of source current.
Hence, the HIGH-state current requirement as shown in Figure 3-59 is

IR(leak) = (4'5)+(2-20) = 60 ,uA

 
This current produces a voltage drop across R, and must not lower the output
voltage below VOHmin = 2.4 V; thus the maximum value of R is

Rmax = (5'0_2'4)/IR(leak) = 43.3 kg

Hence, any value of R between 1562.5 9 and 43.3 kg may be used. Higher
values reduce power consumption and improve the LOW—state noise margin,
while lower values increase power consumption but improve both the HIGH-
state noise margin and the speed of LOW—to-HIGH output transitions.

 

'ed together OPEN-DRAIN In our open-drain resistor calculations, we assume that the output voltage can be as i
58. A LOW ASSUMPTION low as 0.0 V rather titan 0.4 V (VOLmflX) in order to obtain a worst-case result. That
the current is, even if the open-drain output is so strong that it can pull the output voltage all the i
{CT IOLmax way down to 0.0 V (it’s only required to pull down to 0.4 V), we’ll never allow it to

sink more than 4 mA. so it doesn‘t get overstressed. Some designers prefer to use
0.4 V in this calculation. figuring that if the output is so good that it can pull lower
than 0.4 V, a little hit ofexcess sink current beyond 4 mA won't hurt it.
 

3.8 CMOS Logic Families

The first commercially successful CMOS family was 4000-series CMOS. 4000-series CMOS
Although 4OOD-series circuits offered the benefit of low power dissipation, they
were fairly slow and were not easy to interface with the most popular logic
family of the time, bipolar TTL. Thus, the 4000 series was supplanted in most
applications by the more capable CMOS families discussed in this section.

All of the CMOS devices that we discuss have part numbers of the form
“74FAMm1,” where “FAM” is an alphabetic family mnemonic and nn is a
numeric function designator. Devices in different families with the same value of

mi perform the same function. For example. the 74HC301 74HCT3D, 74AC30,
74ACT30, 74AHC30, and 74AHCT30 are all 8—input NAND gates.

The prefix “74” is simply a number that was used by an early, popular sup-
plier of TTL devices, Texas Instruments. The prefix “54” is used for identical
parts that are specified for operation over a wider range of temperature and
power-supply voltage, for use in military applications. Such parts are usually   
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HC Logic Levels HCT Logic Levels
VCC = 5.0 V

_ VOHrninT : 384V VOHminT = 3.84V
_ VII-1min : 3‘5 V HIGH

ABNORMAL
VIHmin = 2-0 V

vleax = 1.5 v ABNORMAL
." Vleax=0'8V

VOLmaxT : 033 V 0.0 V VOLmaxT : 0‘33 V
(b)

Figure 3-60 Input and output levels for CMOS devices using a 5-V supply:
(a) HC; (b) HCT.

 

fabricated in the same way as their 74-series counterparts, except that they are

tested, screened, and marked differently, a lot of extra paperwork is generated,

and a higher price is charged, of course.

3.8.1 HC and HCT

HC (High-Speed The first two 74—series CMOS families are HC (High-speed CMOS) and HCT
CM05) (High-speed CMOS, TTL compatible). Compared with the original 4000 family,

HCT (High—speed HC and HCT both have higher speed and better current sinking and sourcing
CMOS, TTL capability. The HCT family uses a power—supply voltage VCC of 5 V and can be
('0’7213‘1’ibl") intermixed with TTL devices, which also use a 5-V supply.

The HC family is optimized for use in systems that use CMOS logic exclu—

sively, and can use any power-supply voltage between 2 and 6 V. A higher
voltage is used for higher speed, and a lower voltage for lower power dissipation.

Lowering the supply voltage is especially effective, since most CMOS power

dissipation is proportional to the square of the voltage (CV2fpower).
Even when used with a S-V supply, HC devices are not quite compatible

with TTL. In particular, HC circuits are designed to recognize CMOS input

levels. Assuming a supply voltage of 5.0 V, Figure 3-60(a) shows the input and

output levels of HC devices. The output levels produced by TTL devices do not

quite match this range, so HCT devices use the different input levels shown in
(b). These levels are established in the fabrication process by making transistors

with different switching thresholds, producing the different transfer characteris-

tics shown in Figure 3-61.

VOUT

Figure 3-61 5.0
Transfer characteristics of
HC and HCT circuits under

typical conditions. 
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3.8 CMOS Logic Families

We’ll say more about CMOS/TTL interfacing in Section 3.10.8. For now,

't is useful to note that HC and HCT have essentially identical output specs. Only1

their input levels differ, with the “T” suffix denoting TTL compatibility.

3.32 AHC and AHCT
Several new CMOS families were introduced in the 19803 and the l9905. Two
of the most recent and probably the most versatile are AHC {Advanced High.
speed CMOS) and AHCT {Advanced High-speed CMOS. TTL mmpatibie).
These families are two to three times as fast as HCIHCT while maintaining
backward compatibility with their predecessors. Like HC and HCT, the AHC
and AHCT families differ from each other only in the input levels that they rec—

ognize; their output characteristics are the same.
Also like HC/HCT, AHC/AHCT outputs have symmetric output drive.

That is, an output can sink or source equal amounts of current; the output is just

as “strong” in both states. Other logic families, including the PCT and TTL

families introduced later, have asymmetric output drive; they can sink much

more current in the LOW state than they can source in the HIGH state.

3.8.3 HC, HCT, AHC, and AHCT Electrical Characteristics

Electrical characteristics of the HC, HCT, AHC, and AHCT families are

summarized in this subsection. The specifications assume that the devices are

used with a nominal 5—V power supply, although (derated) operation is possible
with any supply voltage in the range 2—5.5 V (up to 6 V for HC/HCT). We’ll take

a closer look at low—voltage and mixed—voltage operation in Section 3.9.

Commercial (74-series) parts are intended to be operated at temperatures

between 0°C and 70°C, while military (54-series) parts are characterized for

operation between —55°C and 125°C. The specs in Table 3-5 assume an

operating temperature of 25°C. A full manufacturer’s data sheet provides

additional specifications for device operation over the entire temperature range.

Most devices within a given logic family have the same electrical specifi—
cations for inputs and outputs, typically differing only in power consumption
and propagation delay. Table 3-5 includes specifications for a 74x00 2—input
NAND gate and a 74x138 3-to—8 decoder in the HC, HCT, AHC, and AHCT

families. The ’00 NAND gate is included as the smallest logic-design building
block in each family, while the ’138 is a “medium—scale” part containing the
equivalent of about 15 NAND gates. (The ’138 spec is included to allow

143

AHC (Advanced High-
.Y/Jt’t’d CMOS}

AHCT {Advanced High-
.thch (‘MOS, TTL
compatible)

synmzelrir nut/ml drive

asymmetric output drive

 

VERY = ADVANCED, The AHC and AHCT logic families are manufactured by several companies,
SORT OF including Texas Instruments and Philips. Compatible families with similar but not

identical specifications are manufactured by STMicro, Fairchild, and Toshiba;

they are called VHC and VHCT, where the “V” stands for “Very.”
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[3 Table 3-5 Speed and power characteristics of CMOS families operating at 5 V. 

 

 

Family ' ||

Description Part Symbol Condition HC‘ HCT AHC AHCT I

Typical propagation delay (ns) ’00 [PD 9 10 3.7 5 I
’138 18 20 5.7 7.6

Quiescent power—supply ‘00 [CC Vin = 0 or VCC 2.5 2.5 5.0 5.0

current (,uA) ’138 Vin = 0 or VCC 40 40 40 40 I

Quiescent power dissipation ’00 Vm = 0 0r VCC 0.0125 0.0125 0.025 0.025
(mW) ’138 Vin = 0 or VCC 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 '

Power-dissipation capacitance ‘00 CPD 22 15 2.4 2.6
(pF) ’138 CPD 55 51 13 14

Dynamic power dissipation ’00 0.55 0.38 0.06 0.065
(mW/MHZ) ’138 1.38 1.28 0.33 0.35

Total power dissipation (mW) ’00 f: 100 kHz 0.068 0.050 0.031 0.032
’00 f: 1 MHz 0.56 0.39 0.085 0.09

’00 f: 10 MHz 5.5 3.8 0.63 0.68 I
’138 f: 100 kHz 0.338 0.328 0.23 0.24
’138 f: 1 MHz 1.58 1.48 0.53 0.55
’138 f: 10 MHz 14.0 13.0 3.45 3.7

Speed—power product (pJ) ’00 f: 100 kHz 0.61 0.50 0.11 0.16
’00 f: 1 MHz 5.1 3.9 0.31 0.45
’00 f: 10 MHz 50 38 2.3 3.38

’138 f: 100 kHz 6.08 6.55 1.33 1.79
’138 f: 1 MHz 28.4 29.5 2.99 4.2
’138 f= 10 MHZ 251 259 19.7 28.1
 

comparison with the faster FCT family in Section 3.8.5; ’00 gates are not

manufactured in the FCT family.)

The first row of Table 3-5 specifies propagation delay. As discussed in

Section 3.6.2, two numbers, rpm and tle—Iv may be used to specify delay; the
number in the table is the worst case of the two. Skipping ahead to Table 3- 10 on

page 167, you can see that HC and HCT are about the same speed as LS TTL,

and that AHC and AHCT about the same as ALS TTL. The propagation delay

 
NOTE ON The “x” in the nolation“74x00” takes the place of a family designator such as HC,

NOTATION HCT, AHC. AHCT, FCT, LS, ALS, AS, or F. We may also refer to such a generic
part simply as a “ ‘00” and leave off the “74x."
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nonideal input in HCT and AHCT devices.

 

QUIETLY GETTING HCT and AHCT circuits can also be driven by TTL devices, which may produce
MORE DISS’ED HIGH output levels as low as 2.4 V. As we explained in Section 3.5.3, a CMOS

output may draw additional current from Ihc power supply if any of the inputs are
nonidcal. 1n the case of an HCT or AHCT inverter with 21 HIGH input of 2.4 V, the
bottom. ii-channcl output transistor is fully “on." However. the top. p-channel
transistor is also partially “on." This allows the additional quiescent current flow,
specified as A’cc or ICCT in the data sheet, which can be as much as 2—3 mA per
 

    

for the ’138 is somewhat longer than for the ’00, since signals must travel
through three or four levels of gates internally.

The second and third rows of the table show that the quiescent power
dissipation of these CMOS devices is practically nil, well under a milliwatt
(mW) if the inputs have CMOS levels—0 V for LOW and Vcc for HIGH. (Note
that in the table. the quiescent power dissipation numbers given for the ’00 are
per gate, while for the ‘ 138 they apply to the entire MSI device.)

As we discussed in Section 3.6.3. the dynamic power dissipation of a
CMOS gate depends on the voltage swing ofthe output (usually VCC), the output
transition frequency (f), and the capacitance that is being charged and
discharged on transitions, according to the formula

PD = (CL+CPD) ' V51) 'f

Here, CPD is the power-dissipation capacitance of the device and CL is the
capacitance of the load attached to the CMOS output in a given application. The
table lists both CPD and an equivalent dynamic power-dissipation factor in units
of milliwatts per megahertz. assuming that CL = 0. Using this factor, the total
power dissipation is Computed at various frequencies as the sum of the dynamic
power dissipation at that frequency and the quiescent power dissipation.

Shown next in the table, the speed-power product is simply the product of
the propagation delay and power consumption of a typical gate; the result is
measured in picojoules (pl). Recall from physics that the joule is a unit of
energy, so the speed~power product measures a sort of efficiency—how much
energy a logic gate uses to switch its output. In this day and age, it’s obvious that
the lower the energy usage, the better.

speed-power product

 

  
 SAVING ENERGY

than by any other single reliability improvement strategy.

There are practical as Well as geopolitical reasons for saving energy in digital sys-
tems. Lower energy consumption means lower cost of power supplies and cooling
systems. Also. a digital system's reliability is improved more by running it cooler
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E Table 3-6 lnputspecifications forCMOS families with Vcc
between 4.5 and 5.5 V.
M

  
 
  

 

 
Family

'—————‘-‘_—'-.1

Description Symbol Condition HC HCT AHC AHCT‘  

   
  
  

  
 
 
  

  
  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  
  

  
  
  
  

 
 

    

  
  
  
  

 

   

Input leakage current (yA) Ilmax Vi“ = any i1 i1 i1 :1

Maximum input capacitance (pF) Cleax 10 10 10 10

LOW-level input voltage (V) Vleax 1.35 0.8 1.35 0.8

HlGH-lcvel input voltage (V) VII—1mm 3.85 2.0 3.85 2.0
M

 
 

Table 3-6 gives the input specs of typical CMOS devices in each of the
families. Some of the specs assume that the 5-V supply has ai10% margin; that

is, VCC can be anywhere between 4.5 and 5.5 V. These parameters were
discussed in previous sections, but for reference purposes their meanings are
summarized here:

The maximum input current for any value of input voltage. This spec
states that the current flowing into or out of a CMOS input is l ,uA or

less for any value of input voltage. In other words, CMOS inputs create
almost no DC load on the circuits that drive them.

The maximum capacitance of an input. This number can be used when

figuring the AC load on an output that drives this and other inputs. Most
manufacturers also specify a lower, typical input capacitance of 2 to

5 pF, which gives a good estimate of AC load if you’re not unlucky.

The maximum voltage that an input is guaranteed to recognize as LOW.
Note that the values are different for HC/AHC versus HCT/AHCT. The

“CMOS” value, 1.35 V, is 30% of the minimum power-supply voltage,

while the “TTL” value is 0.8 V for compatibility with TTL families.

Ihnnx

Cleux

Vl Lmax

  

 
 

CMOS VS. TTL At high transition frequencies (f), CMOS families actually use more power than
POWER TTL. For example, compare HCT CMOS in Table 3-5 at f : 10 MHz with LS TTL

DISSIPATION in Table 3-10; a CMOS gate uses three times as much power as a TTL gate at this

frequency. Both HC’I‘ and LS may be used in systems with maximum "clock”
frequencies of up to about 20 MHz, so you might think that CMOS is not so good for
high-speed systems. However, the transition frequencies of most outputs in typical
systems are much less than the maximum frequency present in the system (e.g., see
Exercise 3.79). Thus, typical CMOS systems have a lower total power dissipation

than they would have if they were built with TTL.
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Table 3-7 Output specifications for CMOS families operating with VCC
I between 4.5 and 5.5 V.
W

Family

Description Symbol Condition HC HCT AHC AHCT
_________________._—

Low.lcvel output current (mA) lOLmaxC CMOS load 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.05
toLmaxT TTL load 4.0 4.0 8.0 8.0

LOW—leVCl OUtPUt VOltage (V) VOLmaxC [out S IOLmaxC 0'1 0'1 0'1 0'1
VOLmaxT [out 5 IOLmaxT 0.33 0.33 0.44 0.44

H IGH-level output current (mA) IOHmaxc CMOS load —0.02 —0.02 —0.05 —0.05
IOHmaxT TTL load —4.0 —4.0 -8.0 —8.0        

HIGH-leVCl Output Voltage (V) VOHminC iIOLlI I S I IOl—lmaxCi 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.4
VOl-lminT iIouti S iIOHmaxTi 3.84 3.84 3.80 3.80—

VII-1min The minimum voltage that an input is guaranteed to recognize as HIGH.
The “CMOS” value, 3.85 V, is 70% of the maximum power-supply

voltage, while the “TTL” value is 2.0 V for compatibility with TTL

families. (Unlike CMOS levels, TTL input levels are not symmetric

with respect to the power—supply rails.)

 
The specifications for TTL-compatible CMOS outputs usually have two

sets of output parameters; one set or the other is used depending on how an

output is loaded. A CMOS load is one that requires the output to sink and source CMOS load

very little DC current, 20 ,uA for HC/HCT and 50 yA for AHC/AHCT. This is,

of course, the case when the CMOS outputs drive only CMOS inputs. With

CMOS loads, CMOS outputs maintain an output voltage within 0.1 V of the

supply rails, 0 and VCC. (A worst-case VCC = 4.5 V is used for the table entries;

hence, VOHminC = 4.4 V.)

A TTL load can consume much more sink and source current, up to 4 mA 77‘]. load

from an HC/HCT output and 8 mA from an AHC/AHCT output. In this case, a

higher voltage drop occurs across the “on” transistors in the output circuit, but

the output voltage is still guaranteed to be within the normal range of TTL output
levels.

Table 3-7 lists CMOS output specifications for both CMOS and TTL

loads. These parameters have the following meanings:

 
IOLmnxC The maximum current that an output can supply in the LOW state

while driving a CMOS load. Since this is a positive value, current

flows into the output pin.

101mm“- The maximum current that an output can supply in the LOW state
while driving a TTL load.
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AC (Advanced CMOS)

ACT (A (lir'miced CMOS,
YTL compttliblc’)

VOanC The maximum voltage that a LOW output is guaranteed to produce

while driving a CMOS load, that is, as long as [OLmaxC is not exceeded.

VOanT The maximum voltage that 21 LOW output is guaranteed to produce

while driving a TTL load, that is, as long as IOLmaxT is not exceeded.

[0”me The maximum current that an output can supply in the HIGH state

while driving a CMOS load. Since this is a negative value, positive

current flows out of the output pin.

[01 hm” The maximum current that an output can supply in the HIGH state
while driving a TTL load.

VOHminC The minimum voltage that a HIGH output is guaranteed to produce

while driving a CMOS load, that is, as long as [OHmaxc is not exceeded.

Voumin'r The minimum voltage that a HIGH output is guaranteed to produce

while driving a TTL load, that is, as long as IOHmaxT is not exceeded.

The voltage parameters above determine DC noise margins. The LOW-

state DC noise margin is the difference between VOL,“Elx and VILmax. This

depends on the characteristics of both the driving output and the driven inputs.

For example, the LOW-state DC noise margin of HCT driving a few HCT inputs
(a CMOS load) is 0.8 — 0.1 = 0.7 V. With a TTL load, the noise margin for the

HCT inputs drops to 0.8 — 0.33 = 0.47 V. Similarly, the HIGH-state DC noise

margin is the difference between VOHmin and VIHmin. In general, when different

families are interconnected, you have to compare the appropriate VOLm1x and

VOHmm of the driving gate with VILmaX and VIHmin of all the driven gates to
determine the worst-case noise margins.

The IOLmax and [OHMlx parameters in the table determine fanout capability
and are especially important when an output drives inputs in one or more

different families. Two calculations must be performed to determine whether an

output is operating within its rated fanout capability:

HIGH-slam fanaul The [lex values for all of the driven inputs are added. The

sum must not exceed IOHmax of the driving output.

LOW—slate fanout The [le,,x values for all of the driven inputs are added. The

sum must not exceed 101mm of the driving output

Note that the input and output characteristics of specific components may vary

from the representative values given in Table 3-7, so you must always consult

the manufacturers’ data sheets when analyzing a real design.

*3.8.4 AC and ACT

Introduced in the mid—1980s, a pair of more advanced CMOS families are aptly
named— AC (Advanced CMOS) and ACT (Advanced CMOS, TTL compatible).

These families are very fast, and they can source or sink a lot of current, up to 
106
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24 mA in either state. Like HC and HCT, and AHC and AHCT, the AC and ACT
families differ only in the input levels that they recognize; their output charac—
tetistics are the same. Also like the other CMOS families, AC/ACT outputs have
Symmetric output drive.

Devices in the AC and especially ACT families were popular because of
their ability to drive heavy DC loads, inciuding TTL devices. Their outputs also
have very fast rise and fall times. which contributes to faster overall system oper«
ation, but at a price. The rise and fall times are so fast that they are often a major
source of “analog" problems, including switching noise and ground bounce. As
a reSult, the families in the next subsection were developed, and they gradually
supplanted the ACT family in most applications requiring TTL compatibility.

*3.8.5 FCT and FCT-T

In the early 19905, yet another CMOS family was launched. The key benefit of
the FCT (Fast CMOS, TTL compatible) family was its ability to meet or exceed

the speed and the output drive capability of the best TTL families while reducing
power consumption and maintaining full compatibility with TTL. FCT output
circuits are specifically designed with rise and fall times that are more controlled

as compared to those of AC/ACT outputs, so FCT outputs do not create quite the
same magnitude of “analog” problems.

Still, the original FCT family had the drawback of producing a full 5-V
CMOS VOH, creating enormous CVZf power dissipation and circuit noise as its

outputs swung from U V to almost 5 V in high-speed [25 MHz+) applications. A
variation of the family, FCT-Tr Fast CM05', TTL compatible with TTL V0“), was
quickly introduced with circuit innovations to reduce the HlGH-levei output
voltage, thereby reducing both power consumption and switching noise while
maintaining the same high operating speed as the original FCT. A suffix of “T"

is used on part numbers to denote the FCT-T output structure, for example,
74FCT138T versus 74FCT i 38.

The FCT-T family remains very popular today. A key application ofFCT-T
is driving buses and other heavy loads. To reduce transmission—line reflections

(Section Zo at DDPPonline), another high-speed design worry, some FCT-T
outputs have built-in 25-52 series resistors. Compared with other CMOS
families. FCT can source or sink gobs of current, up to 64 mA in the LOW state.

*3.8.6 FCT-T Electrical Characteristics

Electrical characteristics of the S-V FCT-T family are summarized in Table 3-8.
The family is specifically designed to be intermixed with TTL devices, so its
Operation is only specified with a nominai S-V supply and TTL logic levels.

Individual logic gates are not manufactured in the FCT family. Perhaps the
simplest FCT logic element is a 74FCT] 381‘ decoder, which has six inputs, eight
outputs. and contains the equivalent of about a dozen 4-input gates internally.

FCT (Fast CMOS, 7TL
compo/ib/r’)

FCT-T(Fasr CMOS,
TTL mmprrlib/c wil/z
TI‘L V0”)  
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I Table 3-8 Specifications fora 74FCTi38T decoder in the FCT-T iogicfamily_ i
  Description Symbol Condition Value 

Maximum propagation delay (ns) 

  Quiescent power-supply current (ttA)

   
  
      

  
  
  
    
     
 

ICC Vin = 0 01' VCC 200

Quiescent power dissipation (mW) Vm = O or VCC 1.0
Dynamic power—supply current (mA/MHZ) ICCD Outputs open, 0.12

one input changing

Quiescent power-supply current AICC Vin = 3.4 V 2.0
per TTL input (mA)

Total power dissipation (mW) f: 100 kHz 0.60
f= 1 MHz 1.06
f= 10 MHz 1 .6

Speed-power product (pJ) f: 100 kHz 6.15
f= 1 MHz 9.3
f= 10 MHz 41

Input leakage current (,uA) [1mm Vin 2 any :5
Typical input capacitance (pF) CINtyp 5
LOW-level input voltage (V) VILmax 0.8
HIGH-level input voltage (V) VIHmtn 2.0
LOW-level output current (mA) IOLmax 64
LOW—level output voltage (V) VOLmax Iout S IOLmax 0.55
HIGH-level output current (mA) IOHmax ~15
HIGH'IeVCI OUIPUI VOItage (V) VOHmin ilnuti S iIOI-imaxi 2'4  

   

 

 

VOthp ilouti S iIOHmaxi 3’3

 , you can see that the FCT—T family is
ssipation. When comparing, note that FCT—T

manufacturers specify only maximum, not typical propagation delays.
Unlike other CMOS families, FCT—T does not have a CPD specification.

Instead, it has an [CCD specification:
     

 [can Dynamic power-supply current, in units of mA/MHZ. This is the amount
of additional power-supply current that flows when one input is chang-
ing at the rate of 1 MHz.
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 -T logic family. The ICCD specification gives the same information as CPD, but in a different

—"—"--. way- The circuit’s internal power dissipation due to transitions at a given
Value frequencyfcan be calculated by the formula_—__"‘—-..

5'8 PT = Vcc'lcco'f

200 Thus, Ich/VCC is algebraically equivalent to the CPD specification of other
1-0 CMOS families (see Exercise 3.85). FCT—T also has a AICC specification for the

012 extra quiescent current that is consumed with nonideal HIGH inputs (see box at
.ging the top of page 145).

2.0 . .

*3,9 Low-Voltage CMOS Logic and lnterfacmg

0.60 I TWO important factors have led the IC industry to move toward lower power-
1.06 supply voltages in CMOS devices:

1. . . .
6 . In most applications, CMOS output voltages swmg from real to rail. so the

6.15 Vin the CVZf equation is the power—supply voltage. Cutting power-supply

94'? voltage reduces dynamic power dissipation more than proportionally.
. As the industry moves toward ever-smaller transistor geometries, the oxide .

i5 insulation between a CMOS transistor’s gate and its source and drain is

5 getting ever thinner, and thus incapable of insulating voltage potentials as

0 8 “high” as 5 V.
2.0 As a result, JEDEC, an IC industry standards group, selected 3.3V 1- 0.3V,

' 2.5V i 0.2V, 1.8V i 0.15V, 1.5V 1 0.1V, and 1.2V :0.1V as the next “standard”

64 logic power-supply voltages. JEDEC standards specify the input and output
logic voltage levels for devices operating with these power-supply voltages.

0.55 The migration to lower voltages has occurred in stages and will continue to
‘15 do so. For discrete logic families, the trend has been to produce parts that operate

| 2,4 and produce outputs at the lower voltage but can also tolerate inputs at the higher
I 3.3 voltage. This approach has allowed 3.3-V CMOS families to operate with 5-V
—— CMOS and TTL families, as we’ll see in the next section.

its propagation

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
rdmg HCT. and MORE POWER Many microprocessors and ASICs use a simple approach to accommodate different
‘CT'T family 15 (SUPPLIES) internal and external logic levels—they have two power-supply voltages. A low
10te that FCT-T TO YOU voltage, such as 1.8 V, is supplied to operate the chip’s internal gates, or core logic.
clays. A higher voltage, such as 3.3 V, is supplied to operate the external input and output

D Specification. circuits, or pad ring, for compatibility with older-generation devices in the system.
Special buffer circuits are used internally to translate safely and quickly between the

is is the amount core-logic and the pad-ring logic voltages. With microprocessors, the internal volt—
, _ age may even be varied dynamically depending on the application’s needs—a lower
input is chang- voltage for lower power, and a higher voltage for higher speed.  
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(a) m] Figure 3~62 Comparison of logic levels: (a) 5-V CMOS.
sov v” sov t. t. (b) 5-V 'lTL. including 54! TTL~COmpalib|9GI

(c) 3.3-v LVTFL; (d) 2.5-v CMOS; =
44"" "his (9} 1.8—V CIVIOS: (t) 1.5-V CMOS.

3.5V Fm [Cl
3.3V it.

. [d] ‘2'5 V H 2-4 V Han 34V k”on 26V 1"”
2.0V 1"“ 2.ov 11,; 2.0v n,” tel

1.7 v For 1'3 V ‘L I' ll]1.5V v” 1.5 v -.-,. 1.5 v i- .- . 1.5V1.3sv '.

LEV |-"-r 1.17v 15ml 1.15v.9? v
0.5 v 1'” 0.3 v v” 0.? v t.” 0.35:: v.1 00.7: v _

375 V 1hr (M V It“: 0.41 U ”oi. 0.4 V vm‘ 0-45 V Pit-3| 005.5322: .'
oov mm o.ov can aov raxn onv use oov resn ocv -

S-V CMOS Families S-V TT'L Families 3.3-V LV'l'l'L Families 2.5-V CMOS Families 1.8-V CMOS Families 1.5-V CMOS F.:

i3.9.1 3.3-V LVTTL and LVCMOS Logic

The relationships among signal levels for standard TTL and low-voltage C_
devices operating at their nominal power-supply voltages are illustrated at
in Figure 3412, adapted from a Texas Instruments application note. The on'
symmetric signal levels for pure S—V CMOS families such as HC and AH:
shown in (a). TTL—compatible CMOS families such as HCT, AHCT, and ;
shift the voltage levels downward for compatibility with TTL as shown in'

The first step in the progression of lower CMOS power-supply vol.
was 3.3 V. The JEDEC standards For 3.3—V logic actually define two so I

titty-Hos{null—minim» levels. LVCMOS (low-voltage CMOS) levels are used in pure CMOS appl
(WU-5'1 tions where outputs have light DC loads (less than IOU trA), so VOL and-

I.t»-’}"'H, Nutr-I‘nltt'tge are maintained within 0.2 V of the pOWer-supply rails. LVTTL {iciirvmlrage .
77” levels. shown in (c), are used in applications where outputs have significant

loads. so VoL can be as high as 0.4 V and Vet-i can he as low as 2.4 V.
The positioning of TTL‘s logic levels at the low end of the SN range

really quite fortuitous. As shown in Figure 3-6203) and (c). it was possib
define the LVTTL levels to match up with TTL levels exactly. Thus, an LA“
output can drive a TTL input with no problem, as long as its output cu '-
specifications (i’Oan, {OHmaxJ are respected. Similarly. a TTL output can .2
an LVTTL input. except For the problem of driving it beyond LVTTL’S 3‘.
Vcc’ as discussed in the next subsection.

Notice the narrowing of the ranges of valid logic levels and the DC HI
margins in the even lower-voltage standards in (d) through (f). This narro '
further drives the importance of minimizing analog effects such as switc -
noise and ground bounce in modern high-speed designs.
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3.9 Low-Voltage CMOS Log

.33}, 5-V Tolerant Inputs
The inputs ofa gate won’t necessarily tolerate voltages greater than Vcc- This is
a problem when two different logic voltage ranges are used In a system. For
example! S-V CMOS devices ea51iy produce 4.9-V outputs when lightly loaded.
and both CMOS and TTL devices routinely produce 4.0-V outputs even when
moderately loaded. The inputs of 3.3-V devices may not like these high voltages.

The maximum voltage Vim“ that an inputcan tolerate is listed in the“abso-

lute maximum ratings” section ofthe manufacturer’s data sheet. For HC devices,

Vin-lax equals VCC. Thus, if an HC device is powered by a 3.3-V supply. its inputs
cannot be driven by any S-V CMOS or TTL outputs without damage. For AHC
devices, on the other hand, Vlmax is 5.5 V; thus, AHC devices with a 3.3—V power

supply may be used to convert 5—V outputs to 3.3-V levels for use with 3.3-V
microprocessors, memories, and other devices in a pure 3.3-V subsystem.

Figure 3-63 explains why some inputs are S-V tolerant and others are not.

As shown in (a), the HC and HCT input structure actually contains two reverse-

biased clamp diodes, which we haven’t shown before, between each input signal

and VCC and ground. The purpose of these diodes is specifically to shunt any

transient input signal voltage less than 0 through D1 or greater than VCC through
D2 to the corresponding power-supply rail. Such transients can occur as a result
of transmission-line reflections, as described in Section 20 at DDPEonline.

Shunting the so-called “undershoot” or “overshoot” to ground or VCC reduces
the magnitude and duration of reflections.

Of course, diode D2 can’t distinguish between transient overshoot and a

persistent input voltage greater than Vcc- Hence, if a 5-V output is connected to

one of these inputs, it will not see the very high impedance normally associated

with a CMOS input. Instead, it will see a relatively low impedance path to Vcc
through the now forward-biased diode D2, and excessive current will flow.

Figure 3—63(b) shows a 5—V tolerant CMOS input. This input structure

simply omits D2; diode D] is still provided to clamp undershoot. The AHC

family uses this input structure.

V

(a) CC

lo and lnterfacing 153

Clamp diode

Figure 3-63
CMOS input structures:
(a) non-5-V tolerant HC;
(b) 5-V tolerant AHC.  
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Figure 3—64
CMOS three-state

output structures:
(a) non—5—V tolerant
HC and AHC;

154 Chapter 3 Digital Circuits

(b) 5-V tolerant LVC.

 
 

The kind of input structure shown in Figure 3-63(b) is necessary but.
sufficient to create 5-V tolerant inputs. The transistors in a device's Panic":
fabrication process must also be able to withstand voltage potentials higher l
VCC. On this basis, VImax in the AHC family is limited to 5.5 V. In many 3".
ASIC processes, it’s not possible to get 5—V tolerant inputs, even if you’l-e .
ing to give up the transmission-line benefits of diode D2.

*3.9.3 5-V Tolerant Outputs

Five-volt tolerance must also be considered for outputs, in particular, When H
3.3-V and 5-V three—state outputs are connected to a bus. When the 3.3~V on T-
is in the disabled, Hi-Z state, a 5-V device may be driving the bus, and a
signal may appear on the 3.3-V device’s output.

In this situation, Figure 3-64 explains why some outputs are 5-V role :.
and others are not. As shown in (a), the standard CMOS three-state output h ' _
n-channel transistor Q] to ground and a p—channel transistor Q2 to VCC- I
the output is disabled, circuitry (not shown) holds the gate of Q1 near O V,.'.
the gate of Q2 near VCC, so both transistors are off and Y is Hi-Z. I

Now consider what happens if VCC is 3.3 V and a different device appli_.
5-V signal to the output pin Y in (a). Then the drain of Q2 (Y) is at 5 V while".
gate (V2) is still at only 3.3 V. With the gate at a lower potential than the d ,

Q2 will begin to conduct and provide a relatively low-impedance path from i
VCC, and excessive current will flow. Both HC and AHC three-state outputs h_._-
this structure and therefore are not 5~V tolerant.

Figure 3—64(b) shows a S-V tolerant output structure. An extra p-ch
transistor Q3 is used to prevent Q2 from turning on when it shouldn’t.

VOUT is greater than VCC, Q3 turns on. This forms a relatively low imp-2d 'I'-
path from Y to the gate of Q2, which now stays off because its gate voltage;
can no longer be below the drain voltage. This output structure is used in Ta
Instruments’ LVC (Low—Voltage CMOS) family.
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,3 9.4 TTL/LVTTL Interfacing Summary
Based on the information in the
(3 3-V) devices can be mixed in

  
 preceding subsections, TTL (5-V) and LVTTL

the same system subject to just three rules:
 

  
 

 
  
 

puts directly, subject to the usual
constraints on output current (IOLmaX, IOHmaX) of the driving devices.

2' TTL outputs can drive LVTTL inputs if the inputs are 5-V tolerant.
3' TTL and LVTTL three-state outputs can drive the same bus if the LVTTLoutputs are 5-V tolerant.

  
 

 
 

 lat, when both

3 3.3-V output
us, and a 5—V

 
   

 

 

 
*3_9_5 Logic Levels Less Than 3.3 V
The transition from 3.3—V to 2.5 V l '  
 
 
 
 

 
 

: 5-V tolerant

output has an

3 Vcc- When
rear 0 V, and

vice applies a

V while the

an the drain,
th from Y to

)utputs have

  . -V logic, you can see that the
. -V logic is quite a bit higher than what can

be recognized as HIGH by a 2 5 V input. A smaller mismatch occurs between
not be ignored.

  
   

 

     

level trans/ami-

level shifter
 a p-channel
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impedance

voltage V2
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as the basic building block

use diodes and resistors to perform logic operation ;
The original H'rmsr‘swi'-n'cmsi.rr0r ls: ’l(.'  

 rllurle logic  
 U'tlll.U‘SlUI"U‘fl/LW‘XIUI.

output drive capability. Many newer TTL logic (77L)  

  e logic internally an (antitrw‘vcouplcd logicdrive capability. Emitter-coupler! logic (ECL) families use transistors as current tl;‘(.'l,i
Witches to achieve very high speed. BECMOS logic uses both bipolar and MOS Br‘CMOS logictransistor's—fiinput and logic circuits = "
while outputs use bipolar transistors t '
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(liar/e

anode

(rat/lode

diode action

i‘c’lr't’ITR'F-IJI'HAIY/ diode

font'(ird—bt'aser/ diode

lea/cage current

forward resistance

diode-drop

As you already know, bipolar logic families have been largely supplanted
by the CMOS families that we studied in previous sections. Still, it is useful to
study basic TTL operation for the occasional application that requires TTL/
CMOS interfacing, discussed in Section 3.10.8. Also, an understanding of TTL
may give you insight into the fortuitous similarity of logic levels that allowed the
industry to migrate smoothly from TTL to 5-V CMOS logic, and later to lower-
voltage, higher—performance 3.3-V CMOS logic.

This section covers the basic operation of bipolar logic circuits at the
“black box” level. More details can be found at DDPPon ine, as noted as we go
along in the sections below.

*3.10.1 Diode Logic

The schematic symbol for a diode is shown in Figure 3-65(a). The physical
properties of a diode are such that positive current can easily flow only in the
direction shown by the arrow in the figure,from anode to cathode; current flow
in the other direction is blocked. This is called diode action.

The transfer characteristic of an ideal diode, shown in Figure 3-65(b),
further illustrates this principle. If the anode-to-cathode voltage, V, is negative,
the diode is said to be reverse biased and the current] through the diode is zero.
If V is nonnegative, the diode is said to be forward biased and I can be an
arbitrarily large positive value. In fact, V can never get larger than zero, because
an ideal diode acts like a zero-resistance short circuit when forward biased.

Stated another way, an ideal diode acts like a short circuit as long as the
voltage across the anode-to-cathode junction is nonnegative. If the anode-to-
cathode voltage is negative, the diode acts like an open circuit and no current
flows.

Real diodes do not behave as ideally as this, of course. When a real diode is
reverse biased, it’s not quite an open circuit; a small leakage current flows.
When the diode is forward biased, it acts like a small resistance, Rf, in series with
Vd, a small voltage source. Rf is called the forward resistance of the diode, and
Vd is called a diode-drop, about 0.6 V for typical silicon diodes. For more infor-
mation, see Section Diode.) at DllPPonliue.

—_...._._

Fig u re 3- 6 5

Diodes: (a) schematic
symbol; (b) transfer
characteristic of an cathode
ideal diode.

(a) 
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f______————— Table 3_9
Logic levels in a

0.2 volts LOW 0 simple diode logic

noise margin undefined system.

.[Supplantcd Signal Level Designation Binary Logic Value
“5 useful to
”if“ TTL/
mg of TTL 2‘3 Volts
allowed the 3—5 volts HIGH 1
if to lower- "" " —_—'_

‘ Diode action can be exploited to perform logical operations. Consider a

tuils at the logic system with a S-V power supply and the definitions shown in Table 3-9.
”as we go Within the S—volt range, signal voltages are partitioned into two ranges, LOW LOW

and HIGH. with a lvvolt noise margin between. A voltage in the LOW range is HIGH
l considered to be a logic 0, and a voltage in the HIGH range is a logic I.

. With these definitions, a diode AND gate can be constructed as shown in diode AND gate
he phi/51ml Figure 3-66(a). in this circuit. suppose that both inputs X and Y are connected to
lonly 1n the HIGH voltage sources, say 4 V, so that V): and V,» are both 4 V as in (h). Then
iurrent flow both diodes are forward biased, and the output voitage VZ is one diode-drop

i above 4 V, or about 4.6 V. A small amount ofcurrent, determined by the value of
"8 3'65(b)’ R, flows from the S-V supply through the two diodes and into the 4-V sources.' ti . .

:jneEa 6:: The colored arrows II] the figti re show the path of this current flow.9 1 z .

lcan be an Figure 3-66 Diode AND gate: (a) electrical circuit; (b) both inputs HIGH;
iIOi because (0) one input HIGH, one LOW; (d) function table; (e) truth table.
biased.

long as the (a)
t anode-to-
Ino current

i

haI diode is
rent flows.

[series with

:diode, and
more infor-

  

+5V

(d)

vX vY vZ
low low low

low high low

high low low

high high high..__—-——
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bipnlar .jmzel ion
transistor

base

e/niller

eo/leelor

npn Iransis/or

pup Irrmsisior

runp/ifier

derive region

Fig u re 3 -6 7
Bipolar transistor
symbols:
(a) npn transistor;
(b) pnptransistor.

Digital Circuits
 
 

When diode logic gates are cascaded, the voltage levels of the logic signa' ,4
move away from the power—supply rails and toward the undefined region, as a.
result of the voltage drops across the diodes and resistors. For an example, see
Eection Di_9_d_e_.2 at DDPPonline. Thus, in practice, a diode AND gate normally.
must be followed by a transistor amplifier to restore the logic levels; this is the:
scheme used in TTL NAND gates, described in Section 3.10.3. Still, board—level
digital designers are occasionally tempted to use discrete diodes to perform IOngf
under special circumstances; for example, see Exercise 3.86.

*3.10.2 Bipolar Junction Transistors

A bipolar junction transistor is a three—terminal device that, in most logic cir.
cuits, acts like a current-controlled switch. There are two basic types of bipolar
junction transistors, with schematic symbols shown in Figure 3-67. If we put a
small current into one of the terminals, called the base, then the switch is “on”\

current may flow between the other two terminals, called the emitter and the

collector. If no current is put into the base, then the switch is “off”—no current
flows between the emitter and the collector.

The schematic symbol of an npn transistor is shown in (a). The symbol for

a pnp transistor is shown in (b); however, pnp transistors are seldom used in dig-
ital circuits, so we won’t discuss them any further.

The base-to—emitter junction of an npn transistor acts somewhat like a

diode—positive current can flow only in the direction of the symbol’s subtle
arrow. But the base has a more important role as the “control terminal” of the

transistor. If no current is flowing into the base, then no current can flow from

the collector to the emitter either. However, if current is flowing from the base to
the emitter, then current is also enabled to flow from the collector to the emitter.
Thus, the transistor behaves as a current—controlled switch.

The current [a flowing out of the emitter of an npn transistor is the sum of

the currents lb and IC flowing into the base and the collector. A transistor is often

used as a signal amplifier, because over a certain operating range (the active
region) the collector current is equal to a fixed constant times the base current

(It = [3- 1b). However, in digital circuits, we normally use a transistor as a simple
switch that’s always fully “on” or fully “off,” as explained next.

 
 

 
 

 

C (b) E

l 1,. l 1y ’1; + Ir:
collector emitter

B base
_ ‘—

emlrter ,1) collector
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Fig u re 3 - 6 8
Common-emitter

configuration of an
npn transistor.

 
Figure 3-68 shows the common-emitter configuration of an npn transistor,

which is most often used in digital switching applications. This configuration

uses two discrete resistors, R] and R2, in addition to a single npn transistor. In

this circuit, if VIN is 0 or negative, then the base—to-emitter diode junction is

reverse biased, and no base current (lb) can flow. If no base current flows, then

no collector current (16) can flow, and the transistor is said to be cut ofi’ ( OFF). In

this state, there is no current through and hence no voltage drop across R2, s0

VCE = Voc-
When base current is flowing, a certain amount of current may flow from

the collector to the emitter, directly proportional to the base current. This current

creates a voltage drop across R2 and lowers VCE- However, VCE can never drop

lower than VCEGM), a transistor parameter that is typically about 0.2 V. When the
base current is great enough to drop VCE to VCEGM), the transistor is said to be
saturated (ON). In digital logic applications, most transistors are operated so

that they are always either saturated or cutoff.

Figure 3-69 shows that we can make a logic inverter from an npn transistor

in the common-emitter configuration. When the input voltage is LOW, the output

voltage is HIGH, and vice versa.

common—emitter

configuration.

cu! QUYOFF)

saturated (ON)

 

Vcc Figure 3-69
(a) (b) (C) VOUT Transistor inverter:

(a) logic symbol;

I” OUT R2 (b) circuit diagram;
Vcc (0) transfer characteristic.

VOUT
RI

VIN Q}  
LOW undefined HIGH
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Schottky
diode

u collector collector
Fig u re 3-70
Schottky-clamped emitter
transistor: (a) circuit;
b s mbol.

( ) y (a) (b)

When the input of a saturated transistor is changed, the output does not

storage time change immediately; it takes extra time, called storage time, to come out of sat-
uration. In fact, storage time accounts for a significant portion of the propagation

delay in the original TTL logic family.

Storage time can be eliminated and propagation delay can be reduced by

ensuring that transistors do not saturate in normal operation. Contemporary TTL

Schottky diode logic families do this by placing a Schottky diode between the base and collector

Schottky—(.-iampcd of each transistor that might saturate, as shown in Figure 3-70. The resulting
transistor transistors, which do not saturate, are called Schottky-clamped transistors or

Schottky transistor Schottky transistors for short.

Additional information about bipolar transistors, transistor inverters, and

Schottky transistors can be found at DDPPonline in Section BJT.

*3.10.3 Transistor-Transistor Logic

There are many different TTL families, with a range of speed, power consump—

tion, and other characteristics. These families use basically the same logic levels

as the TTL-compatible CMOS families in previous sections. We'll use the fol-

lowing definitions of LOW and HIGH in our discussions of TTL circuit behavior:

LOW 070.8 volts.

HIGH 2.0—5.0 volts.

The circuit examples in this section are based on a representative TTL

family, Low-power Schottky (LS, or LS-TTL). The circuit diagram for a 2-input

LS-TTL NAND gate, part number 74LSOO, is shown in Figure 3-71 , The NAND

function is obtained by combining a diode AND gate with an inverting buffer

diode AND gale amplifier. Diodes DIX and D] Y and resistor R] in form a diode AND gate, as in

clamp diode Section 3.10.]. Clamp diodes D2X and D2Y do nothing in normal operation, but

limit undesirable negative excursions on the inputs to a single diode-drop. Such

negative excursions may occur on HIGH—to-LOW input transitions as a result of
transmission-line effects, discussed inmat DDPPonline. 
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Figure 3-71
Circuit diagram of
2—input LS-TTL
NAND gate.

  

  
   

   

  

  
  
  
 

Verters, and antzitirfiaypqgtgiiieon Phase splitter Output stage

Transistor Q2 and the surrounding resistors form a phase splitter that phase splitter
controls the output stage. Depending on whether the diode AND gate produces

Consump- a “low” or a “high” voltage at VA, Q? is either out off or turned on. . .
)gic levels _The otttpttrsmga has two trausmtors,-Q4 and Q5, only one of which is on at output stage
se the fol. any (“116: The TTL output stage is sometimes called a totem-pole or pttstitvpttlt' totem-pole output
behavior; output. Similar to the p—chantiel and ii—channel tranststors in CMOS, Q4 and Q3 push-pull output

 
 

provide active pull-up and puli~down to the HIGH and LOW states. respectively.
Additional details of TTL circuit operation can be found at DDPPonline in
Section TTL.

 

  
 

 
 

 

 
  
  
  

 

"ive TTL

3 Z-mput WHERE IN THE Notice that there is no transistor Q] in Figure 3-71,
e NAND WORLD IS 01? but the other transistors are named in a way that’s
g bUffeT traditional; some TTL devices do in fact have a
We, as in transistor named Q1. Instead of diodes like DIX and
i0n, but D] Y, these devices use a multiple-emitter transistor
p. Such Q} to perform logic. This transistor has one emitter t
esult of

per logic input, as shown in the figure to the right.
Pulling any one of the emitters LOW is sufficient to

turn the transistor ON and thus pull VA LOW.
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Fig u re 3—7 2
Functional operation
of a TTL 2—input
NAND gate:
(a) function table;
(b) truth table;
(0) logic symbol.

sinking current

sourcing current

 

 

 

(a) x Y vA Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 V2 2
L L 1.05 off on on off off 2.7 H

L H $1.05 off on on Off Off 2.7 H
H L 3.05 Oil on on off off 2.7 H
H H 1.2 on off off on on 30.35 L

(b) x Y 2 (C)

X0 O 1

1 o 1 Y
1 1 O

The functional operation of the TTL NAND gate is summarized in

Figure 3-72(a). The gate does indeed perform the NAND function, with the truth

table and logic symbol shown in (b) and (c). TTL NAND gates can be designed

with any desired number of inputs simply by changing the number of diodes in

the diode AND gate in the figure. Commercially available TTL NAND gates have

as many as 13 inputs. A TTL inverter is designed as a 1-input NAND gate, omit-
ting diodes DJY and D2Yin Figure 3-71.

So far we have shown the input signals to a TTL gate as ideal voltage
sources. Figure 3-73 shows the situation when a TTL input is driven LOW by the
output of another TTL gate. Transistor Q5A in the driving gate is ON, and

thereby provides a path to ground for the current flowing out of the diode DIXB

in the driven gate. When current flows into a TTL output in the LOW state, as in
this case, the output is said to be sinking current.

Figure 3—74 shows the same circuit with a HIGH output. In this case, Q4A

in the driving gate is turned on enough to supply the small amount of leakage
current flowing through reverse-biased diodes DIXB and DZXB in the driven

gate. When current flows out of a TTL output in the HIGH state, the output is
said to be sourcing current.

*3.10.4 TTL Logic Levels and Noise Margins
At the beginning of this section, we indicated that we would consider TTL

signals between 0 and 0.8 V to be LOW, and signals between 2.0 and 5.0 V to be

HIGH. Actually, we can be more precise by defining TTL input and output levels
in the same way as we did for CMOS:

Voumin The minimum output voltage in the HIGH state, 2.7 V for most TTL
families.

mein The minimum input voltage guaranteed to be recognized as a HIGH,
2.0 V for all TTL families.
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VCC=+5 v  
 

Figure 3-73 A TTL output driving a TTL input LOW.

VCC=+5 V

 
Figure 3-74 A TTL output driving a TTL input HIGH. 
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Fig u re 3 - 75
Noise margins for
popular TTL logic
families (74LS, 74S,

74ALS, 74AS, 74F).

DC noise margin

[anon]

cnrrcnrflnw

vcc=5v

High-state
v 20 V DC noise marginllrlmin :

Vleax = 0.8 V Low-state .DC notse margin

VIan The maximum input voltage guaranteed to be recognized as a LOW,
0.8 V for most TTL families.

Vornm The maximum output voltage in the LOW state, 0.5 V for most families,

These noise margins are illustrated in Figure 3—75.

In the HIGH state, the VOHmin specification of most TTL families exceeds
VIHmin by 0.7 V, so TTL has a DC noise margin of 0.7 V in the HIGH state. That
is, it takes at least 0.7 V of noise to corrupt a worst-case HIGH output into a
voltage that is not guaranteed to be recognizable as a HIGH input. In the LOW
state, however, VILmax exceeds VOLmax by only 0.3 V, so the DC noise margin in
the LOW state is only 0.3 V. In general, TTL and TTL-compatible circuits tend to
be more sensitive to noise in the LOW state than in the HIGH state.

*3.10.5 TTL Fanout

As we defined it previously in Section 3.5.4,fanom is a measure of the number

of gate inputs that are connected to (and driven by) a single gate output. As we
showed in that section, the DC fanout of CMOS outputs driving CMOS inputs
is virtually unlimited, because CMOS inputs require almost no current in either
state, HIGH or LOW. This is not the case with TTL inputs. As a result, there are

very definite limits on the fanout of TTL or CMOS outputs driving TTL inputs,
as you’ll learn in the paragraphs that follow.

As in CMOS, the currentflow in a TTL input or output lead is defined to be
positive if the current actually flows into the lead, and negative if current flows
out of the lead. As a result, when an output is connected to one or more inputs,
the algebraic sum of all the input and output currents is 0.

The amount of current required by a TTL input depends on whether the
input is HIGH or LOW, and is specified by two parameters:

[11mm The maximum current that an input requires to pull it LOW. Recall from
the discussion of Figure 3-73 that positive current is actually flowing
from VCC, through RIB, through diode DJXB, out of the input lead,
through the driving output transistor Q5A, and into ground.

Since current flows out of a TTL input in the LOW state, 1mm“ has a
negative value. Most LS-TTL inputs have 11m“ = —0.4 mA. 
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The maximum current that an input requires to pull it HIGH. As shown

in Figure 3—74 on page 163, positive current flows from VCC, through
R5A and Q4A of the driving gate, and into the driven input, where it I
leaks to ground through reverse-biased diodes DIXB and DZXB. |

III-1111M

  
 

 
 

‘gin

Since current flows into a TTL input in the HIGH state, 1mmax has a -I

gm positive value. Most LS-TTL inputs have IIHmax = 20 ,uA. ‘

Like CMOS outputs, TTL outputs can source or sink a certain amount of

current depending on the state, HIGH or LOW:
d as a L . . . . .

OW’ 10m“ The max1mum current an output can Sink 1n the LOW state while main-
, . taining an output voltage no more than VOLmax. Since current flows into

most famrlles. the output, IOLmaX has a positive value, 8 mA for most LS-TTL outputs.

' . Ionx The maximum current an output can source in the HIGH state while
111es exceeds maintaining an output voltage no less than VOHmin. Since current flows

IH state. That ' out of the output, IOHmaX has a negative value, —-400 yA for most
DUtPut into a LS—TTL outputs.
In the LOW , . ,

Ise margin in Notlce that the value of IOLmE1x for typical LS-TTL outputs lS exactly 20 
times the absolute value of IIme. As a result, LS-TTL is said to have a LOW-

state fanout of 20, because an output can drive up to 20 inputs in the LOW state. LOW-starefanout
Similarly, the absolute value of 10mm,x is exactly 20 times [IHmax, so LS-TTL is
said to have a HIGH—statefanout of 20 also. The overallfanout is the lesser of the H/GH—staiefimom

I LOW— and HIGH-state fanouts. overall fanout

rcuits tend to

’the number . _ ,

ttput. As we Loading a TTL output Wlth more than ltS rated fanout has the same
MOS inputs deleterious effects that were described for CMOS devices in Section 3.5.5 on

page 111. That is, DC noise margins may be reduced or eliminated, transitionent in either , , _
tlmes and delays may Increase, and the dev1ce may overheat.llt, there are

 
 

TTL inputs In general, two calculations must be carried out to confirm that an output is
’ not being overloaded:

Iefined to be I HIGH state The Immax values for all of the driven inputs are added. This sum
Jrrent flows I must be less than or equal to the absolute value of IOHmax for the

more inputs, driving output.
LOW state The IILmax values for all of the driven inputs are added. The abso-

lute value of this sum must be less than or equal to IOLmax for the

driving output.

 

whether the
 

Recall from | For example, suppose you designed a system in which a certain LS-TTL

I‘ly flowing output drives ten LS—TTL and three S-TTL gate inputs. In the HIGH state, a total
input lead, 0f 10 - 20 + 3 - 50 yA = 350 flA is required. This is within an LS-TTL output’s

I HIGH-state current—sourcing capability of 400 ,uA. But in the LOW state, a total

[Lmax has a 0f 10 - 0.4 + 3 - 2.0 mA = 10.0 mA is required. This is more than an LS-TTL out-
was LOW-state current-sinking capability of 8 mA, so the output is overloaded.
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If a TTL or CMOS output is forced to sink a lot more than fold“... the device may be
damaged, especially if high current is allowed to flow for more than a second or so.
For example. suppose that a TTL output in the LOW state is short-circuited directly
[0 the 5 V supply. The ON resistance. REE—(Sm. of the saturated Q5 transistor in a typ-
ical TTL output stage is less lhan 10 Q. Thus. (25 must dissipate aboul 53/10 or 2.5
watts. Don’t try this yourself unless you’re prepared to deal with the consequences!
That’s enough heat to destroy the device (and burn your linger) in a very short time.

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

74S (SC/107(k)? TTL)

74LS (Law—power
SC/ZOII/Q’ TIL)

74%.? (A (Iva/Icar/
Sr'lmtI/(y TTL)

74ALS (A (It '(mr'er/ Low-

po wer .S'clzm‘l/(y TTL)

7417(1'2151 TTL)

*3.10.6 TTL Families

TTL families have evolved over the years in response to the demands of digita
designers for better performance. As a result, several TTL families have corn-
and gone, and today there are just a few surviving TTL families. Instead, TTL—
compatible CMOS families are generally preferred for new designs. Some of th
history of TTL is described in DDPPonline in Section TTL. All of these TTL
families are compatible in that they use the same 5-V power—supply voltage and
logic levels, but each family has its own advantages in terms of speed, power
consumption, and cost.

All current TTL families use Schottky transistors to improve their speed.
The oldest of these are 743 (Schottky TTL) and 74LS (Low-powerSchottky TTL).
Subsequent IC processing and circuit innovations led to three more Schottky
logic families. The 74AS (Advanced Schottky TTL) family offers speeds about
twice as fast as 748 with about the same power consumption. The 74ALS
(Advanced Low-power Schottky TTL) family offers both lower power and higher
speeds than 74LS. The 74F (Fast TTL) family is positioned between 74AS and
74ALS in the speed/power tradeoff, and is probably the most popular choice for
hi gh-speed requirements in new TTL designs.

The important characteristics of these TTL families are summarized in
Table 3-10. The first two rows of the table list the propagation delay (in nanosec—
onds) and the power consumption (in milliwatts) of a typical 2-input NAND gate
in each family. The third row lists the corresponding speed—power product.

The remaining rows in Table 3-10 describe the input and output parameters
of typical TTL gates in each of the families. Using this information, you can
analyze the external behavior of TTL gates without knowing the details of the
internal TTL circuit design. The input and output characteristics of specific com-
ponents may vary from the representative values given in Table 3—10, so you

must always consult the manufacturer’s data book when analyzing a real design.

*3.10.7 A TTL Data Sheet

Table 3-1 1 shows part of a typical manufacturer’s data sheet for the 74LSOO. The
54LSOO listed in the data sheet is identical to the 74LSOO, except that it is
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I Table 3.10 Characteristics of gates in TTL families.
-"" Family

Description Symboi 74S 74LS 74AS 74ALS 74F

-*"'" gation delay (ns) 3 9 1.7 4 3
Maximum PI'OPa

Power consumption 1361‘ gale (mW) 19 2 8 1,2 4

Speed-Power product (pJ) 57 13.6 4.8 12

Low—level input voltage (V) V1an 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8

Low-level output voltage (V) VOL,“ax 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

HIGH—level input voltage (V) VII—1min 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0

HIGH—level output voltage (V) VOHmin 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7

LOW-level input current (mA) 11mm —2.0 —0.4 —O.5 —0.2

LOW—level output current (mA) 10max 20 8 20 8 20

HIGH—level input current (,tlA) [Hum 50 20 20 20 20

HIGH-level output current (/1A) 10Hnmx —1000 —400
___—————————.——.—.

specified to operate over the full “military” temperature and voltage range, and
it costs more. Most TTL parts have corresponding 54-series (military) versions.
Three sections of the data sheet are shown in the table:

- Recommended operating conditions specify power-supply voltage, input— remnnnem/er/

voltage ranges, DC output loading, and temperature values under which OIM’I‘HHIig COW/WOW

the device is normally operated.

Electrical characteristics specify additional DC voltages and currents that elem-[ml

are observed at the device inputs and output when it is operated under the (716WFft’i‘l'b‘lif‘s
recommended conditions:

[1 Maximum input current for a very high HIGH input voltage.

10s Output current with HIGH output shorted to ground.

[ccn Power-supply current when all outputs (on four NAND gates) are

HIGH. (The number given is for the entire package, which contains

four NAND gates, so the current per gate is one—fourth of the
specified amount.)

ICC], Power—supply current when all outputs (on four NAND gates) are
LOW. 
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I Table 3-11 Typical manufacturer’s data sheet for the 74LSOO.
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NOTES:

  
 

  

 

 
]. For conditions shown as Max. or Min, use
2. All typical

 

 
 

RL=2kQ,CL=15pF 

 
 

appropriate value specified under Recommended Operating Conditions.
values are at VCC =5.0 V TA :25 ”C.

3. Not more than one output should be shorted at a time; duration ofshort-circuit should not exceed one second.

 

 
 

I—

—l I. SN54LSOO SN74L300
Parameter Description Min. Nom. Max. Min. Nom Max Unit

I— —l —._
I‘ICC Supply voltage |_4.5 5.0 5.5 4.75 5 0 5.25 V '_|.

I. VIH I_High—Ievel input voltage _I_ 2.0 _1 2.0
I— VEL Low-level input voltage I__ 0.7 +

[OH High-level output current _] —0.4
I—

[OL Low-level output current 4
I_ _1__ _|_ __L
I- TA Operating free-air temperature —55 I25 0

I_ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OVER RECOMMENDED FREE-AIR TEMPERATURE RANGE
SN54LSOO _' SN74LSOOlF—_

Parameter Test Conditions") Min. Typ.“) Max. TMin. Typ.”) Max. Unit
u—— +

vIK IVCC=Min.,lN=—-18mA —1.5 I —1.5_|— v .
v0... I vCC = Min., vIL = Max., [OH = —0.4 ml 2.5 3.4 T 2.7 3.4 v I

I— v vCC = Min., v... = 2.0 v,10L = 4 mA _‘— 0.25 0.4 0.25 0.4 _|— VDi.

VCC=Min., V.H =2_0v, [CL = 8 mA I T 0.35 0.5 v

'— :. vCC : Max., vI = 7.0 V 0.1 0. i T mAJ
11H _I VCC = Max., v1: 2.7 v —I 20 20

in" VCC = Max., VI = 0.4 V I— _0.4 J_ —0.4 mA
I— 1 <3) v = Max. -20 —100 —20 —100 mA

05 i CC _I_in V =M .,V=0V 0.8 1.6 0.8 1.6 1ALLH CC ax 1. J J— " |
1ch J_VCC = Max., v, = 4.5 v 2.4 4.4_J 2.4 4.4 J—mil

I—SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS, VCC = 5.0 V, TA = 25°C 4
Parameter From (Input) To (Output) Test Conditions LMin. Typ. Max. liunit_l

firm 9
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Switching characteristics give maximum and typical propagation delays
under “typical” operating conditions of VCC = 5 V and TA = 25°C. A

conservative designer must increase these delays by 5%—10% to account

for different power-supply voltages and temperatures, and even more

under heavy loading conditions.

 
 

 
A fourth section is also included in the manufacturer’s data book: 

. Absolute maximum ratings indicate the worst-case conditions for operating

or storing the device without damage. 
A complete data book also shows test circuits that are used to measure the

parameters when the device is manufactured, and graphs that show how the 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

  
 

 
 
 
 
  

  
  
 
 
 
 
 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 

3 '; typical parameters vary with operating conditions such as power-supply voltage
70 m 'i (V03). ambient temperature (TA), and load (RL, CL).

RANG E *3.10.8 CMOS/TTL Interfacing
E A digital designer selects a “default” logic family to use in a system, based on

)0 general requirements of speed, power, cost, and so on. However, the designer
Max. UH". may select devices from other families in some cases because of availability or

other special requirements. (For example, not all 74LS part numbers are avail-

_l'5 n able in 74HCT, and vice versa.) Thus, it’s important for a designer to understand
n the implications of connecting TTL outputs to CMOS inputs, and vice versa.

0 it There are several factors to consider in TTL/CMOS interfacing, and the
‘_ n first is noise margin. The LOW-state DC noise margin depends on VOLmax of the

0'3 n driving output and VILmaX of the driven input, and equals VILmaX — VOLmaX.
0_ l m Similarly, the HIGH-state DC noise margin equals VOHmin — VIHm-m. Figure 3—76
20 m shows the relevant numbers for TTL and CMOS families.

-0.4 m QU_T_PU_TS 5.0 INPUTS
”)0 mA VOI’Imin - VOLmnx Vlllinin . Vlem:

1'6 m HC. HCT 3.84 3.85 (HC, VHC)
L4 mA VHC,VHCT 3.80

<— High-state
DC noise margin

LS, 8, ALS, AS, F

3x. W
5 L5, 3. ALS, As, F,

HGT, VHCT, FCT

5 u (not drawn to scale) _ 135 (HO, VHC)
0.8 LS, 8, ALS. AS. F.

HCT, VHCT, FCT 
 

FCT 0.55

L3, 8, ALS, AS, F 0.5
VHC, VHCT 0.44

HO, HCT 0.33

’25.

 
 

DC noise margin
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switching
characteristics

absolute maximum

ratings

 

 
Fig u re 3 -76
Output and input levels
for interfacing TTL and
CMOS iamilies. (Note
that HC and VHC inputs
are not TTL compatible.)
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current-mode logic
(CML)

emitter—coupler] logic
(ECL)
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For example, the LOW-state DC noise margin of HC or HCT driving TT

is 0.8 — 0.33 = 0.47 V, and the HIGH-state is 3.84 — 2.0 =l.84 V. On the Other
hand, the HIGH—state margin ofTTL driving HC or VHC is 2.7 — 3.85 = —l . l 5 V‘-
In other words, TTL driving HC or AC doesn’t work, unless the TTL HIGH}
output happens to be higher and the CMOS HIGH input threshold happens to be;
lower by a total of 1.15 V compared to their worst—case specs. To drive CMOS:
inputs properly from TTL outputs, the CMOS devices should be HCT, VHCT, 0t;
FCT rather than HC or VHC.

The next factor to consider is fanout. As with pure TTL (Section 3. I 0.5), a'
designer must sum the input current requirements of devices driven by an output;
and compare with the output‘s capabilities in both states. Fanout is not a probiemj-
when TTL drives CMOS, since CMOS inputs require almost no current in either
state. On the other hand, TTL inputs, especially in the LOW state, require
substantial current, especially compared to HC and HCT output capabilities. For
example, an HC or HCT output can drive ten LS or only two S-TTL inputs.

The last factor is capacitive loading. We've seen that load capacitance
increases both the delay and the power dissipation of logic circuits. Increases in
delay are especially noticeable with HC and HCT outputs, whose transition
times increase about 1 us for each 5 pF of load capacitance. The transistors in
FCT outputs have very low “on” resistances, so their transition times increase
only about 0.1 ns for each 5 pF of load capacitance.

For a given load capacitance, power-supply voltage, and application. all of
the CMOS families have similar dynamic power dissipation, since each variable
in the C‘s/2,}Irequation is the same. On the other hand. TTL outputs have somewhat
Iowar dynamic power dissipation, since the voltage swing between TTL HIGH
and LOW levels is smaller.

*3.10.9 Emitter-Coupled Logic

The key to reducing propagation delay in a bipolar logic Family is to prevent a
gate’s transistors from saturating. In Section 3.10.2, we learned how Schottky
diodes prevent saturation in TTL gates. However, it is also possible to prevent
saturation by using a radically different circuit structure, called current-mode
logic (CML) or emitter-coupled logic (ECL).

Unlike the other logic families in this chapter, ECL does notproduce a
large voltage swing between the LOW and HIGH levels. Instead, it has a small
voltage swing, less than a volt, and it internally switches current between two
possible paths, depending on the output state.

The first ECL logic family was introduced by General Electric in 196].

The concept was later refined by Motorola and others to produce the still popular
IOK and 100K ECL families. These families are extremely fast, offering propa‘
gation delays as short as 1 ns. The newest ECL family, ECLinPS (literally. ECL
in picoseconds), offers maximum delays under 0.5 us (500 ps}, including the
signal delay getting on and off of the IC package. Throughout the evolution of
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levels that are . _ . on, but notcircuits. ‘ IGH as shown in the figure, trans1stc;r Qcinlesful choice ofWhen VIN IS Htor b2 is OFF. This is true becalése (5) 03V (HIGH) through5 ‘ 116 t0 -saturated, and tranSI 1 Thus Voutz1S pu . that. t eleve s. , ut 03 V, soreSIStor Ya1ueS adshgviigthat the voltage drop across R] ls aboR2, and It can

VOUT] iS about 4.2 V (LOW).

VCC = 5.0 v 

VOUTI rs 42 V (LOW)

Val T2 7 5.0 v (HIGH)

vIN : 4 i v (HIGH)

3.10 Bipolar Logic

Fi ure 3-77

Bagic ECL inverter/buffer
circuit with input HIGH.
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differential ampuls

(li/Jk‘rwiiia/ inputs

C(NlllllUH-HlOfl’c‘ Sig/m!

single-curled input

_———-

Figure 3=78
Basic ECL inverter/buffer

circuit with input LOW.

When VIN is LOW, as shown in Figure 3-78. transistor Q2 is on, but It"
saturated, and transistor Q] is OFF. Thus, VOUT] is pulled to 5.0 V through R:
and it can be shown that VOUT2 is about 4.2 V. ‘

The outputs of this inverter are called clifi’erential outputs because they a
always complementary, and it is possible to determine the output state
looking at the difference between the output voltages (VOUTE - Vourz) rathe-
than their absolute values. That is, the output is 1 if (VOUT. - VOUTQ) > 0, and it
is 0 if (VOUTI — VOUT2) < 0. It is possible to build input circuits with two Wires
per logical input that define the logical signal value in this way; these are called,
difierential inputs.

Differential signals are used in most ECL “interfacing” and “clock distri.
bution” applications because of their low skew and high noise immunity. They
are “low skew" because the timing of a O—to-l or l-to-O transition does not
depend critically on voltage thresholds, which may change with temperature or
between devices. Instead, the timing depends only on when the voltages cross
over relative to each other. Similarly. the “relative" definition of 0 and 1 provides
outstanding noise immunity, since noise created in the power supply distribution
or coupled from external sources tends to be a common—mode signal that affects
both differential signals similarly, leaving the difference value unchanged.

It is also possible, of course, to determine the logic value by sensing the
absolute voltage level of one input signal, called a single-ended input. Single— '
ended signals are used in most ECL “logic" applications to avoid the obvious

vCC = 5.0 v

  
 

Vom- ~. 0 v (I—HGH; 
i,2 V (L OW)

  
"01112

VEE : 0.0 v

.1

 

   

(l:
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3.10 Bipolar Logic

on, but mm 61196 of doubling the number of signal lines. The basic CML inverter in
through R], exp 'Féfllll'e 3-77 and 3-78 has a single-ended input. It always has both “outputs"

Zilable internally; the circuit is actually either an inverter or a noninvertlng
use they are “flee,- depending on whether we use OUT1 or OUT2.
m state by bu 1:0 perform logic with the basic circuit of Figure 3-78, we place additional
>UT2) rather ransistors in parallel with Q]. For example, Figure 3-79 shows a Z-input ECL
) > O, and it IoRiNOFI gate. If any input is HIGH, the corresponding input transistor is active,
”W0 Wires and VoUTI is LOW (NOFl output). At the sometime. Q3 is OFF, and Voun is
3 are called HIGH (OR output).

Additional information on ECL circuits can be found at DDPPining in

IOCk distrj. WELL This includes a discussion of the common ECL families—10K
mity- They and IOOK—as well as positive ECL (PECL) operation.
1 does not

Jerature or Figu re 3-79 ECL 2-input OR/NOR gate: (a) circuit diagram; (b) function table;
ages ”058 (c) logic symbol; (d) truth table.
1 provides

istribution (a) Vac = 5.0 V

hat affects

ged.

:nsing the

it. Single-
: obvious

  
VY Q1 92 Q3 vE VOUT, vow OUT1OUT2 Y OUT10UT2

3.6 OFF OFF on 3.4 5.0 4.2 0
4.4 OFF on OFF 3.8 4.2 5.0 1
3.6 on OFF OFF 3.8 4.2 5.0 O
4.4 on on OFF 3.8 4.2 5.0 1

0
1
1
1

1
O
O
O
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Drill Problems

3,1 The Stub Series Terminated low Voltage Logic (SSTV) family, used for SDRAM

modules, defines a LOW signal to be in the range 0.0~0.7 V and a HIGH signal to
be in the range 1.7—2.5 V. Under a positive-logic convention, indicate the logic
value associated with each of the following signal levels:

(a) 0.0 V (b) 0.7 V (c) 1.7 V (d) —0.6 V

(e) 1.6 V (f) —2.0 V (g) 2.5 V (h) 3.3 V

Repeat Drill 3.1 using a negative—logic convention.

Discuss how a logic buffer amplifier is different from an audio amplifier.

Is a buffer amplifier equivalent to a 1-input AND gate or a 1-input OR gate?

True or false: For a given set of input values, a NAND gate produces the opposite
output as an OR gate with inverted inputs.

Write two completely different definitions of “gate” used in this chapter.

How many transistors are used in a 2—input CMOS NAND gate? How many of
each type are used?

(Hobbyists only.) Draw an equivalent circuit for a CMOS NAND gate using two
single-pole, double-throw relays.

For a given silicon area, which is likely to be faster, a CMOS NAND gate or a
CMOS NOR?

Define “fan-in” and “fanout.” Which one are you likely to have to calculate?

The circuit in Figure X3.1l(a) is a type of CMOS AND-OR-INVERT gate. Write
a function table for this circuit in the style of Figure 3—15(b), and a corresponding

logic diagram using AND and OR gates and inverters.

The circuit in Figure X3.ll(b) is a type of CMOS OR-AND-INVERT gate. Write

a function table for this circuit in the style of Figure 3—15(b), and a corresponding
logic diagram using AND and OR gates and inverters.

(b) l"cc

 

Drill Problems

Figure X3.11
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3.13 Draw the circuit diagram, function table, and logic symbol for a 3—input CMOS
NOR gate in the style of Figure 3—16.

Draw switch models in the style of Figure 3-14 for a 2—input CMOS NOR gate fer
all four input combinations.

Draw a circuit diagram, function table, and logic symbol for a CMOS OR gate in
the style of Figure 3-19.

Which has fewer transistors, a CMOS inverting gate or a noninvetting gate?

Name and draw the logic symbols of four different 3-input CMOS gates that each
use six transistors.

Which 8-input CMOS gate would you expect to be faster, NAND or AND? Why?
How is it that perfume can be bad for digital designers?

Using the data sheet in Table 3-3, determine the worst—case LOW—state and HlGH-
state DC noise margins of the 74HC00. State any assumptions required by your
answer.

How much high-state DC noise margin is available in an inverter whose transfer
characteristic untler worst-case conditions is shown in Figure X321? How much
low-state DC noise margin is available? {Assume 1.5-V and 3.5-V thresholds for
LOW and HIGH.)

Section 3.5 defines seven different electrical parameters for CMOS circuits.
Using the data sheet in Table 3—3, determine the wot'slwcasc value ofeach of these
for the 74HC00. State any assumptions required by your answer.

Based on the conventions and definitions in Section 3.4, if the current at a device

output is specified as a negative number, is the output sourcing current or sinking
current?

Across the range of valid HIGH input levels. 3.15—50 V. at what input level would
you expect the 74HCt)0 (Table 3-3) to consume the most power?
Determine the LOW-state and HlGH-state DC l'anout of the 74HCUU when it
drives 74ALSOO-like inputs. (Refer to Tables 3-3 and 3-10.)

Estimate the “on” resistances of thc p-channel and tit-channel output transistors of
the 74HC00 using information in Table 3-3.

Figure X3.21

LOW undefined HIGH 
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For each of the following resistive loads, determine whether the output drive

specifications of the 74HC00 over the commercial operating range are exceeded.
Refer to Table 3-3, and use VOLmax = 0.33 V, VOHmin = 3.84 V, and VCC = 5.0 V.
You may not exceed IOLmax or 10H",ax in any state.

(a) 120 o to VCC (b) 270 o to VCC and 330 o to GND

(c) 820 o to GND ((1) 470 o to vCC and 470 Q to GND

(6) 1 kg to vCC (1) 1.2 kg to vCC and 820 Q to GND

(g) 4.7 kg to VCC (h) 1.2 k!) to vCC and 1 kg to GND

Under what circumstances is it safe to allow an unused CMOS input to float?

Explain “latch up" and the circumstances under which it occurs.

Explain why replacing small decoupling capacitors to larger ones with larger
capacitance may not be a good idea.

When is it important to hold hands with a friend?

Name the two components of CMOS logic gate’s delay. How are either or both
affected by the direction of the output transition?

Determine the RC time constant for each of the following resistor-capacitor
combinations:

(a) R=lOOQ,C=SOpF (b) R=4.7kQ,C=150pF

(c) R=47Q,C=47pF (d) R=1kQ,C=100pF

Which would you expect to have a bigger effect on the power consumption of a
CMOS circuit, a 5% increase in power—supply voltage or a 5% increase in internal
and load capacitance?

Explain why the number of CMOS inputs connected to the output of a CMOS
gate generally is not limited by DC fanout considerations.

It is possible to operate 74VHC CMOS devices with a 2.5-volt power supply.

How much power does this typically save, compared to 5—volt operation?

A particular Schmitt—trigger inverter has VIme = 0.8 V, mein = 2.0 V, VT+ =

1.7 V, and VT, = 1.2 V. How much hysteresis does it have?

What would happen if three-state outputs turned on faster than they turned off?

Discuss the pros and cons of larger vs. smaller pull-up resistors for open-drain
CMOS outputs.

A particular LED has a voltage drop of about 2.0 V in the “on” state and requires
about 5 mA of current for normal brightness. Determine an appropriate value for
the pull-up resistor when the LED is connected to a 74AC00 NAND gate as shown
in Figure 3—54(a).

How does the answer for Drill 3.40 change if the LED only requires 2 mA and is
connected to a 74HC00 as shown in Figure 3-54(b)?

A wired-AND function is obtained simply by tying two open-drain or open—
collector outputs together, without going through another level of transistor

circuitry. How is it, then, that a wired-AND function can actually be slower than
a discrete AND gate?

Drill Problems 177
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3,43
Which CMOS or TTL logic family in this chapter has the strongest output dl‘ivi“
capability?

Concisely summarize the difference between HC and ACT logic families.

Why don’t the specifications for FCT devices include parameters like 1/}
that apply to CMOS loads, as HCT and ACT specifications do?

)Lln ‘

How many diodes are required for an n-input diode AND gate?

Are TTL outputs more capable ofsinking current or sourcing current?

driving multiple TTL inputs. Also indicate how much “
is available in the LOW or HIGH state for each case.

(a) 74LS driving 74AS (b) 74LS driving 74F

(c) 74F driving 74LS (d) 74F driving 74AS

(e) 74AS driving 743 (t) 748 driving 74ALS

(g) 74ALS driving 74S (11) 74F driving 74F

Which resistor dissipates more power, the pull-down for an unused LS-TTL-
NOR-gate input, or the pull-up for an unused LS-TTL NAND-gate input? Use the
maximum allowable resistor value in each case.

Which would you expect to be faster, a CMOS AND gate or a CMOS AND-OR-
INVEFtT gate, assuming all transistors switch at the same speed? Why?
Describe the key benefit of Schottky transistors in TTL.

Using the data sheet from the Texas Instruments (www.ti . com), determine the
worst—case LOW-state and HIGH~state DC noise margins of the 74ALSOO.

Sections 3104 and 3.10.5 define eight different electrical parameters for TTL
circuits. Using the data sheet from Texas Instruments (www.ti . com), determine
the worst—case value of each of these for the 74ALSOO.

For each of the following resistive loads, determine whether the output drive
specifications of the 74LSOO over the commercial operating range are exceeded.
(Refer to Table 3-11, and use VOL,"ax = 0.5 V and VCC : 5.0 V.)

(a) 470 Q to VCC (b) 330 Q to VCC and 470 Q to GND

(e) 6.8 M) to GND (d) 910 Q to VCC and 1200 Q to GND

(e) 620 Q to Vcc (0 510 Q to Vcc and 470 Q to GND

g) 5.] kg to GND (h) 464 Q to VCC and 510 Q to GND

Compute the LOW—state and HIGH-state DC noise margins for each of the follow-
ing cases of a TTL output driving a TTL—compatible CMOS input, or vice versa.

(a) 74HCT driving 74LS (b) 74ALS driving 74HCT

(c) 74AS driving 74VHCT (d) 74VHCT driving 74F
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Figure X3.59

Compute the maximum fanout for each of the following cases of a TTL-compat—
ible CMOS output driving multiple inputs in a TTL logic family. Also indicate
how much “excess” driving capability is available in the LOW or HIGH state for
each case.

(a) 74HCT driving 74LS (b) 74VHCT driving 748

(c) 74VHCT driving 74ALS (d) 74HCT driving 74AS

For a given load capacitance and transition rate, which logic family in this chapter
has the highest dynamic power dissipation? How does it compare to the family
with the lowest dynamic power dissipation?

Exercises

3.59

3.60

3.61

Design a CMOS circuit that has the functional behavior shown in Figure X359.
(Hint: Only eight transistors are required.)

Design a CMOS circuit that has the functional behavior shown in Figure X3.60.
(Hint: Only eight transistors are required.)

Draw a circuit diagram, function table, and logic symbol in the style of
Figure 3-19 for a CMOS gate with two inputs A and B and an output 2, where
Z=1 ifA=0 and B: 1, and 2:0 otherwise. (Hint: Only six transistors are needed.)

Draw a circuit diagram, function table, and logic symbol in the style of

Figure 3-19 for a CMOS gate with two inputs A and B and an output 2, where
Z=0 ifA=1 and B=O, and 2:] otherwise. (Hint: Only six transistors are needed.)

Draw a figure showing the logical structure of an 8-input CMOS NAND gate,
assuming that at most 4-input NAND and 2-input NOR gate circuits are practical.
Using your general knowledge of CMOS characteristics, select a circuit structure
that minimizes the NAND gate’s propagation delay for a given silicon area, and
explain why this is so.

The circuit designers of TTL-compatible CMOS families presumably could have
made the voltage drop across the “on” transistor under load in the HIGH state as
little as it is in the LOW state, simply by making the p—channel transistors bigger.

Why do you suppose they didn’t bother to do this?

Figure X3.60

Exercises 179
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3.73 In thel3.65 How much current and power are “wasted” in Figure 3—32(b)?

3.66 Perform a detailed calculation of VOUT in Figures 3-33 and 3-34. (Hint: Create a: and l9
Thévenin equivalent for the CMOS inverter in each figure.) dm’m-‘l

3.67 Consider the dynamic behavior of a CMOS output driving a given capacitive poweil_
load. If the resistance of the charging path is double the resistance ofthe discharg. 3.79 Constli
ing path. is the rise time exactly twice the fall time? If not, what other factow purpok
affect the transition times? tlrlansn:t e L‘-

3.68 Analyze the fall time of the CMOS inverter output of Figure 3-37 with RL=900 Q whftl
and VL=2.O V. Compare your result with the result in Section 3.6.l and explain_ 80 Using'

3.69 Repeat Exercise 3.68 for rise time. 3' perfo"
3.70 Assuming that the transistors in an FCT CMOS three-state buffer are perfeq 3.81 Calct!

zero-delay on—oi'i' devices that switch at an input threshold of 1.5 V, determine the gates
value of rPLZ for the test circuit and waveforms in Figure 3-24. (Hint: You have 3.82 Redrt
to determine the time using an RC time constant.) transl

3.71 Repeat Exercise 3.70 for rpm. for ti
3.72 Using the specifications in Table 3-7, estimate the “on” resistances of the draw

p-channel and n-ehnnnel transistors in 74HCT—series CMOS logic. 3.83 MOCEi
$.73 Create a 4x4><2 x2 matrix of worstleasc DC noise margins for the following ngh-

CMOS interfacing situations: an (HC. HCT. VHC, or VHCT) output driving an. nom
(HC, HCT. VHC. or VHCT) input with a (CMOS. TTL) load in the (LOW, HIGH] 3.84 Usm
state; Figure X373 illustrates. (Hints.- There are 64 different combinations. but each
many give identical results. Some combinations yield negative margins.) 3.85 Shm

3.74 The 74LVC00 is capable of being driven by up to 5.5 V. even when it is operating be d}.
at only l.8 V. Using Figure 3-62. determine the DC noise margins when a 3-86 A d’l
74LVCOU is driven by a) 3.3-V CMOS, and b) 2.5-V CMOS. hfid‘

3.75 Using Figure 3-62, determine the DC noise margins for 5—V—tolerant, 3.3-V cute]
CMOS driving 5-V CMOS logic with TTL input levels, and vice versa. 521:

3.76 Using Figure 3-62, determine the DC noise margins for 3.3-V-tolerant, 2.5-V I thei
CMOS driving 3.3-V CMOS, and vice versa.

3.77 Using Figure 3—62, determine the DC noise margins for a) 2.5-V CMOS driving I
itself, and b) 1.8—V CMOS driving itself.

Figure X3.73 Output 

 
 

 

Key:
CL = CMOS load. LOW
OH = CMOS load, HlGH
TL = TTL load. LOW
TH = TTL load, HlGH
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3 78 In the LED example in Section 3.7.5. a designer chose a resistor value of 390 Q
and found that the open-drain gate was able to maintain its output at 0.3 V while
driving the LED. How much current flows through the LED. and how much
power is dissipated by the pull-up resistor in this case?

Consider a CMOS 8-bit binary counter [Section 8.4) clocked at In MHz. For the
purpose of computing the counters dynamic power dissipation, what is the
transition frequency of the least significant bit‘? Of the most significant bit'? For
the purpose ofdetcrmining the dynamic power dissipation ofthc eight output bits.
what frequency should be used?

Using only AND and NOFi gates, draw a logic diagram for the logic function
performed by the circuit in Figure 3-56.

Calculate the approximate output voltage at Z in Figure 3—57, assuming that the
gates are HGT-series CMOS.

Redraw the circuit diagram ofa CMOS 3-state buffer in Figure 3—49 using actual
transistors instead of NAND, NOR. and inverter symbols. Can you find a circuit
for the same function that requires a smaller total number of transistors? If so,draw it.

Modify the CMOS 3-statc buffer circuit in Figure 3-49 so that the output is in the
Higth state when the enable input is HIGH. The modified circuit should require
no more transistors than the original.

Using information in Table 3-3. estimate how much current can flow through
each output pin if the outputs of two different 74HC00s are lighting.
Show that at a given power-supply voltage, an FCT-lypc 2'ch specification can
be derived frotn an HCTIACT—type CPD specification, and vice versa.
A digital designer found a problem in a certain Circuit's function after the circuit
had been released to production and 1000 copies of it built. A portion of the
circuit is shown in Figure X186 in black; all of the gates are 74HCTUO NAND
gates. The digital designer fixed the problem by adding the two diodes shown in
color. What do the diodes do? Describe both the logical effects of this change on
the Circuit's function and the electrical effects on the circuits noise margins.

+5V

Figure X3.86
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Figure X3.87

Th évenin Theve ntn
. ‘ equivalent of

termination \ termination —\
Fl

(b) l

pen-collector or three-state bus has the structum.
shown in Figure X3.87(a). The idea is that, with appropriate values ole and R2"
this circuit is equivalent to the termination in (b) for any desired values of Vand
R. The value of Vdetermines the voltage on the bus when no device is driving it,
and the value ofR is selected to match the characteristic impedance ofthe bus FOI
transmission-line purposes (Milli) atm). For each of the follow.
ing pairs of Vand R, determine the required values of RI and R2.
(a) V=3.0,R2120 (b) V=2.7,R=l79
(C) V=2.4,R:150 (d) V=l.5,R=50

V

For each ofthe R1 and R2 pairs in Exercise 3.87, determine whether the termina.
tion can be properly driven by a threevstale output in each of the l'hllowing logic
families: 74LS, 74S, 74FCT-T. For proper operation. the family‘s lot- and 10H
specs must not be exceeded when V01. = 1'2)an and VOH = VDHmin. respectivciy.
Determine the total thWer dissipation of the circuit in Figure X3.89 as: function
of transition frequencyf for two realiaations: (at) using 74LS gates; (h) using
74HC gates. Assume that input capacitance is 3 [JP for a TTL gate and 7 [JP for a
CMOS gate, that a 74LS gale has art internal power-dissipation capacitance ol'20
pF, and that there is an additional 20 pF ofstray wiring capacitance in the circuit.
Also assume that the X. Y, and Z inputs are always HIGH, and that input C is driven
with a CMOS—level square wave with frequencyfi Other information that you
need for this problem can be found in Tables 3-5 and 3-H). State any other
assumptions that you make. At what frequency does the TTL circuit dissipate lesspower than the CMOS circuit?

Find a commercially available 74—serics device with a very long part number,
based on the logic family and the device number, but excluding the package type,
temperature range, and so on. You should be able to beat 74ALVCH16244.

Figure X3.89 C
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